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ABSTRACT 
Gas turbines are extensively used in combined cycle power systems. These form about 20% 

of global power generating capacity, normally being fired on natural gas, but this is 

expected in the future to move towards hydrogen enriched gaseous fuels to reduce CO2 

emissions. Gas turbine combined cycles can give electrical power generation efficiencies of 

up to 60%, with the aim of increasing this to 70% in the next 10 to 15 years, whilst at the 

same time substantially reducing emissions of contaminants such as NOx. 

The gas turbine combustor is an essential and critical component here. These are 

universally stabilized with swirl flows, which give very wide blowoff limits, and with 

appropriate modification can be adjusted to give very low NOx and other emission. Lean 

premixed combustion is commonly used at pressures between 15 to 30 bar, these even out 

hot spots and minimise formation of thermal NOx. Problems arise because improving 

materials technology/improved cooling techniques allow higher turbine inlet temperatures, 

hence higher efficiencies, but with the drawback of potentially higher emissions and 

stability problems. 

This PhD study has widely investigated and analysed two different kinds of gas turbine 

swirl burners. The research has included experimental investigation and computational 

simulation. Mainly, the flashback and blowoff limits have been comprehensively analysed 

to investigate their effect upon swirl burner operation. The study was extended by using 

different gas mixtures, including either pure gas or a combination of more than one gas like 

natural gas, methane, hydrogen and carbon dioxide.  

The first combustor is a 100 kW tangential swirl combustor made of stainless steel that has 

been experimentally and theoretically analysed to study and mitigate the effect of flashback 

phenomena. The use of a central fuel injector, cylindrical confinement and exhaust sleeve 

are shown to give large benefits in terms of flashback resistance and acts to reduce and 

sometimes eliminate any coherent structures which may be located along the axis of 

symmetry. The Critical Boundary Velocity Gradient is used for characterisation of 

flashback, both via the original Lewis and von Elbe formula and via new analysis using 

CFD and investigation of boundary layer conditions just in front of the flame front. 

Conclusions are drawn as to mitigation technologies. It is recognized how isothermal 

conditions produce strong Precessing Vortex Cores that are fundamental in producing the 
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final flow field, whilst the Central Recirculation Zones are dependent on pressure decay 

ratio inside the combustion chamber. Combustion conditions showed the high similarity 

between experiments and simulation. Flashback was demonstrated to be a factor highly 

related to the strength of the Central Recirculation Zone for those cases where a 

Combustion Induced Vortex Breakdown was allowed to enter the swirl chamber, whilst 

cases where a bluff body impeded its passage showed a considerable improvement to the 

resistance of the phenomenon. The use of nozzle constrictions also reduced flashback at 

high Reynolds number (Re). All these results were intended to contribute to better designs 

of future combustors. 

The second piece of work of this PhD research included comprehensive experimental work 

using a generic swirl burner (with three different blade inserts to give different swirl 

numbers) and has been used to examine the phenomena of flashback and blowoff in the 

swirl burner in the context of lean premixed combustion. Cylindrical and conical 

confinements have been set up and assembled with the original design of the generic swirl 

combustor. In addition to that, multi-fuel blends used during the experimental work include 

pure methane, pure hydrogen, hydrogen / methane mixture, carbon dioxide/ methane 

mixture and coke oven gas.  

The above investigational analysis has proved the flashback limits decrease when swirl 

numbers decrease for the fuel blends that contain 30% or less hydrogen. Confinements 

would improve the flashback limit as well. 

Blowoff limits improve with a lower swirl number and it is easier to recognise the gradual 

extinction of the flame under blowoff conditions. The use of exhaust confinement has 

created a considerable improvement in blowoff. Hydrogen enriched fuels can improve the 

blowoff limit in terms of increasing heat release, which is higher than heat release with 

natural gas. However, the confinements complicate the flashback, especially when the fuel 

contains a high percentage of hydrogen. The flashback propensity of the hydrogen/methane 

blends becomes quite strong. The most important features in gas turbines is the possibility 

of using different kinds of fuel. This matter has been discussed extensively in this project. 

By matching flashback/blowoff limits, it has been found that for fuels containing up to 30% 

of hydrogen, the designer would be able to switch the same gas turbine combustor to multi-

fuels whilst producing the same power output. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 

 

 
“If a man empties his purse into his head, no man can take it away from him; an investment 

in knowledge always pays the best interest.” 

Benjamin Franklin 

 

 

 

1.1 World Energy Consumption 
The global demand for energy, and more especially clean energy, is increasing rapidly. 

There is a universal need for efficient technologies that will contribute to the sustainable 

development of the host countries and communities by providing employment, improving 

quality of life and protecting the environment. This energy solution must include the 

development of new clean, non-polluting and non-dangerous sources of energy for the 

environment and must necessarily guarantee sustainability on a human scale contrary to the 

current energy solutions [1-2]. 

The question here is how much energy needs to satisfy the desired needs and services, but 

who knows the answer? Looking into the past, trying to extrapolate into the future, 

mankind’s energy expenditure has grown differently in different areas: 

• Energy used to procure food and water is now (say year 2000, per capita) five times 

larger than 106 years ago. 

• Energy used for transportation is now sixty times larger than 500 years ago. 

• Telecommunication technology; this scarcely existed 150 years ago.  
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Presently, we only use two final-user commercial-energy carriers: fuels and electricity. 

Most of the energy trade involves fuels, presently, in the past, and in the foreseeable future, 

as summarised in Table 1.1 [3]. 

 

Year 2000 Year 2020 prediction 

Primary 

Energy 

Energy Carriers (end 

use) 

Primary Energy Energy Carriers (end 

use) 

90% Fuels 84% Fuels 90% Fuels 82% Fuels 

7% Nuclear 16% Electricity 5% Nuclear 18% Electricity 

3% Hydro Electricity production: 

• 66% Fuels 

• 17% Nuclear 

• 17% Hydro 

3% Hydro 

2% Wind 

Electricity production: 

• 65% Fuels 

• 10% Nuclear 

• 15% Hydro 

• 10% Wind, solar 

 

Table 1.1 Short summary of fuel share in world energy utilization [3] 

 

The substances collectively known as fuels (basically coal, oil, gas, bio fuels and synthetic 

fuels) are mainly used as convenient energy stores, because of their high specific energy-

release when burnt with ambient air. The burning process, however, is not essential for the 

release of fuel-and-oxidiser energy; the same global process takes place in fuel cells 

without combustion. Fuels, as energy sources, are used for heat generation, for work 

generation, for cold generation, or for chemical transformations. Fuels are also used for 

non-burning purposes, as for the chemical synthesis of materials, mainly polymers (fibres, 

plastics, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, mineral oils, etc.), but this is not considered here 

anymore. In summary, fuels may be used for the following [2]: 

 

1. To produce heat in a burner (thermo-chemical converter). This heat may be used 

for direct heating, indirect heating (heat exchangers), for candescent lighting, for 

feeding a thermal machine (heat engine, refrigerator, or heat pump) to produce 

power, cold, or more heat, or for materials processing. 
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2. To produce work (and heat) in a heat engine (mechanical-chemical converter). 

This work may be used to produce propulsion, or electricity, or cold, or more 

heat. 

3. To produce electricity (and heat) in a fuel cell (electro-chemical converter). This 

electricity may be used to produce propulsion, cold, more heat, or for materials 

processing. 

4. To produce materials (and heat) in a reactor (chemo-chemical converter); e.g. 

polymer synthesis, oils, perfumes. 

 

Fuels may be considered as primary energy (i.e. directly extracted from natural sources and 

put on the market), as energy carriers or secondary-energy sources (i.e. manufactured fuels 

such as crude-oil distillates and synthetic fuels), or as final energy (bought by the end-user 

for final consumption).  

Fuel consumption, both as primary energy (i.e. as found in nature) and as a final energy 

source (i.e. as input to the end user), is today the major contributor (near 90%) to energy 

use, both at source and at destination (up to the Middle Ages, animal power, water-mills 

and wind-mills were large contributors; in the far future, nuclear fusion might take over). 

The analyses of the utilisation of energy as a commodity (sources, transportation, storage 

and consumption) is sometimes called Energetics. 

Fuels major share in world energy market (80% to 90%) means that the two terms, fuels 

and energy, can be used indistinctly both for primary and for final consumption. Beware, 

however, that some people use indistinctly 'electricity' and 'energy', without such a rational 

definition as above. On the other hand, it is worth considering that all terrestrial energy 

(except the minor contribution of gravitational tidal energy) is ultimately of nuclear origin: 

nuclear fission inside the Earth generates geothermal energy (also a minor share of the 

overall Earth energy budget), and nuclear fusion at the Sun provides the major energy 

input, which is partially converted in the short term (weeks) to hydraulic energy and wind 

energy, in the midterm (a year) to biomass energy, and in the very long term (million years) 

to fossil fuels. This is the dominant commercial source nowadays. 
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Moreover, world energy production is increasing but not fast enough to prevent an energy 

crunch in the forthcoming future [6-7]. 

 

1.3 World Energy Future 
The future of energy (as a human commodity) looks dark nowadays, even darker than the 

future of clean water and food. The key problem is that energy consumption is growing 

disproportionally to population growth (as food may be), at a much higher rate (because of 

the 'developed' way-of-life), with two associated consequences [8]: 

 

• Environmental impact, because the largest share in energy production comes 

from fuel combustion, which generates global-warming gases and chemical 

pollution (global and local), and other energy sources do not show a clear 

alternative: nuclear fission has the unsolved problem of waste fuel and 

proliferation, and renewable energy sources have low power density and are not 

free of environmental impact (e.g. effects of wind mills on fauna and landscape). 

• Scarcity of cheap resources, because readily-available oil, gas, and coal deposits, 

are being exhausted at a quicker pace than new reserves are found. 

As a clear solution to this energy problem is presently not at hand, the most rational 

approach might be to push along several fronts, looking forward to solving some of the 

inconveniences (being alert for new possibilities), and weighting more on those showing 

better promise at the time being. In particular: 

• New fossil fuel plants seem to be unavoidable for decades to come, at least. 

Cleaner and more energy-efficient combustion processes must be developed for 

the traditional fuels, e.g. using natural-gas combined-cycle plants with a thermal 

efficiency nearly double that of old coal-fired plants, capturing CO2 emissions 

from traditional exhaust gases (e.g. using amine absorption/regeneration), or 

helped by the oxy-combustion process, or directly from the fuel by reformation of 

the fossil fuel to less-contaminant fuels before combustion (the drive towards the 

hydrogen economy), etc. 

• New nuclear fission plants can alleviate in the short term the energy problem, 

their problem with nuclear waste perhaps being solved in the future, but their 
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remote risk of massive life destruction renders them too risky for wide-world 

proliferation (energy consumption in the future will increase most amongst 

presently underdeveloped societies). Power plants intrinsically safe, intrinsically 

non-proliferating, and making best use of fissionable material should be 

developed. Nuclear fusion research must be further encouraged, as being the only 

panacea on the horizon. 

• New renewable plants must be promoted, even subsidised if one takes account of 

the social costs implied in traditional power plants (from human health to world 

politics), but not as a present panacea: nowadays, they cannot provide a complete 

substitute to fossil-fuel plants and will not be able to in the decades to come. 

Among renewable sources, the two approaches with a wider future are, first, 

biomass cultures for bio fuels (from non-alimentary plants), and second, thermal 

solar energy plants, although wind energy is developing faster, at present. 

 

1.4. Gas Turbines 
A gas turbine, also called a combustion turbine, is a rotary engine that extracts energy from 

a flow of combustion gas. It has an upstream compressor coupled to a downstream turbine, 

and a combustion chamber in-between, as shown in figure 1.3. 

 

 
Figure 1.3 Gas turbine conventional arrangements showing combustor [9] 
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Energy is added to the gas stream in the combustor, where pressurized air is mixed with 

fuel and ignited. Combustion increases the temperature, velocity and volume of the gas 

flow. This is directed through a nozzle over the turbine's blades, spinning the turbine and 

powering the compressor. 

Energy is extracted in the form of shaft power, compressed air and thrust, in any 

combination, and used to power aircraft, trains, ships, generators, and even tanks 

 

1.4.1 Gas Turbine Combustor 

The gas turbine combustor is considered to be one of the most complicated systems in gas 

turbine design. This complexity arises as the combustor connects the two other main parts, 

the compressor and the turbine. Furthermore, a designer of this system requires knowledge 

involving fluid dynamics, combustion and mechanical design. Recently, the complexity has 

increased rapidly because of new requirements of high efficiency, less undesirable 

emissions and alternative fuels. The designer of a combustion system needs to reach an 

optimum compromise between all conflicting requirements [8, 10]. 

These new requirements force researchers to use high levels of computational mathematics 

like computational fluid dynamics and software to increase the speed and accuracy of 

design. 

The major goals of general gas turbine combustor design are: 

• High combustion efficiency; 

• Reduction of visible smoke; 

• Reduction of oxides of nitrogen, NOx; and 

• Development of a design capable of withstanding the combustion temperatures 

through advanced materials and cooling designs. 

These are some of the essential requirements for gas turbine design that need to be satisfied 

with an affordable cost. 

 

1.4.2 Combustion Performance 

Combustion stability, efficiency and lighting are ultimately inseparable. First of all 

combustion stability during the gas turbine operation demands that the combustion process 
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should burn fuel over a wide range of operating conditions in a stable manner and without 

any combustion problems that could arrest the burning process for any reason. 

Secondly, the combustion efficiency should be very close to 100%. 

Thirdly, no less important than the former elements, there should be a proper start system to 

ensure the engine reaches a self-sustaining speed. However, in an aircraft gas turbine there 

is the important additional requirement of rapid relighting of a combustor after a flame 

blowoff and relight (high altitude relight). The above three features of combustion 

(stability, efficiency, and ignition), are major aspects in a gas turbine. 

 

1.4.3 Operational Requirements and Combustor Design Factors 

Gas turbine requirements from combustors are high combustion efficiency (>99%) and 

low-pressure loss (2-8% of the compressor delivery pressure); such parameters will have no 

real effect on the cycle efficiency and the output power. On the other hand, it is quite 

important for the combustor to provide a suitable, near uniform turbine inlet temperature 

and velocity profile plus low undesirable emission throughout the period of operation. 

The difficulties of the aforementioned points arise because of the different operational 

conditions through altitude change and power requirements (for aircraft engines). 

Atmospheric conditions change rapidly during ascent and descent phases of flight. The 

combustor needs to deal with these variations and maintain flame stability and appropriate 

turbine inlet temperature. For power turbines there are similar, but different considerations, 

ranging from fuel switching (natural gas to fuel oil and vice versa) and requirements for 

turndown, start up and shut down. 

There are many types of fuel used in gas turbine combustors according to the application. 

These include natural gas, liquid distillate, diesel fuel, and residual fuel oil. The latter one is 

not widely used because of the high cost of pre-treatments. Some combustors work with 

dual firing. This means you can switch between two kinds of fuel according the operational 

requirements you might have. 

The following summarises combustor design parameters [8, 10]: 

• Outlet gas combustor temperature should be appropriate for the turbine blades (~ 

1850K for aeronautical applications, 1750K for power applications). 
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• Temperature distribution through the turbine blades should be evaluated to avoid 

local failure at any stress point. 

• Suitable air velocity (30-60m/s) and air / fuel ratio (60:1 to 120:1 for simple gas 

turbines cycle and 100:1 to 200:1 if heat exchangers are used) should be maintained. 

• Carbon spot formation in the turbine blade should be avoided because it will cause 

erosion of the blade or block the cooling passages; aerodynamically it can cause 

vibration in either the combustor or turbine. 

• The combustor should be stable for a wide range of chamber pressures and have the 

ability to be relit at high altitude and speed in the event of a flame blowoff. 

• There should be avoidance of smoke in either industrial or aeronautical gas turbines. 

• The amount of pollutants CO, UHC, and NOx should be minimised. 

 

An important feature is the connection and coupling between the compressor and 

combustion chamber and thus the inlet velocity and other conditions at entry. 

Aircraft engines need small space and low weight, this will lead to use of light –gauge, heat 

resisting alloy, sheet working for maybe 10,000 hours between overhaul; industrial gas 

turbines conversely can perform for up to 100,000 hours between overhaul. 

Any pressure drop through the combustor leads to both an increase in specific fuel 

consumption and reduction in specific power output. 

 

1.4.4 Types of Combustion System 

Combustion in the normal, open cycle, gas turbine is a continuous process in which fuel is 

burned in the air supply by the compressor; an electric spark is required only for initiating 

the combustion process and then the flame should be self-sustainable. The designer has 

many factors to consider first before making the optimum choice in consideration of them 

all. These include orientation, weight, frontal area, volume and emissions. There are many 

types of combustor to suit different applications including Can (or tubular) combustors, 

Can-annular (or tubo-annular) combustors, Silo combustors…etc. 

Generally, industrial gas turbine designers are looking to new designs with dry low 

emissions (DLE) type of combustor, without adding any complexity of steam or water 

injection. 
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Thus, the increasing consumption of fossil fuels and their greenhouse emissions have 

increased the necessity for research to develop new and improve existing mechanisms for 

the generation of energy in a variety of industrial processes.  Swirling flow combustors are 

widely used in almost all gas turbine combustors; they are not well understood and 

represent a fruitful area of research capable of giving considerable benefit to gas turbine 

combustor designers. 

 

1.5. Summary 
In detail, the aim of this project is to study and analyse flashback and blowoff limits 

characteristics of gas turbine swirl burners of variable swirl number and a wide range of 

hydrogen containing fuels. One version at a swirl number of 1.47 has been analysed 

numerically by CFD using computer software simulation (FLUENT), complimented by 

experimental data for a range of different fuels under fully premixed combustion 

conditions. The second one is a radial inlet swirl burner, which has been examined 

experimentally to find the flashback and blowoff limits for seven different premixed fuel 

blends for unconfined and confined conditions. 

 

1.6. Objectives 
This thesis covers two main areas as follows: 

• Experimental and numerical studies of flashback in a tangential entry swirl burner, 

originally designed for the combustion of poor quality fuels. The work focussed on 

the flashback mechanism involving boundary layer flame propagation, determined 

by the critical boundary velocity gradient, derived both from experiments and CFD. 

The numerical simulation has confirmed and clarified experimental findings. 

• Based upon the work described above a radial vaned swirl burner of variable swirl 

number has been designed and built; it has been examined experimentally under a 

wide range of conditions for flashback and blowoff behaviour as a function of 

geometry and swirl number. Up to seven different fuel blends have been 

investigated, ranging from pure methane to pure hydrogen, hydrogen/methane 

blends, methane/CO2 blends and Coke Oven gas (COG). The data has been also 
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transformed into heating effect as a function of total gas throughput to allow direct 

comparison of thermal inputs under different operation conditions for all fuel 

blends. This allows determination of operational regimes of different fuels and 

levels of premixing permissible.  

 

1.7 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is divided into a number of chapters, which are as follows, 

• Chapter 1. An introduction illustrates the basic principles of gas turbines including 

the problems of uncontrolled emissions and energy consumption. 

• Chapter 2. This chapter comprehensively reviews previous work in the area and 

discusses phenomena including coherent structures in swirl flow, combustion 

technology, lean premixed combustion, fuel blends, flashback and blowoff. 

• Chapter 3. Here, explanation is made of the numerical approach which has been 

used to model the swirling flow occurring both inside and outside of the burner. 

FLUENT software from ANS12 has been used. All the basic equations, the 

turbulence model, combustion models, and geometry mesh have been extensively 

discussed and clarified. 

• Chapter 4. The numerical simulation for 100kW Tangential swirl Burner and the 

method of data analysis is explained with discussion of the results and the 

interaction between experimental and numerical studies. Discussion is made of the 

results obtained under isothermal, combustion and flashback conditions in order to 

apply them in real industrial situations. 

• Chapter 5. This chapter outlines the methodology of design of the prototype radial 

vaned swirl burner, the rig setup and all the parts of the burner and the type of fuel 

blends used during the tests. 

• Chapter 6. This chapter contains flashback determination of the radial vaned swirl 

burner for confined and unconfined conditions for different types of fuel blends 

with discussion of all the results. 

• Chapter 7. This chapter describes blowoff estimation of the radial vaned swirl 

burner for confined and unconfined conditions for different types of fuel blends and 

contains discussion of all the results. 
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• Chapter 8. This chapter describes matching of flashback and blowoff results to 

produce curves explaining the possibilities of changing the fuel blend for a given 

gas turbine combustor from pure methane to another fuel blend with maximum 

premixing. 

• Chapter 9. This chapter contains conclusions and further work, providing a 

summary of the key findings obtained with this project, suggesting several research 

programs that can be carried out for future experiments. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Characteristics of a Gas Turbine 

Swirl Combustor 
 

“You will never do anything in this world without courage. It is the greatest quality of the 

mind next to honour.” 

Aristotle 

 

2.1 Introduction  
Gradual and continuous evolutionary improvements have occurred with gas turbine 

combustion systems since they were discovered some 70 years ago. Dramatic changes have 

happened over the last quarter century as environmental aspects enter very strongly in the 

strategic plans of companies and scientists that are working in the field of gas turbine 

development. 

Many parameters and phenomena affect combustors performance, efficiency and 

emissions. Gas turbine combustors are sophisticated combustion systems because they 

included many physical parameters and chemical characteristics that are interrelated. 

Designers of these important devices are looking for optimum designs that can offer high 

safety and maximum energy release with lower emissions with an acceptable cost. 

Increasing interest in lean premixed fuel with swirl combustors has arisen because of its 

propensity to reduce NOx emissions. This coupled with the use of hydrogen containing 

alternative fuels offers the possibility of reduced greenhouse gas emissions. Alternative 

fuels include hydrogen-enriched natural gas in various proportions, by-products of process 

industries such as coke oven gas and indeed pure hydrogen. 
 

This gives rise to numerous areas of concern for operators and developers of gas turbines 

especially in the area of the combustor, which include flashback, temperature levels, 

blowoff, combustion instability, and fuel interchangeability. Flashback with hydrogen 
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containing fuels is of special concern with hydrogen enriched fuels, owing to the high 

flame speed of hydrogen, to such an extent that diffusion combustion is commonly 

employed resulting in higher NOx emissions.  

This chapter introduces some of these phenomena and features to explain their effects upon 

swirl combustor performance. 

 

2.2 Types of Combustible Mixtures 
Technically, most of the literature which has described the mixing processes in gaseous 

combustion systems can be divided into non-premixed, premixed and partially premixed. 

These are the main combustion mixture types. 

 

2.2.1 Non-Premixed Combustion 

In many combustion applications fuel and oxidizer enter separately into the combustion 

chamber where they mix and burn during continuous mutual diffusion; this can be called 

non-premixed combustion [11-12]. 

Classic examples are combustion in a furnace, diesel engine and some gas turbine 

applications. The non-premixed combustion reactions occur in the swirl stabilised 

combustion zone with the reactants being converted into products downstream. They then 

are diluted by secondary air to reduce the temperature at the exit of the combustor to values 

that are acceptable for the turbine blade material. In modern stationary gas turbines, liquid 

fuel is often pre-vaporized and partially premixed before entering the gas turbine 

combustion chamber. Similar partial premixing occurs with natural gas. Models used for 

partially premixed combustion are more relevant for describing the flame propagation and 

combustion processes occurring in these engines. 

Sometimes non-premixed combustion (called diffusive combustion) is used. Diffusion is 

the rate controlling process. 

The time needed for convection and diffusion, both being responsible for turbulent mixing 

is typically much larger than the time needed for combustion reactions to occur. 

However, the non-premixed mixture in gas turbine combustors shows more stability in 

operation than other type of mixtures either experimentally [13] or in using CFD simulation 

[14]. 
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In 1928 Burke and Schumann [15] showed that an important feature of calculation 

procedures was the introduction of a chemistry independent “conserved scalar” variable 

called the mixture fraction. All scalars such as temperature, concentrations, and density 

could then be uniquely related to the mixture fraction. 

 

2.2.2 Premixed Combustion 

In premixed combustion, fuel and oxidizer are mixed at the molecular level prior to 

ignition. Combustion occurs as a flame front propagating into the unburnt reactants. 

Premixed flames propagate in a mixture of fuel and air due to heat conducted from the 

burned hot products to fresh cold reactants. Premixed combustion often occurs in a thin 

reaction zone separating reactants and products. Turbulent premixed flames are particularly 

complicated due to very strong coupling of the flame with the small-scale structure of 

turbulence [11-12]. 

Premixed combustion is much more difficult to model than non-premixed combustion. The 

reason for this is that premixed combustion usually occurs as a thin, propagating flame that 

is stretched and contorted by turbulence. For subsonic flows, the overall rate of propagation 

of the flame is determined by both the laminar flame speed and the turbulent eddies. The 

laminar flame speed is determined by the rate that species and heat diffuse upstream into 

the reactants and burn. To capture the laminar flame speed, the internal flame structure 

would need to be resolved, as well as the detailed chemical kinetics and molecular diffusion 

processes. Since practical laminar flame thicknesses are of the order of millimetres or 

smaller, resolution requirements are usually unaffordable in terms of computer storage. The 

effect of turbulence is to wrinkle and stretch the propagating laminar flame sheet, 

increasing the sheet area and, in turn, the effective flame speed. The large turbulent eddies 

tend to wrinkle and corrugate the flame sheet, whilst the small turbulent eddies, if they are 

smaller than the laminar flame thickness, may penetrate the flame sheet and modify the 

laminar flame structure. 

The essence of premixed combustion modelling lies in capturing the turbulent flame speed, 

which is influenced by both the laminar flame speed and the turbulence. 
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In premixed flames, the fuel and oxidizer are intimately mixed before they enter the 

combustion device. Reaction then takes place in a combustion zone that separates unburnt 

reactants and burnt combustion products. 

Premixed combustion has been shown to cause many difficulties throughout the history of 

gas turbine combustors. These unwanted difficulties include instability, flashback, and 

blowoff.  

 

2.2.3 Partially Premixed Combustion 

Partially premixed combustion systems are premixed flames with some elements of non-

uniform fuel-oxidizer mixtures (equivalence ratios). Such flames include premixed jets 

discharging into a quiescent atmosphere, lean premixed combustors with diffusion pilot 

flames and/or cooling air jets, and those with imperfectly mixed inlet flows [11-12]. 

Partially premixed combustion models are generally a simple combination of non-premixed 

model and premixed model. This means that the partially premixed combustion would 

carry the advantages and disadvantages of both types of mixture models. 

Partially premixed flames exhibit the properties of both premixed and diffusion flames. 

They can occur under many circumstances including when an additional oxidizer or fuel 

stream enters a premixed system, or when a diffusion flame becomes lifted off the burner 

so that some premixing takes place prior to combustion. 

 

2.3 Lean Premixed Mixture (LPM) 
Lean fuel premixing is considered to be one of the most promising technologies for 

emission reduction in gas turbine combustion systems. Lean combustion is used widely in 

many applications, including gas turbines, boilers, furnaces, and internal combustion 

engines. This wide range of applications all attempt to use the advantage that combustion 

processes operating under fuel lean conditions can have very low emissions and very high 

efficiency. Pollutant emissions are reduced because flame temperatures are typically low, 

reducing thermal NOx formation. 

In addition, for hydrocarbon combustion, when lean combustion is accomplished with 

excess air, complete burnout of fuel generally results, reducing hydrocarbon and carbon 

monoxide emissions. Unfortunately, achieving these improvements and meeting the 
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demands of practical combustion systems is complicated by low reaction rates, extinction, 

instabilities, mild heat release, and sensitivity to mixing. 

A number of internal structures appear in the flow field and are still not well understood 

including the central recirculation zone (CRZ) and precessing vortex core (PVC). There are 

numerous studies of the CRZ and PVC, both experimental and numerical, formed during 

combustion at different equivalence ratios and flow rates. They clearly show the need for 

more work in this area. 

Amongst the most promising technologies used to reduce the impact and production of 

NOx, lean premixing and swirl stabilised combustion are regarded as very good options. 

However, premixing is not perfect because usually fuel and air are mixed shortly before 

entering the combustion chamber, leading to a significant degree of unmixedness [16]. On 

the other hand, it has been found that the levels of swirl used in some combustors, coupled 

with the mode of fuel injection can induce the appearance of unwanted and undesirable 

regular fluid dynamic instabilities. Swirl stabilized combustion creates coherent structures 

that may produce low-frequency modes capable of coupling with natural frequencies of the 

equipment [17], exciting oscillations that can damage the system. Therefore, there is vast 

room for improvement for both technologies. Recent research [18-20] has focused on the 

use of both technologies for the improvement of the combustion process, adding passive 

and active mechanisms of suppression for the reduction of combustion related instabilities. 

New combustion systems based on ultra-lean premixed combustion have the potential for 

dramatically reducing pollutant emissions in transportation systems, heat, and stationary 

power generation [21]. However, lean premixed flames are highly susceptible to fluid 

dynamic and combustion instabilities, making robust and reliable systems difficult to 

design. Low swirl burners are emerging as an important technology for meeting design 

requirements in terms of both reliability and emissions for next-generation combustion 

devices. 

They are also prone to flashback [22] as the flame may stabilise in the premixing zone, 

upstream of the combustion chamber. This regime of combustion can lead to severe 

damage of the injection device by increasing the wall temperature. Blowoff and re-ignition 

are also critical processes for gas turbine operation. 
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Instabilities during the gas turbine combustion are generally encountered when using lean 

premixed mixtures (LPM). LPM gas turbine engines employ swirling flows to stabilise the 

flame for efficient and clean combustion. One of the most important flow features produced 

by a swirl injector is a central recirculation zone (CRZ), which serves as a flame 

stabilization mechanism. Flows in this region are, in general, associated with high shear 

rates and strong turbulence intensities resulting from vortex breakdown. Although this type 

of flow has been comprehensively considered, there remain many uncertain issues, such as 

swirl generation, vortex breakdown, axisymmetry, and azimuthally instabilities. Dynamic 

combustion instabilities coupled with the effect of flow swirl have been discussed and 

analyzed to show the interaction of all these characteristics and their effects [17, 23-24]. 

 

2.4 Swirling Flow and It’s the Effect upon Combustion 
A swirling flow is defined as one undergoing simultaneous axial and vortex motions. It 

results from the application of a spiralling motion, a swirl velocity component (tangential 

velocity component) being imparted to the flow by the use of swirl vanes, axial-plus-

tangential entry swirl generators or by direct tangential entry into the chamber [23]. 

Technologically, the use of swirl generators has been essential for the design of new 

equipment capable of reducing emissions, improving stability, whilst at the same time 

extending blowoff limits. The use of swirling flows is a well know technique to increase 

turbulent flame speed, reduce combustor size, avoid flashback and improve mixing of 

reactants in order to reduce emissions and increase power density [17, 25-26]. 

For more than two centuries, swirl burners have been used for the combustion of fuels like 

pulverised coal and coke. Nowadays, most large combustion systems use some form of 

swirl combustor [26-27].  

Throughout the last few decades numerous experiments have been carried out to obtain a 

better understanding of the various underlying phenomenon. 

The precessing vortex core (PVC) is one of these phenomena. This acts as a low frequency 

stirring mechanism, and often interacts strongly with the CRZ, which is the feature of 

swirling flows which give them their significant flame stabilization characteristics [17, 23, 

28-29]. However, some coherent vortices and large scale structures appear in the flow 

under particular circumstances such as the use of high swirl, high flow rates or variable 
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equivalence ratios. There are still many uncertainties regarding the occurrence of some 

coherent structures, their influence and their relation to the important central recirculation 

zone (CRZ), where the mixing and flame stabilization process takes place. Details of this 

zone and mixing potential have been extensively investigated [30-31]. The CRZ is 

significant for improving mixing and preheating of the combustible mixture and air [32]. 

Numerical methods, particularly CFD analysis has been one of the familiar techniques used 

to analyse the swirling flow regime. Most of these simulations have found similar 

visualisations even when they have used different criteria. All methods have used the 

Navier–Stokes equations to solve the fluid flow equations. 

Studies include: 

• High-intensity swirling flow in a model combustor subjected to large density 

variations[33]. 

• Large-eddy simulation (LES) of a fuel-lean premixed turbulent swirling flame [34]. 

• The performance of a differential Reynolds-stress turbulence model has been 

assessed in predicting a turbulent, non-premixed combusting swirling flow of the 

type frequently found in practical combustion systems [14]. Calculations are also 

performed using the widely employed eddy-viscosity based –  turbulence model 

in order to examine the relative performances of these two closure models. 

2.4.1 Swirl Flow Generation 

Three principal methods are used to generate swirl flow [23]: 

1. Tangential entry (axial-tangential entry swirl generator), 

2. Guided vanes (swirl vane pack or swirler), 

3. Direct rotation (rotating pipe). 

In the present work, the first method has been used to generate swirl flow. 

2.4.2 Swirl Number 

Swirling flows occurs as a result of the application of spiralling motion to the flow. The 

degree of swirl imparted to flow is characterised by the swirl number S. The swirl number 

is a non-dimensional number representing the ratio of axial flux of angular momentum to 

the axial flux of axial momentum times the equivalent nozzle radius [23]: 
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2.1 

where: 

 
2.2 

and 

 
2.3 

However, the above equations require knowledge of all the velocity and pressure profiles at 

every condition and giving a different swirl number at each point of the flow domain. This 

kind of calculation would be extremely difficult to undertake.  

Syred and Beer in 1974 [35] proposed that this expression could be simplified for constant 

density environments, i.e. isothermal conditions, to a simple function of geometry: 

 2.4 

 

where  is the effective radius located at the middle of the inlet of the quarl, is the 

radius on which the tangential inlets are attached with respect to the center of the 

combustor and is the total area of the tangential inlet. 

This geometrical swirl number does not account for phase changes that occur under 

combustion conditions, thus a further modification was introduced by Fick [26]. As the 

flow regime thermally expands under combustion conditions an increase in axial velocity 

occurs increasing the axial flux of axial momentum. This causes the swirl number to 

decrease in proportion to the ratio of the mean temperatures at the inlet and outlet thus: 

 2.5 

The swirl number can be accurately calculated by using velocity and pressure profiles. This 

would give local, precise values of swirl at various positions in the burner. This clearly 

provides better information about the swirl/pressure relationship and thus the behaviour of 

the flow. However, the main advantage of the above approximations is that it allows the 

designer to manipulate the test rig in order to achieve approximate levels of swirl that 
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generate the desired flow field phenomena without expensive measurement campaigns. 

More detailed explanations and derivations of the swirl number are found in [23, 35-36]. 

 

2.4.3 The Basic Swirl Stabilization Effects 

The typical values of swirl number in gaseous and liquid fired swirling jets are between 

0.5-2, cyclone combustors can range from 6-30, whereas dust separators normally operate 

with levels between 2 and 6. The basic effects of swirl on the subsequent flow field can be 

divided into three categories based on the level of swirl [23, 35, 37]: 

1. Weak swirl,    0.6 

2. Critical swirl,    0.6 

3. Strong swirl,  0.6 

The weak values of the swirl number lead to increases in the width of free and confined jet 

flows, also improving entrainment and decay. Radial pressure distributions are introduced 

due to centrifugal force field effects but do not give rise to significant axial pressure 

gradients and as such, weak values of swirl do not induce flow reversal. In other words the 

swirling jet is quasi two-dimensional as there is no significant coupling between the axial 

and tangential velocity components. As a result, axial pressure gradients are commonly 

omitted from analyses [23]. The radial pressure distribution at any axial station is defined 

by: 

 
2.6 

Whilst the level of swirl is increased (assuming a fully developed turbulent approach flow) 

a strong coupling between the velocity components evolves to ultimately reach a critical 

state and induces flow reversal along the central axis of the swirling jet. The standard 

parameters reported in the literature required to achieve a fully developed flow reversal are 

0.6 with a Reynolds number exceeding the transition region, typically 18000. 

The critical value of swirl is based on open channel flow thus if a physical pressure gradient 

is produced, as via a divergent or convergent exit geometry, the critical value is lowered. 

The structure of the central reverse flow zone (CRFZ) is the most significant phenomenon 

in swirling combustion flows as it forms an aerodynamic flame holder whose size and 

shape can be easily influenced by both operating conditions and geometry. Thus the 
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Figure 2.2 Velocity contours with combustion in a swirl burner 

 

It is important to realise that the boundary of the RFZ is only well defined in a time-

averaged sense. The flows with a high degree of swirl are not perfectly symmetrical about 

the central axis of the vortex in the flow stream. 

The flame stabilization is an important issue in the combustion, the conventional 

methodology is to insert a bluff body and create a stagnation region with a CRZ for flame 

stabilization. One of the configurations used in this project uses an injector as a bluff body. 

CFD analysis reveals a stable partially mixed flame of this form of flow, for example 

Figure 2.3 reveals the corresponding temperature contours corresponding to the velocity 

contours of Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.3 Stable partially mixed flame of swirling burner temperature contours 

 

2.5 Combustion Instabilities 
Combustion instability or “dynamic instabilities” refer to damaging oscillations driven by 

fluctuations in the combustion heat release rate. These undesirable oscillations can cause 

wear and damage to combustor components and, in some extreme cases, can cause 

breakages of components and resulting damage to downstream turbine components. 

The gas turbine engines utilising swirling flows to stabilize the flame and employing lean 

premixed combustion commonly encounter these kinds of instabilities. 

Flows in this region are, in general, associated with high shear rates and strong turbulence 

intensities resulting from vortex breakdown. Even though this type of flow has been 

comprehensively studied, there remain many uncertain issues, such as swirl generation, 

vortex breakdown, axisymmetry breaking, and azimuthal instability. 

Laser-induced fluorescence and chemiluminescence [24], both phase-locked to the 

dominant acoustic oscillation, have been used to investigate such phenomena and relate 

them to thermo acoustic instabilities in a swirl-stabilized industrial scale gas turbine burner. 
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The observed sinusoidal phase averaged flame motion in axial (main flow) was direction is 

analyzed using different schemes for defining the flame position. 

Several studies have shown that these flames exhibit complex dynamic instabilities which 

lead to flashback and blowoff conditions, associated with local flame extinction. 

The flashback phenomenon takes place when the flame retreats back to the mixing zone. 

This can be caused by several different phenomena including boundary layer propagation 

and vortex breakdown. 

The extinction events are apparently due to the local strain rate irregularly oscillating above 

and below the extinction strain rate values near the attachment point. In other words, the 

flame extinction occurs when the time required for chemical reaction becomes less than the 

time required to produce adequate heat to raise the new mixture up to its ignition 

temperature. 

The flashback and blowoff limits have been given most attention during this research 

programme for their effects on the combustion process and how to alter them to allow safe 

usage of alternative, high hydrogen content fuels in gas turbine combustors.  It should be 

emphasised that applying a consistently uniform definition of flashback and blowoff is 

complicated by the manner in which the flame flashed back and blewoff, this varied with 

burner configuration and equivalence ratio. 

 

2.5.1 Flashback 

One of the fundamental features of all premixed fuel combustion systems is a tendency 

towards flashback. Flashback occurs when the gas velocity (flow of incoming reactants’ 

mixture speeding along some streamlines) becomes smaller than the turbulent flame 

burning velocity and the flame propagates upstream into the premixed passage (premixer or 

burner tube), this passage cannot withstand high temperature [38]. Thus, this will cause 

hardware damage as shown below, figure [39]. 
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Figure 2.4: Burner assembly (left) damaged by combustion instability and new burner 

assembly (right) [39] 

There are several types of flashback which can be identified, two important ones which are 

initially considered here include: 

• Flashback occurring in the free stream (central flashback) 

• Flashback occurring through the low-velocity flow in the boundary layer along the 

walls of the premixing section. 

Either mechanism may involve homogeneous and/or heterogeneous reactions. Flashback 

occurs due to flow reversal in the bulk flow through the combustor. The flow reverse could 

be as a result of compressor surge, vortical motions, acoustic oscillations or combustion 

instability. Flashback can also occur in the absence of flow reversal if the turbulent flame 

speed through the gas in a premixing section is greater than the local bulk velocity [38]. 

Lean combustion tends to reduce flame velocity, but other factors associated with engine 

cycles, such as high temperatures, pressure, and turbulence levels and pre-ignition reactions 

in gas due to appreciable resident times at high temperature levels, cause increased flame 

speed. Therefore the flame velocity may be sufficiently high to cause the flashback [40]. 

The boundary layer flashback mechanism takes place through retarded flow in the 

boundary layer either along the burner nozzle exit or along the injector or bluff body. 

The swirl strength is so strong that sometimes it causes the central recirculation flow to 

enter into the swirl chamber. As a result, the flame attached to the centre body propagates 

upstream and flashback occurs [21]. Excessive swirl may cause the central recirculation 
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flow to penetrate into the upstream swirl chamber and lead to the occurrence of flame 

flashback. A higher swirl number tends to increase the turbulence intensity, and 

consequently the flame speed. Thus, as the swirl number increases, the flame anchored by 

the centre recirculation flow may then propagate upstream periodically and lead to flame 

flashback [24]. 

The combination of swirl combustion and LPM technology increases the problem of 

flashback, especially when fuel blends include hydrogen [38, 41-42]. 

Flashback with lean premixed combustion is an especial problem with hydrogen, hydrogen 

fuel blends, as increases in flame speed by a factor of 20 are common, inferring that new or 

substantially modified combustors are needed, whilst dual fuelling is difficult (with say 

natural gas or fuel blends with hydrogen content > 40%) due to the very different 

requirements of the two fuels [43]. Clearly the effect of fuel composition variations upon 

flashback depends primarily on the corresponding change in turbulent flame speed ST. 

However, the substantial variations in ST that exist with variations in fuel composition are 

only beginning to be fully appreciated in the context of combustor design. Few 

comprehensive data sets or validated models currently exist for this phenomena. 

In more detail, flashback can be caused by the following [38-42].  

I. Flame propagation in the boundary layer: This type of flashback is well known due 

to low flow velocities in the inner laminar sub layer of the boundary layer; this 

allows upstream flame propagation limited by quenching in the wall mixing zone 

[44]. Lewis and von Elbe [45] have suggested a relationship between laminar flame 

speed, SL and  the velocity gradient  at the wall divided by the quenching distance 

 : 

 2.7

Equation 2.7 indicates that when the flow velocity at distance dq from the wall is 

lower than the flame velocity, flashback will take place leading to upstream flame 

propagation next to the wall. Lewis and von Elbe in their well known derivation for 

critical boundary velocity gradient for laminar Poiseuille flow in circular tubes 

showed the following:- 
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4
 

2.8

Equation 2.8 has been extensively used to characterize flashback, especially with 

the use of ‘town gas’ containing significant proportions of hydrogen [44-46]. This 

equation 2.8 was derived by consideration of laminar pipe flow, but as admitted by 

the Lewis and von Elbe [45], is often used in the turbulent flow regime. This is of 

questionable validity but does give ready availability to a valuable databank for 

hydrogen based systems [45, 47]. Here, the differences between, , derived from 

CFD must be emphasized. ‘ ’ has been derived solely from CFD predictions of the 

boundary layers just upstream of the flame fronts just before flashback and is 

typically of order 10 times higher than the Lewis and von Elbe . 

II. Turbulent flame propagation in the core flow: Flashback at the core can occur when 

turbulent flame velocity  becomes greater than the local flow velocity in the core 

flow. The turbulent burning velocity depends on the chemical kinetics and the 

turbulence structure, the length scales and the local velocity fluctuations. The 

interaction of turbulence and chemistry appear to be the biggest challenge 

encountered in any task to characterize the turbulent flame speed [44]. The highly 

corrugated structure of wrinkled swirling flames have an increasing number of 

surfaces above the surface of the laminar flame and this finally leads to an increase 

in the turbulent flame speed above the laminar value [48]. 

III. Combustion instabilities: Combustion instabilities due to non-linear interaction of 

the pressure fluctuations and periodic heat release cause pulsations in combustion 

systems, which can intermittently create low velocity regions, allowing flashback. 

Boundary layer and core flow upstream flame propagation often comes from 

combustion instabilities [49]. 

IV. Combustion induced vortex breakdown (CIVB): The rapid expansion at the burner 

exit plane creates a recirculation zone (CRZ) which acts as a flame holder. Different 

heat release patterns due to swirl number variation, different fuels or combustion 

instability can cause the CRZ to expand into a tulip shaped structure extending to 

the burner base plate, the flame then re-establishes itself on the new, extended CRZ 

boundary. Moreover, the flame can cause the vortex upstream to breakdown and 
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due to the adverse pressure gradient; a negative flow region appears to form ahead 

of it which leads to further upstream flow. The CIVB phenomenon is mainly caused 

by a variation in temperature ratio across the flame, in turn caused by a chemical 

reaction over a different range of fuel concentrations [50-53]. 

 

Flashback of the LPM combustor depends on other parameters such as the pilot fuelling 

rate and the geometry. A Peclet number [22, 50] model has been successfully applied to 

correlate  flashback limits as a function of the mixing tube diameter, the flow rate and the 

laminar burning velocity. Using this model, a quench factor can be determined for the 

burner, which is a criterion for the flashback resistance of the swirler and which allows 

calculation of the flashback limit for all operating conditions on the basis of a limited 

number of flashback tests. 

Also, flashback can be defined by Damköhler number and Wobbe number [54]. 

 

2.5.2 Blowoff 

Blowoff takes place in gas turbine combustors due to a number of reasons, including the 

use of a very lean mixture or in some cases due to strong combustion instabilities, both of 

which can lead to flame extinction and blowoff. For low NOx operation combustors tend to 

use lean mixture and, therefore, operate close to their blowoff limits. Blowoff can cause 

serious problem if the re-ignition system fails to relight the mixture again, especially under 

difficult conditions like low temperatures and pressures at high altitudes. 

The crucial feature of a swirl burner is the formation of a central reverse flow zone (CRZ) 

which extends blowoff limits by recycling heat and active chemical species to the flame in 

the burner exit. 

Numerous publications exist on calculating, measuring, and correlating the blowoff limits 

[55-65]. A wide range of different hypothesises and physical models have been established 

to explain the blowoff phenomenon. The blowoff problem becomes more serious when a 

swirl burner is employed with a lean premixed mixture. Typically, blowoff characteristics 

of bluff-body stabilized premixed flames have been determined for a given geometrical 

configuration in terms of flame blowoff equivalence ratio as a function of the gas-mixture 

approach velocity [55]. It is important to characterize not only the blowoff limits under 
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steady flow conditions, but also consider the blowoff occurrence in the existence of time-

varying flow oscillations. 

Determination of the flame blowoff equivalence ratio involves establishing a premixed 

flame at approximately stoichiometric conditions and slowly decreasing the fuel flow rate 

via flow controllers until flame blowoff occurs. 

Mainly, flame extinction occurs when the time available for chemical reaction becomes less 

than the time required to generate sufficient heat to raise the fresh mixture up to its ignition 

temperature. 

Lieuwen [60] suggests blowoff refers to the flame physically leaving the combustor and 

“blowing out” of the combustor. This issue is often referred to as “static stability”, when 

the flame cannot be anchored in the combustor. However, when the flame velocity 

increases the flame would blowoff at some point and likewise at the constant velocity and 

varying equivalence ratio the flame would also blowoff when the equivalence ratio reduces 

to a certain value. Some references have related the extinction and the chemical reaction 

time with Damköhler Number, , and calculated the blowoff time [60, 62], and hence the 

blowoff limits. 

The Damköhler number is defined as the ratio of the residence and chemical kinetic 

times, ,⁄ . Noble et al. [62] defined the residence time as the ratio of a 

characteristic length scale (recirculation zone length), d, and a characteristic velocity scale, 

. The chemical time was defined as the ratio of the thermal diffusivity, , and the 

square of the laminar flame speed, . The complete Damkohler equation as defined by 

Noble et al. can be seen in the following equation. 

 
2.9

In this study, the Damköhler number was modified slightly from Eq. 2.9 to eliminate the 

thermal diffusivity and incorporate the flame thickness,  . The resultant relationship can 

be seen below [62]. 

 

 
2.10

The characteristic velocity is derived from the following relationship: 
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2.11

Flame thickness and flame speed correlations are defined by the combustor inlet 

temperature, inlet pressure, the lower heating value of the fuel, and the equivalence ratio 

and by using CHEMKIN. 

, , ,  (2.12) 

, , ,  (2.13) 

Results near blowoff show that increases in upstream mean velocity increase the blowoff 

equivalence ratio. This behavior is expected and is generally reflected in a decreasing 

Damköhler number with increasing velocity [66]. As increases in velocity decrease 

aerodynamic time scales, the chemical timescales must also be decreased, by an increase in 

flame temperature and therefore equivalence ratio, to maintain the same  at blowoff 

[66]. 

Lean blowoff is normally considered to be the leanest fuel air mixture limit that will allow 

steady flame propagation. Flammability limits depend on the physiochemical properties of 

fuel-air mixture and on the combustion system configuration. Lean blowoff occurs when 

flame speed is lower than the flow velocity of the unburned combustible mixture. 

Currently, blowoff is avoided by operating the combustor with a wide safety margin from 

the somewhat uncertain stability limit (i.e., at higher equivalence ratio). Reduction in this 

margin can potentially result in lower pollutant emissions and enable faster engine 

transients. The ability to sense blowoff precursors can therefore provide significant payoffs 

in engine reliability and operability, in enabling optimal performance over extended periods 

of time, in reducing maintenance costs and extending engine life. It has been demonstrated 

that blowoff stability margins can be monitored through suitable analyses of the flame’s 

acoustic and optical signature [62-67]. 

 

2.6 Fuel Blends 
The global energy landscape is experiencing major changes as present economic concerns 

grow. There is a necessity for higher efficiency and lower emissions in the perspective of 

safety, fuel supply costs, and greenhouse gas emissions. The demand for natural gas has 

significantly increased as Natural Gas Combined Cycle plants are highly efficient. 
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Moreover, the crucial need for electrical power supplies will push countries to look at any 

available natural fuel resources, such as liquid fuels and coal, as ways to meet the energy 

requirement and stability. In addition, reducing CO2 emissions is important and can be 

most readily achieved by increasing energy conversion efficiency, by switching to more 

carbon neutral fuels or by CO2 sequestration.. Finally, these pressures are drivers for many 

industries and refiners to examine the potential inherent value within process off-gases or 

process waste streams as a way to maintain or reduce energy operating expenses for 

themselves and regional power generators. 

The focus here is on the role that gas turbines play in this changing environment that 

requires better flexibility to burn a wider range of fuels, this being a vital factor to the next 

generation of gas turbine power plants. Based on more than 50 years of experience, GE for 

instance, has developed gas turbine technology that is proven and a more efficient 

alternative to other technologies, whilst burning the widest range of alternative gas and 

liquid fuels [68]. 

The possible fuels which can be utilised in high efficiency gas turbines cover a very large 

range, and in this changing energy landscape, there is a growing interest in turning to non-

traditional fuels, capitalising on the experience gained during the past five decades. As 

continuous flow machines with robust designs and flexible combustion systems, gas 

turbines have demonstrated distinctive capabilities to accept a wide variety of fuels. 

The most common way to classify fuels is to split them between gaseous and liquid fuels, 

split by their calorific value. Table 2.1 shows such a classification for the gaseous fuels. 

According to the data released from manufacturers of large gas turbines, the majority of gas 

turbine fuel is natural gas, followed by light distillate oil and other liquid fuel oils. 

Alternative fuels entered the world gas turbine fuel fairly recently to substitute for 

expensive liquid fuels. Alternative fuels often contain significant quantities of hydrogen as 

one of its constituents, due to the nature of the production process. This has the benefit of 

high calorific value, but the disadvantage of high flame speed and very fast chemical times. 

In the  present work, a number of different gaseous fuels have been used ranging from pure 

methane, 15%, 30% hydrogen balanced methane by volume, pure hydrogen, 15%, 30% 

carbon dioxide balanced methane by volume, and coke oven gas. These gas mixtures have 
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different properties, which need to be examined in the context of premixed combustion and 

gas turbines. 

 

Classification Typical 
composition 

Lower heating 
value (kJ/Nm3) 

Typical specific 
fuel 

Ultra/Low LHV 

gaseous fuels H2 < 

10% 

CH4 < 10% 

N2+CO > 40% 

< 11,200 Blast furnace gas 

(BFG) 

Air blown IGCC 

Biomass 

gasification 

High hydrogen 

gaseous fuels 

H2 > 50% 

CxHy = 0-40% 

5,500-11,200 Refinery gas 

Petrochemical gas 

Hydrogen power 

Medium LHV 

gaseous fuels 

CH4 < 60% 

N2+CO2 = 30-

50% 

H2 = 10-50% 

11,200-30,000 Weak natural gas 

Landfill gas 

Coke oven gas 

Corex gas 

Natural gas CH4 = 

90% 

CxHy = 5% 

Inerts = 5% 

30,000-45,000 Natural gas 

Liquefied natural 

gas (LNG) 

High LHV gaseous 

fuels 

CH4 and higher 

hydrocarbons 

CxHy > 10% 

45,000-190,000 Liquid petroleum 

gas (butane, 

propane) 

Refinery off-gas 

Liquid fuels  CxHy, with x > 6 32,000-45,000 

(kJ/kg) 

Diesel oil 

Naphtha 

Crude oils 

Residual oils 

Bio-liquids 

 

Table 2.1: Fuel classification [68] 
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These blends can be divided into four groups as follows: 

 

I. Pure methane CH4: the properties of this gas are very close to natural gas even though 

they contain only 90% CH4 mixed with other gases: some of them are inert gases which are 

relatively unaffected by the main properties of the fuel gas.  The source of the natural gas 

affects the price according to its energy release and range of dilutants, inert or not. The 

higher calorific value of the pure methane is about 55 MJ/kg, which is relatively high and 

suitable for many gas turbines. Here, the research uses pure methane to represent natural 

gas in a small combustor. This has the considerable advantage of giving very consistent 

burning/combustion properties. The stoichiometric ratio of pure methane is an air to fuel 

ratio 17.16 by mass. The stoichiometric ratio is predicted from the basic combustion 

equation of methane. 

2 3.76 2 2 3.76  2.14 

 
   

2 3.76
 

2.15 

The equivalence ratio represents the ratio of stoichiometric air to fuel ratio to the actual air 

to fuel ratio (actual air flow rate to actual fuel rate): 

⁄
 2.16 

This means when 1 the mixture is at the ideal state but for values greater than 1 it 

means that the mixture is a rich mixture and for a value less than 1 the mixture would be a 

lean mixture. 

 

II. Methane carbon dioxide blends: Methane balanced by carbon dioxide was 

investigated (by volume (5%CO2+85%CH4 and 30%CO2+70%CH4): CO2 addition to 

pure methane reduces the calorific heating value and in turn the amount of heat produced 

from the mixture. One outcome of this research is that by adding CO2 to methane one can 

reduce the flashback occurrence. This has been confirmed by CFD and experimental 

analysis. The combustion equation is below: 

2 3.76 1 2 2 3.76  2.17 

where a is the molar fraction of carbon dioxide to methane. 
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2.18 

For the current case of 15 and 30 % of CO2 with methane, the stoichiometric ratios are 11.5 

and 7.88 mass, respectively. CO2 addition has been discussed extensively [69-72], all this 

work proved that adding CO2 reduced the turbulent flame speed and reduced flame 

temperature and hence NOx formation. 

 

III. Pure hydrogen: 

Hydrogen shows promise as an important energy carrier for the future. Hydrogen can be 

produced through electrolysis of water or via various thermo-chemical cycles [73-74]. 

Although these methods are not cost-effective, if the electricity required to convert water to 

hydrogen is provided by wind or solar power, then the hydrogen is produced without 

generating any pollution. On the other hand, hydrogen can be produced through coal 

gasification, or by steam reforming of natural gas, both of which are non-renewable fossil 

fuels but are abundantly available throughout the world. Combining the latter technologies 

with carbon capture and storage would provide a significant increase in sources of clean 

burning hydrogen whilst at the same time eliminating greenhouse gas emissions [73]. 

Hydrogen is a promising technology that when utilised produces no harmful emissions to 

the environment. Safety with hydrogenise the main issue, including flashback, high flame 

speed, tendency to explode under a wide range of air fuel mixtures. The stoichiometric ratio 

of hydrogen is 34.32 by mass. 

 

IV. Hydrogen methane blends: 

Adding hydrogen to methane will produce a fuel which can produce fewer greenhouse gas 

emissions. There are two problems in using lean methane combustion: operation close to 

blowoff and flashback limits plus low values of laminar and thus turbulent burning 

velocities. Because hydrogen has a very low lean flammability limit with high burning 

velocities [75], hydrogen can be used to improve fuel characteristics (especially with 

methane) especially in the context of gas turbine combustor requirements. 

Thus hydrogen–natural gas blends are receiving more attentions as alternative fuels for 

power generation applications to improve mixture performance and to reduce pollutant 
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emissions with lean combustion [76-80]. To overcome the difficulties of using pure 

hydrogen as a fuel (high flame speed, high propensity to flashback), substitution of some 

natural gas with some hydrogen has been proposed as a provisional solution towards a fully 

developed hydrogen economy [81]. 

For this programme of work, methane balance by hydrogen has been investigated (by 

volume 15%H2+85%CH4 and 30%H2+70%CH4): H2 addition to pure methane increases 

the calorific heating value. The combustion equation of hydrogen mixtures is as follows: 

4
2

3.76 2
4

2
3.76  

2.19 

where b is the molar fraction of hydrogen to methane, 

 
2.20 

For the current case of 15% and 30 % of H2 substitution, the stoichiometric ratios are 17.53 

and 18.03, respectively, by mass. 

 

IV. Coke oven gas: (65%H2+25%CH4+6%CO+4%N2), this is a complex gas 

containing hydrogen, methane, carbon monoxide and nitrogen. Coke oven gas contains 

large quantities of hydrogen and represents families of fuel gases whose behaviour is closer 

to that of hydrogen than methane. The stoichiometric air to fuel ratio is 15.15 by mass. 

Coke oven gas can behave aggressively in some situations and its combustion behaviour 

can be difficult to control. 

Hydrogen addition to a fuel always imposes new design requirements for gas turbine 

combustors due to the higher flame speeds. Since flames typically stabilise in regions 

where the local flow velocity is near the local flame speed, the higher flame velocities can 

cause flame stabilisation to occur in undesirable parts of the combustor, causing damage. 

The use of hydrogen in a large size, heavy duty gas turbine was studied by Chiesa et al. 

[74]. This unit was also designed to run on natural gas. Chiesa et al. proposed ways in 

which pure hydrogen could be used in existing gas turbines with little adjustment, although 

NOx emissions suffered. 

Combustion characteristics of premixed mixtures of hydrogen enriched methane have been 

studied by Schefer et al. [82-83] and Wicksall et al. [84]. The burner used a swirl-stabilized 
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flame to determine the effects of enriching methane with hydrogen under fuel-lean 

conditions. The OH concentration increased as a result of adding a reasonable amount of 

hydrogen to the methane/air mixture. Hydrogen addition resulted in a major change in the 

flame shape, indicated by a shorter and more intense appearing flame. Moreover, hydrogen 

addition notably improves flame stability: this depends on many factors and allows a 

reduced fuel/air ratio to give leaner premixed flames, a requirement for reduced NOx 

emissions. 

An experimental and numerical study are discussed in Jackson et al. [85] and show the 

influence of hydrogen on the response of lean premixed methane flames. Kido et al. [86] 

used a small amount of hydrogen as an additive to improve turbulent combustion 

performance of lean hydrocarbon mixtures. 

 

2.7 Summary 
In this chapter, a literature review has been carried out related to combustion characteristics 

of gas turbines and associated aspects of the flame stability such as flashback and blowoff, 

especially in the context of various alternative fuels. The following is concluded: 

In this chapter, a literature review has been carried out related to combustion characteristics 

of gas turbines and associated aspects of the flame stability such as flashback and blowoff, 

especially in the context of various alternative fuels. The following is concluded: 

• Alternative fuels and lean premixed combustion are considered one of the most 

promising concepts for substantial reduction of gas turbine emissions, especially 

NOx,  and CO2 emissions, whilst maintaining high efficiency. 

• Swirling flow and its effect upon premixed combustion and the significance of the 

swirl number and its relation with the type of flow and flames are all important 

topics. 

• The main problem for all premixed combustion systems is the instability problem 

and the tendency of the combustible mixture toward flashback and blowoff. 

• There are many possible fuel blends ranging over pure methane and various CO2 

and hydrogen blends. 

• CO2 dilution in methane combustion is a new research topic. It can be used for NOx 

emission reduction as a way of reducing the flame temperature. The effect of CO2 
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dilution in methane combustion on flashback limits is one topic studied in this 

thesis. 

• Hydrogen combustion has attracted much attention recently because of the need for 

clean alternative energy source. H2 is a carbon-free energy carrier, so it plays an 

important role in meeting the constraints on greenhouse gas emissions. 

• The challenge when using H2 is its high burning velocity that results in its high 

tendency to flashback or relocating the flame undesirably in regions of relative high 

velocity where methane flames will not stabilise. 

• H2/CH4 hybrid fuel may have advantages over certain ranges of equivalence ratios. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Computational MODELLING OF 

COMBUSTION 
 

"A successful research enables problems which once seemed hopelessly complicated to be 

expressed so simply that we soon forget that they ever were problems. Thus the more 

successful a research, the more difficult does it become for those who use the result to 

appreciate the labour, which has been put into it. This perhaps is why the very people who 

live on the results of past researches are so often the most critical of the labour and effort 

which, in their time, is being expended to simplify the problems of the future."  

The famous British aerodynamicist M. Jones 

 

 

3.1 Introduction and CFD Definition 
Prediction of heat and mass transfer processes can be obtained by two main methods, 

experimental investigation and the theoretical calculation, based on mathematical models. 

Although the most reliable information is usually given by measurement, this is often 

impossible and always limited. The advantages of a theoretical approach comprise  lower 

cost, greater speed,  complete information throughout the whole domain of analysis and the 

ability to simulate realistic and/or ideal conditions [87]. However, it is useful to be aware of 

the drawbacks and limitations. As the computer analysis works out the implications of a 

mathematical description of some physical phenomena, it is clear that the validity of the 

models themselves limits the usefulness of a computation. 

The basis of the numerical modelling of this project has been designed to fit with the 

principle of computational fluid dynamics. CFD can be simply defined as the analysis of 

systems involving fluid flow, heat transfer and associated phenomena such as chemical 

reactions by means of computer-based simulation. The technique is very powerful and 
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spans a wide range of applications; one of these applications is design of combustion 

chambers of gas turbine engines [88]. 

In this investigation the CFD code, ANSY12.0, was utilised and this is the most recent 

version of the well-known software package. CFD packages are generally comprised of 

many programmes, three of them have been used in this analysis, the first one for geometry 

(Geometry Modelling) and the second one for mesh creation (Mesh Generation) and the 

last one is (FLUENT) for fluid mechanic, heat transfer, chemical reaction and combustion 

calculations. It obviously includes a definition of operating conditions etc… 

The geometry modelling programmes used in this study allow physical geometries to be 

modelled. It does this via specific methods to draw and construct the geometry so as to 

prepare for the next step of meshing this geometry in ways which will give an efficient 

mesh. This is to allow interior flows and heat transfer to be efficiently and effectively 

modelled by a finite difference method, as used by FLUENT. 

Geometries are created by constructing a series of major shapes and editing them using the 

programme tools and functions to create the final shape. Once the shape is created, it needs 

to be meshed efficiently. 

A meshing programme is used to mesh complex geometries. There are many methods such 

as Tetrahedrons (unstructured), Hexahedrons (usually structured), Pyramids (where tet. 

and hex. cells meet) and Prisms (formed when a tet mesh is extruded) These methods can 

be used in many ways in this software. The number of elements and their shapes will 

determine the accuracy of the model. The more elements contained in the geometry, the 

more accurate the results will be. However, this will also be more computationally 

expensive in terms of time and memory. 

FLUENT is a programme that uses the mesh created by the mesh generation programme, 

and applies the governing equations of fluid dynamics. Fluid dynamics is concerned with 

the dynamics of liquids and gases. The analysis of the behaviour of fluids is based upon the 

fundamental laws of applied mechanics. These laws are related to the conservation of mass-

energy and the force momentum equations, [89]. Obviously, these equations vary 

depending on the properties of the flow in question and additional equations are solved for 

flows such as this one involving heat transfer and species transport. In addition, transport 

equations are solved if the flow is turbulent. These equations then will be replaced by 
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equivalent numerical descriptions that are solved by a finite volume method, to give 

solutions for the flow at discrete locations within the flow field, [12]. 

3.2 Benefit of CFD 
The benefits of using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques can be summarised 

as follows [12]:  

• Crucial reduction of time and costs of new designs. Better and faster design or 

analysis leads to shorter design cycles. Time and money are saved. Products get to 

market faster. Equipment improvements are built and installed with minimal 

downtime. CFD is a tool for compressing the design and development cycle. 

Experimentation, the only alternative to simulation is very costly. 

• New systems are often difficult to prototype. Often, CFD analysis shows you parts 

of the system or phenomena happening within the system that would not otherwise 

be visible through any other means. CFD gives you a means of visualising and 

enhancing understanding of your designs. 

• Previous predictions can give the designer expectations for the result that he will 

predict. Because CFD is a tool for predicting what will happen under a given set of 

circumstances, it can answer many questions very quickly.  All of this is done 

before physical prototyping and testing.  

• Perform some impossible or dangerous experiments. For example, nuclear, 

biological, high intensity combustion systems and other types of experiments are so 

dangerous that sometimes they cost the lives of people. 

 

3.3 CFD Analysis Steps 
CFD codes are structured around the numerical algorithms that can tackle fluid flow 

problems. In order to provide easy access to their solving power, all commercial CFD 

packages include sophisticated user interfaces to input problem parameters and to examine 

the results. Hence, all codes contain three main elements: a pre-processor, a solver and a 

post-processor. Therefore, to look at fluid dynamic problems, it is important to consider 

these elements [12]. 
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i. Pre-processor: 

Pre-processing consists of the input of a flow problem to a CFD programme by means of an 

operator–friendly interface and subsequent transformation of this input into a form suitable 

for use by the solver. The user activities at the pre-processing stage involve [90]: 

 Definition of the modelling goals:– 

o What specific results are required from the CFD model and how will they be 

used? What degree of accuracy is required from the model? 

 Choice of the computational model:- 

o What are the boundary conditions? 

o Can a 2-D model be used or is 3-D required? 

o What type of grid topology is best suited to the model? 

 Choice of physical model:- 

o Is the flow inviscid, laminar, or turbulent in nature? 

o Is the flow steady or unsteady? 

o Is heat transfer important? 

Briefly, they could be listed more clearly in following steps:- 

• Geometry Definition 

• Grid Generation 

• Selection of Physical and Chemical phenomena equations of the model 

• Fluid Properties Definitions 

• Boundary Conditions Specification 

ii. Solver: There are three distinct steams of numerical solution techniques: finite 

differences, finite element and spectral methods. In outline, the numerical methods that 

form the basis of the solver perform the following steps [88, 91-93]: 

 Approximation of the unknown flow variables by means of simple function. 

 Discretisation by substitution of the approximations into governing flow equations and 

subsequent mathematical manipulations. 

 Solution of algebraic equations. 

The main differences between the three separate streams are associated with the way in 

which the flow variables are approximated and with the discretisation processes. 
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Finite difference methods: Finite difference methods (FDM) describe the unknowns  of 

the flow problem by means of point samples at the node points of a grid of co-ordinate 

lines. Truncated Taylor series expansions are often used to generate finite difference 

approximations of derivatives of zero in terms of point samples of  at each grid point and 

its immediate neighbours. Those derivatives appearing in the governing equations are 

replaced by finite differences yielding an algebraic equation for the values of  at each grid 

point. 

Finite Element Method: Finite element methods (FEM) use simple piecewise functions 

(e.g. linear or quadratic) valid on elements to describe the local variations of unknown flow 

variable  . The governing equation is precisely satisfied by the exact solution . If the 

piecewise approximating functions for  are substituted into the equation it will not hold 

exactly and a residual is defined to measure the errors. Next the residuals (and hence the 

errors) are minimised in some sense by multiplying them by a set of weighting functions 

and integrating. As a result, we obtain a set of algebraic equations for the unknown 

coefficients of the approximating functions. The theory of finite elements has been 

developed initially for structural stress analysis. 

Spectral Methods: Spectral methods approximate the unknowns by means of truncated 

Fourier series or series of Chebyshev polynomials. Unlike the finite difference or finite 

element approach, the approximations are not local but valid throughout the entire 

computational domain. Again, we replace the unknowns in the governing equation by the 

truncated series. The constraint that leads to the algebraic equations for the coefficients of 

the Fourier or Chebyshev series is provided by a weighted residuals concept similar to the 

finite element method or by making the approximate function coincide with the exact 

solution at a number of grid points. 

The Finite Volume Method: The finite volume method (FVM) was originally developed 

as a special finite difference formulation. It is the core of a commercial CFD code like 

FLUENT software. The numerical algorithm consists of the following steps: 

• Formal integration of the governing equations of fluid flow over all the (finite) control 

volumes of the solution domain. 
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• Discretisation, which involves the substitution of a variety of finite-difference-type 

approximation for the terms in the integrated equation representing flow processes 

such as convection, diffusion and sources. This converts integral equation into system 

of algebraic equations. 

• Solution of the algebraic equations by an iterative method. 

The first step, the control volume integration, distinguishes the finite volume method from 

all other CFD techniques. The resulting statements express the (exact) conservation of 

relevant properties for each finite size cell. This clear relationship between the numerical 

algorithm and the underlying physical conservation principle forms one of the main 

attractions of the finite volume method and makes its concepts much simpler to understand 

by engineers than finite element and spectral methods. The conservation of a general flow 

variable , for example, a velocity component or enthalpy, within a finite control volume 

can be expressed as a balance between the various processes tending to increase or decrease 

it. In other words, we have: 

 
     
 

 
   

 
       

   
   

 
       

   
   

 
 

     
 

 

CFD codes contain discretisation techniques suitable for the treatment of the key transport 

phenomena, convection (transport due to fluid flow) and diffusion (transport due to 

variations of  from point to point) as well as for the source terms (associated with the 

creation or destruction of  and the rate of change with respect to time. The underlying 

physical phenomena are complex and non-linear so an iterative solution approach is 

required. The most popular solution procedures are the TDMA line-by-line solver of the 

algebraic equations and the SIMPLE algorithm to ensure correct linkage between pressure 

and velocity. Commercial codes may also give the user a selection of further, more recent, 

techniques such as Stone's algorithm and conjugate gradient methods. 

iii. Post-processor: As in pre-processor, a huge amount of development work has recently 

taken place in the post-processing field. Owing to the increased popularity of engineering 

workstations, many packages are now equipped with versatile data visualisation tools. 

These include: 
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• Domain geometry and grid display  

• Vector plots 

• Line and shaded contour plots 

• 2D and 3D surface plots  

• Particle tracking  

• View manipulation (translation, rotation, scaling etc) 

• Colour postscript output 

 

3.4 Planning CFD Analysis 
When using CFD to look at fluid dynamic problems, it is important to give considerations 

to the following steps [12]. 

Definitions of the modelling goals - What specific results are you looking for? How 

accurate do they need to be? 

1. Definition of the modelling goals – What specific results are required from the CFD 

model and how will they is used? What degree of accuracy is required form the model? 

2. Choice of the computational model: What are the boundary conditions? Can a two 

dimensional model be used or are three dimensions required? What type of grid 

topology is best suited to the model? 

3. Choice of physical model - Is the flow inviscid, laminar, or turbulent in nature? Is the 

flow steady or unsteady? Is heat transfer important? 

4. Determination of the solution procedure - How long will the problem take to converge 

on your computer? Can convergence be accelerated with a different solution procedure? 

Consideration of these steps will reduce computer-processing time and contribute to the 

success of the modelling. 

3.5 Basic Equations 
The governing equations of fluid flow have made many assumptions to simplify the 

solution of the equation [12, 88, 90-92]:-  

• The mass of fluid is conserved. 

• The rate of change of momentum equals the sum of the forces on a fluid particle 

(Newton’s second law). 
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• The rate of change of energy is equal to the sum of the rate of heat addition and 

the rate of work done on a fluid particle (first law of thermodynamics). 

The basic equation can be summarised by the following equations: 

3.5.1 Mass Conservation 

The mass balance for a fluid element or the continuity equation states that the rate of 

increase of mass in a fluid element equals the net rate of flow of mass into the fluid 

element. 

The continuity equation can be express as follows: 

0 3.1 

or in vector notation  

u 0 3.2 

where 

density 

time 

, , velocity components in x, y and z respectively  

u velocity vector 

Equation 3.2 is the general form of the mass conservation equation and is valid for 

compressible fluids. The first term on the left-hand side is the rate of change in time of the 

density (mass per unit volume). The second term is concerned with the net flow of mass out 

of an elemental body of fluid and is called the convective term. 

3.5.2 Momentum Equation 

Newton’s second law states that the rate of change of momentum of a fluid particle equals 

the sum of the forces acting on the particle. 

                          

It can distinguish two types of forces 

1. Surface forces (pressure and viscous forces) 

2. Body forces (gravity, centrifugal, coriolis, and electromagnetic forces) 

Applying this to a fluid passing through an infinitesimal, fixed control volume yields the 

following equations:- 

• The x-component of the momentum equation: 
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 3.3.a 

• The y-component of the momentum equation: 

 3.3.b 

• The z-component of the momentum equation:  

 

 3.3.c 

where 

= static pressure 

 viscous stress 

viscous stress component acts in the j-direction on the surface normal to i-direction. 

body force in i-direction 

The sign associated with the pressure is opposite to that associated with the normal viscous 

stress, because the usual sign convention takes a tensile stress to be the positive normal 

stress so that the pressure, which is by definition a compressive normal stress, has a minus 

sign. 

The effects of surface stresses are accounted for explicitly; the source terms, ,  and 

, in 3.3.a to 3.3.c, include contributions due to body forces only. For example, the body 

force due to gravity would be modelled by =0, =0 and . 

Momentum equation can be re-written in vector form: 

u
uu F 3.4 

where 

density 

= static pressure 

time 

u velocity vector 

 viscous stress 

F=body force vector 
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In a Newtonian fluid, the viscous stresses are proportional to the rates of deformation. The 

three dimensional form of Newton’s law of viscosity for compressible flow involves two 

constants of proportionality: the dynamic viscosity,  to relate stresses to linear 

deformations, and the viscosity, λ to relate stresses to the volumetric deformation. The 

viscous stress components are related to  and λ. Substituting the values of viscous stress in 

the momentum equations yields the equations called Navier-Stokes equations: 

 3.5.a 

 3.5.b 

 3.5.c 

3.5.3 Energy Equation 

The energy equation is derived from the first law of thermodynamics, which states that the 

rate of change of energy of a fluid particle is equal to the rate of heat addition to the fluid 

particle plus the rate of work done on the particle. 

   
   

     

   
   
 

     
   

 
 

 

u

     

 

3.6 

1
2

 3.7 

This equation can be written in vector form: 

0 u Φ  3.8 

Φ Dissipation function represent the long stress term. 
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The dissipation function is non-negative since it only contains squared terms and represents 

a source of internal energy due to deformation work on the fluid particle. This work is 

extracted from the mechanical agency, which causes the motion and is converted into 

internal energy or heat. 

3.5.4 General Transport Equation 

It is clear that there are significant commonalities between the various equations. If a 

general variable  is introduced, the conservative form of all fluid flow equations can 

usefully be written in the following form:  

u Γ  3.9 

In words: 

Rate of increase 

of φ of fluid 

element 

 

+

Net rate of flow 

of φ out of fluid 

element 

 

=

Rate of increase 

of φ due to 

diffusion 

 

+

Rate of increase 

of φ due to 

sources 

The equation 3.9 is the so-called transport equation of property . It clearly highlights the 

various transport processes: the rate of change term and the convective term in the left hand 

side and the diffusive term (Γ: diffusion coefficient) and the source term respectively on the 

right hand side. 

3.5.5 Physical Behaviour and Boundary Conditions 

There are two principal categories of physical behaviour [88]: Equilibrium problems and 

Marching problems. 

Equilibrium problems are typically steady-state situations and are described by elliptic 

equations. A disturbance in the interior of the solution changes the solution everywhere 

else. Disturbance signals travel in all directions through the interior solution. The numerical 

techniques for elliptic problems must allow events at each point to be influenced by all its 

neighbours to ensure that the information propagates in all directions. Elliptic flows are 

sometimes referred to as recirculating flows. This study concentrates on such flows. 

Marching problems are typically all unsteady flows and wave phenomena. These are 

described by parabolic or hyperbolic equations. Parabolic equations describe time-

dependent problems involving significant dissipation (e.g. unsteady viscous flows or 

unsteady heat conduction). The prototype equation is the diffusion equation . 
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Hyperbolic equations dominate the analysis of vibration problems and time-dependent 

processes with negligible dissipation. The prototype equation is the wave equation 

. 

Table 3.1 summarizes the ‘formal’ classification of fluid flow equations. In practice, many 

fluid flows behave in a complex way.  

 Steady flow Unsteady flow 

Viscous flow Elliptic Parabolic 

Inviscid Ma < 1 Elliptic Hyperbolic 

 Ma > 1 Hyperbolic  

Thin shear layer Parabolic Parabolic 

Table 3.1: Formal classification of fluid flow equations [88] 

Patankar [87] underlined the fact that it would be more meaningful if situations were 

described as being parabolic or elliptic in a given coordinate. For example, an unsteady 

viscous flow problem is conventionally called parabolic, as it exists in at least one 

coordinate for which it is parabolic, it is actually parabolic in time, but elliptic in a space 

coordinate. Equation 3.8, for example, is elliptic by virtue of the gradient diffusion term. 

Boundary conditions are therefore required at all boundaries and iteration methods are 

necessary for solving the equations. In contrast, solution procedures for parabolic equations 

are generally of marching type. The flow is uninfluenced by downstream events and 

boundary conditions are required on only three sides of the solution domain. 

3.6 Turbulence Modelling 
3.6.1 What is Turbulence? 

Turbulence is that state of fluid motion that is characterised by apparently random and 

chaotic three-dimensional vorticity. When turbulence is present, it usually dominates all 

other flow phenomena and results in increased energy dissipation, mixing, heat transfer, 

and drag. If there is no three-dimensional vorticity, there is no real turbulence. The reasons 

for this will become clear later; but briefly, it is the ability to generate new vorticity from 
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old vorticity that is essential to turbulence. Only in a three-dimensional flow is the 

necessary stretching and turning of vorticity by the flow itself possible [94]. 

For a long time scientists were not sure in which sense turbulence is “random”, but they 

were sure it was. Like anyone who is trained in physics, we believe the flows we see 

around us must be the solution to some set of equations, which govern them. But because 

of the nature of turbulence, it wasn’t clear whether the equations themselves had some 

hidden randomness, or just the solutions. In addition, if the latter, was it something the 

equations did to them, or a consequence of the initial conditions? 

All of this began to come into focus as we have learned about the behaviour of non-linear 

dynamical systems in the past few decades. Even simple nonlinear equations with 

deterministic solutions and prescribed initial conditions were found to exhibit chaotic and 

apparently random behaviour. In fact, the completely new field of chaos was born in the 

1980’s [95], complete with its new language of strange attractors, fractals, and Lyapunov 

exponents. Such studies now play a major role in analyzing dynamical systems and control, 

and in engineering practice as well. 

 

Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional image of an axisymmetric water jet, obtained by the 

laser-induced fluorescence technique [96] 

Turbulence is not really chaos, at least in the sense of the word that the dynamical systems 

people use, since turbulent flows are not only time-dependent but space dependent as well. 

Nevertheless, as even the photos of simple turbulent jets and wakes, as in Figure 3.1, make 

clear, turbulence has many features that closely resemble chaos. Obvious ones include 

spatial and temporal intermittency, dissipation, coherent structures, sensitive dependence of 

the instantaneous motions on the initial and upstream conditions, and even the near-fractal 

distribution of scales. In fact, the flows we see themselves bear an uncanny resemblance to 
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the phase plane plots of strange attractors. No one would ever confuse a jet with a wake, 

but no two wakes seem to be quite alike either. 

Because of the way chaos has changed our worldview; most turbulence researchers now 

believe the solutions of the fluid mechanical equations to be deterministic. Just like the 

solutions of non-linear dynamical systems, we believe turbulent solutions to be determined 

(perhaps uniquely) by their boundary and initial conditions. Moreover, like non-linear 

dynamical systems, these deterministic solutions of the non-linear fluid mechanics 

equations exhibit behaviour that appears essentially to be random. We call such solutions 

turbulent, and the phenomenon turbulence. Because of this chaotic-like and apparently 

random behaviour of turbulence, we will need statistical techniques for most of our study of 

turbulence. 

The lack of a satisfactory understanding of turbulence presents one of the great remaining 

fundamental challenges to scientists — and to engineers as well, since most technologically 

important flows are turbulent. The advances in understanding over the past few decades, 

together with the advent of large-scale computational and experimental capabilities, present 

the scientist and engineer with the first real capabilities for understanding and managing 

turbulent flows [97]. 

3.6.2 Properties of Turbulence 

1-Irregularity or randomness: 

‘Turbulent fluid motion is an irregular condition of flow in which the various quantities 

show a random variation with time and space coordinates, so that statistically distinct 

average values can be discerned’ [98]. Average values of quantities exist with respect to 

time and space as at a given point in the turbulent domain a distinct pattern is repeated 

more or less regularly in time and at a given instant a distinct pattern is repeated more or 

less regularly in space. 

2- Diffusivity: 

The rapid mixing and increased rates of momentum, heat or mass transfer are typical 

features of turbulent flows. There are several elements involved: 

Large Reynolds numbers: Turbulent flows always occur at higher Reynolds numbers. 

Turbulence often originates as instability of laminar flows if the Reynolds number becomes 

too large. 
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Three-dimensional vortex fluctuations: Periodicity in a velocity distribution involves the 

occurrence of velocity gradients, which correspond to a certain vortex, or eddying motion, 

the extent of which is determined by the periodicity. This eddying motion is found in a 

wide spectrum of sizes and a corresponding spectrum of fluctuation frequencies. 

Turbulence consists of many superimposed quasi-periodic motions; it is the ‘superposition 

of eddies of ever-smaller sizes’[98]. The size of the largest eddies is determined mainly by 

the boundaries (size of the apparatus), whilst the size of the smallest eddies is limited by 

viscous forces. This lower limit is seen to decrease with increasing velocity of the average 

flow, with other conditions remaining the same [98]. The smaller an eddy, the greater, in 

general, the velocity gradient in the eddy and the greater the viscous shear stress that 

counteracts the eddying motion. So, for each turbulent flow, there will be a statistical lower 

limit to the size of the smallest eddy; there is a minimum scale of turbulence that 

corresponds to a maximum frequency in the turbulent motion. Large eddies are 

characterised by a length scale l and a velocity scale , and the typical time scale of the 

large eddies is thus proportional to / .  Furthermore, the kinetic energy is proportional to 

 and this kinetic energy is extracted from the mean flow by interaction between turbulent 

fluctuations and mean flow. The smaller eddies do not extract their kinetic energy directly 

from the mean flow but are fed by a continuous decay of large eddies which break-up into 

smaller ones. These smaller ones in turn decay to even smaller eddies, until this cascade 

reaches the smallest scales of turbulent motion. In the classical turbulence theory, this 

process is known as energy cascade. The length and velocity scales of these smallest eddies 

are determined by the amount of kinetic energy transferred along the energy cascade from 

the large eddies towards the small eddies and by the viscosity of the fluid. 

Dissipation: Turbulent flows are always dissipative. Viscous shear stresses perform 

deformation work, which increases the internal energy of the fluid at the expense of kinetic 

energy of turbulence. Turbulence, therefore, needs a continuous supply of energy to 

maintain a certain level. It is essential to distinguish between waves forming random 

motions that have insignificant viscous losses and therefore are non-dissipative, and 

turbulence that is essentially dissipative. The loss of kinetic energy of the large-scale eddies 

(macro-structure) is represented by the dissipation rate, which is independent of the 

microstructure (small eddies) and the fluid properties. It is fully determined by macro-
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structure properties only. This is expressed by the following relationship, which is a 

fundamental result in turbulence theory and comes from Prandtl’s mixing-layer theory [98]: 

~ ℓ  3.9 

This relationship can be interpreted as the ratio of the kinetic energy of the macro-structure 

eddies and their lifetime. Within their lifetime, the large eddies lose their kinetic energy due 

to a break-up into smaller eddies. As argued above, the micro-structure scales are not only 

determined by the amount of kinetic energy transferred, but also by the molecular property 

of the fluid, the kinematic viscosity . As a result of dimensional analysis, the following 

expressions are obtained for the length scale ℓ, the velocity scale u, and the timescale t of 

the smallest eddies which are known as the Kolmogorov scales: 

⁄ ⁄  3.10.a 

⁄  3.10.b 

⁄ ⁄  3.10.c 

Since the dissipation rate is known in terms of macro-structure properties, one can easily 

deduce relationships between the various scales of the macro- and micro-structure. 

Substitution of equation 3.9 into the expression 3.10.a, b, c yields: 

ℓ
⁄  3.11.a 

⁄  3.11.b 

ℓ
⁄  3.11.c 

with the Reynolds number 

 3.12 

It is seen that the Reynolds number for the microstructure is equal to unity, i.e. convection 

and diffusion are equal: 
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1 3.13 

3-Continuum phenomenon: 

Turbulence is a continuum phenomenon, governed by the equations of fluid mechanics. 

Even the smallest scales occurring in a turbulent flow are ordinarily far larger than any 

molecular length scale. 

3.6.3 Feature of flows 
Turbulence is not a feature of fluids but of fluid flows, i.e. the major characteristics of 

turbulent flows are not controlled by the molecular properties of the fluid. Most of the 

dynamics of turbulence is the same in all fluids, whether they are liquids or gases. If the 

Reynolds number is large enough, the turbulence is independent of the molecular properties 

of the fluid in which it appears. 
3.6.4 Methods of averaging 

Modelling of turbulent flows requires appropriate procedures to describe the effects of 

turbulent fluctuations of velocity and scalar quantities on the basic conservation equations 

previously presented.  

As mentioned earlier, the problem of randomness is treated through statistical methods. All 

instantaneous quantities are decomposed into mean values and fluctuations with zero mean 

values: 

 

 3.14.a 

 3.14.b 

 3.14.c 

 

It has to be noted that in the particular case of the velocity, the component of fluctuations, 

‘u’, brings a second notion, after the scale of turbulence introduced earlier, allowing us to 

describe quantitatively a turbulent motion, the notion of violence or intensity of turbulence: 

 3.15 
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3.7 Turbulence Models 
Turbulent flows are characterised by fluctuating velocity fields. These fluctuations mix 

transported quantities such as momentum, energy, and species concentration, and cause the 

transported quantities to fluctuate as well. Since these fluctuations can be of small scale and 

high frequency, they are too computationally expensive to simulate directly in practical 

engineering calculations. Instead, the instantaneous (exact) governing equations can be 

time-averaged, ensemble-averaged, or otherwise manipulated to remove the resolution of 

small scales, resulting in a modified set of equations that are computationally less 

expensive to solve. However, Turbulence variables, and turbulence models are needed to 

determine these variables in terms of known quantities. ANSYS FLUENT 12.0 provides 

the following choices of turbulence models [12]: 

 Spalart-Allmaras model 

    models 

o Standard    model 

o Renormalization-group (RNG)    model 

o Realizable    model 

  models 

o Standard    model 

o Shear-stress transport (SST)    model 

 v2-f model 

 Reynolds stress models (RSM) 

 Detached eddy simulation (DES) model 

 Large eddy simulation (LES) model 
3.7.1 Choosing a turbulence model 

The choice of turbulence model will depend on considerations such as the physics 

encompassed in the flow, the established practice for a specific class of problem, the level 

of accuracy required, the available computational resources, and the amount of time 

available for the simulation.  

The following present general guidelines to enable choice of the appropriate turbulence 

model to be made, Table 2.2[88, 99-101]: 
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Model Features 

Spalart-Allmaras model • Solves a model transport equation for the 

kinetic eddy (turbulent) viscosity. 

• One-equation model, not needed to 

calculate length scale. 

• Designed especially for aerospace and 

turbo-machinery applications, involving 

wall-bounded high-speed flows. 

• Boundary layer subjected to adverse 

pressure gradient. 

 Standard k- ε models • Semi-empirical model based upon simplest 

of two transport equation models for the 

turbulence kinetic energy k and its 

dissipation rate ε. 

• Robust and suitable for initial iteration. 

Renormalization-group 

(RNG)  model 
• Variant of standard  models. 

• Has an additional term in ε equation to 

enhance strained flows. 

• Effect of swirl on turbulence is included to 

improve swirl flows. 

• More suitable for low Reynolds number. 

Realizable  model • Variant of standard  models. 

• Contains a new formulation for the 

turbulent viscosity. 

• A new transport equation for the dissipation 

rate, , has been derived from an exact 

equation for the transport of the mean-

square vorticity fluctuation. 

• Accurate for spreading of both planar and 

rounded jets recommended for flows with 
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boundary layers under strong adverse 

pressure, separation and recirculation.  

Standard  model • Solve for  based on Wilcox model 
[102] 

Specific dissipation rate: 

 

• Includes modifications for low-Reynolds-

number effects, compressibility, and shear 

flow spreading. 

• Recommended for low Reynolds number 

flows, wall bounded boundary layer, and 

for transitional flows. 

Shear-stress transport 

(SST)  model 

• Variant of standard k- ω model 

• Gradual change from the standard  

model in the inner region of the boundary 

layer to a high-Reynolds-number version of 

the  model in the outer part of the 

boundary layer. 

• Modified turbulent viscosity formulation to 

account for the transport effects of the 

principal turbulent shear stress. 

• More accurate and reliable for a wider class 

of flows, like adverse pressure in aerofoils, 

transonic shock waves, etc. 

Reynolds stress models 

(RSM) 
• Five equations model. 

• The RSM accounts for the effects of 

streamline curvature, swirl, rotation, and 

rapid changes in strain rate in a more 

rigorous manner than one-equation and 

two-equation models, it has greater 
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potential to give accurate predictions for 

complex flows. 

• Run time and memory intensive. 

 

Table 3.2: Characteristics and features of turbulence models 

3.7.2 Shear-stress transport (SST)  model 

The shear-stress transport (SST)  model was developed by Menter [103] to 

effectively blend the robust and accurate formulation of the  model in the near-wall 

region with the free-stream independence of the k- ω model in the far field. To achieve this, 

the standard  model is converted into a SST  formulation. The SST  

model is similar to the standard k- ω model, but includes the following refinements: 

• The standard  model and the transformed  model are both multiplied by a 

blending function and both models are added together. The blending function is 

designed to be one in the near-wall region, which activates the standard  model, 

and zero away from the surface, which activates the transformed  model. 

• The SST model incorporates a damped cross-diffusion derivative term in the ω 

equation. 

• The definition of the turbulent viscosity is modified to account for the transport of the 

turbulent shear stress. 

• The modelling constants are different. 

These features make the SST  model more accurate and reliable for a wider class of 

flows (e.g., adverse pressure gradient flows, airfoils, transonic shock waves) than the 

standard  model. Other modifications include the addition of a cross-diffusion term in 

the  equation and a blending function to ensure that the model equations behave 

appropriately in both the near-wall and far-field zones. 

The transport equation for SST  model is: 

 

Γ  
3.16 

Γ  
3.17 
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where: 

 represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients. 

 represents the generation of the specific dissipation rate due to mean velocity gradients. 

Γ  and Γ  represent the effective diffusivity of k and .  and  represent the dissipation 

of k and  due to turbulence.  represents the cross-diffusion term.  and  are user-

defined source terms. Calculations of all these terms have been fully explained and 

described in [12]. 

3.8 Modelling of Turbulent Combustion 
Combustion requires that the fuel and oxidizer be mixed at the molecular level. This 

usually depends on the turbulent mixing process. During combustion, a fuel or any 

hydrocarbon mixture reacts with the oxidant, which is normally air, to form products of 

combustion. These products are not a result of one reaction but usually a sequence  of 

chemical reactions. For instance, more than 1000 elementary reactions are involved in the 

combustion process of methane (CH4), which is one of simplest hydrocarbon fuels. 

Beside all the flow equations, the transport equations for the mass fraction of each 

species j must be solved. The species equations can be written down by using the general 

transport [88]: 

Γ grad  3.18 

The volumetric rate of generation (or destruction) of species due to chemical reactions 

appears as the source (or sink) term in each of their transport equations. 

In simple chemical reaction system, infinitely fast chemical reactions are assumed and the 

intermediate reactions are ignored. The transport equations for the fuel and oxygen mass 

fraction may be written as below. 

Γ grad  3.19 

Γ grad  
3.20 

Under the assumption of equal diffusivities Γ Γ Γ, the species equations can be 

reduced to a single equation for the mixture fraction,  
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,

, ,
 3.21 

where  is the elemental mass fraction for element i. The subscript “ox” denotes the value 

at the oxidizer stream inlet and the subscript fuel denotes the value at the fuel stream inlet. 

The reaction source terms in the species equations cancel, and thus  is a conserved 

quantity. Whilst the assumption of equal diffusivities is problematic for laminar flows, it is 

generally acceptable for turbulent flows where turbulent convection overwhelms molecular 

diffusion. 

Combustion is normally divided into three main groups according to the type of mixing as 

follows: 

8.3.1 Non-premixed combustion modelling 

Fuel and oxidizer will not mix prior to combustion zone; this clearly means they will enter 

separately into combustion chamber. However, they will mix and burn during the 

combustion and the flame is called a diffusion flame.  

In diffusion flames, flame response also critically depends on preferential diffusion 

processes which are generally characterised by the Lewis number, . The Lewis number is 

defined below: 

 3.22 

where is α is the thermal diffusivity and D is the mass diffusion governed by Fick’s law. 

When 1 the combustion process is said to be diffusionally neutral and adiabatic as 

total energy conservation is maintained. When 1 the mass transport exceeds heat loss 

resulting in an increase in combustion intensity. When 1 the heat loss exceeds mass 

transport and the combustion intensity decreases accordingly. 

Under certain assumptions, the thermochemistry can be reduced to a single parameter: the 

mixture fraction. The mixture fraction, denoted by f, is the mass fraction that originated 

from the fuel stream. In other words, it is the local mass fraction of burnt and unburnt fuel 

stream elements (C, H, etc.) in all the species (CO2, H2O, O2, etc.). The approach is 

elegant because atomic elements are conserved in chemical reactions. In turn, the mixture 

fraction is a conserved scalar quantity, and therefore its governing transport equation does 

not have a source term. Combustion is simplified to a mixing problem, and the difficulties 

associated with closing nonlinear mean reaction rates are avoided. Once mixed, the 
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chemistry can be modelled as in chemical equilibrium, or near chemical equilibrium with 

the laminar flamelet model. 

The non-premixed modelling approach has been specifically developed for the simulation 

of turbulent diffusion flames with fast chemistry. For such systems, the method offers many 

benefits over the eddy-dissipation formulation. The non-premixed model allows 

intermediate (radical) species prediction, dissociation effects, and rigorous turbulence-

chemistry coupling. 

The method is computationally efficient in that it does not require the solution of a large 

number of species transport equations. When the underlying assumptions are valid, the non-

premixed approach is preferred over the eddy-dissipation formulation. 

There are some restrictions on the mixture fraction approach that can be summarised as 

follows: 

• The chemical system must be of the diffusion type with discrete fuel and oxidizer inlets 

(spray combustion and pulverized fuel flames may also fall into this category). 

• The Lewis number must be unity. (This implies that the diffusion coefficients for all 

species and enthalpy are equal, a good approximation in turbulent flow). 

• When a single mixture fraction is used, the following conditions must be met: 

 Only one type of fuel is involved. 

 Only one type of oxidizer is involved. 

• When two mixture fractions are used, three streams can be involved in the system. 

Valid systems are as follows: 

 Two fuel streams with different compositions and one oxidizer stream. 

 Mixed fuel systems including gas-liquid, gas-coal, or liquid-coal fuel mixtures 

with a single oxidizer. In systems with a gas-coal or liquid-coal fuel mixture, the 

coal volatiles and char are treated as a single composite fuel stream. 

 Coal combustion in which volatile and char off-gases are tracked separately. 

 Two oxidizer streams with different compositions and one fuel stream. 

 A fuel stream, an oxidizer stream, and a non-reacting secondary stream. 

• The flow must be turbulent. 
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8.3.2 Premixed combustion modelling 

Fuel and oxidizer will fully mix prior to combustion zone; this means that they will enter as 

a mixture of air and fuel. Apart from some modern small, condensing gas boilers, few 

systems are fully premixed. 

There are many limitations of using the premixed model; they can be summarised as 

follows: 

 The segregated solver must be used. The premixed combustion model is not available 

with either of the coupled solvers. 

 The premixed combustion model is valid only for turbulent, subsonic flows. These 

types of flames are called deflagrations. Explosions, also called detonations, where the 

combustible mixture is ignited by the heat behind a shock wave, can be modelled with 

the finite-rate model using the coupled solver. 

 The premixed combustion model cannot be used in conjunction with the pollutant (i.e., 

soot and NOx) models. However, a perfectly premixed system can be modelled with the 

partially premixed model, which can be used with the pollutant models. 

 It cannot be used to simulate reacting discrete-phase particles, since these would result 

in a partially premixed system. Only inert particles can be used with the premixed 

combustion model. 

Premixed combustion is much more difficult to model than non-premixed combustion. As 

discussed above, the reason for this is that premixed combustion usually occurs as a thin, 

propagating flame that is stretched and distorted by turbulence. For subsonic flows, the 

overall rate of propagation of the flame is determined by both the laminar flame speed and 

the turbulent eddies. The laminar flame speed is determined by the rate that species and 

heat diffuse upstream into the reactants and burn. 

The turbulent premixed combustion model, based on work by Zimont et al. [104-107], 

involves the solution of a transport equation for the reaction progress variable. The closure 

of this equation is based on the definition of the turbulent flame speed. 

The flame front propagation is modelled by solving a transport equation for the density 

weighted mean reaction progress variable, denoted by c [105]: 

. .  3.23 
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 mean reaction progress variable 

 turbulent Schmidt number 

 reaction progress source term ( ) 

The progress variable is defined as a normalised sum of the product species, 

,  3.24 

where 

=  number of products 

 mass fraction of product species i 

,  equilibrium mass fraction of product species i 

Based on this definition,    0 where the mixture is unburnt and    1 where the 

mixture is burnt. The value of  is defined as a boundary condition at all flow inlets. It is 

usually specified as either 0 (unburnt) or 1 (burnt). 

The mean reaction rate in equation 3.23 is modelled as 

| | 3.25 

where 

ρu = density of burnt mixture 

ST = turbulent flame speed. 

The turbulent flame speed is computed using a model of wrinkled and thickened flame 

fronts: 

⁄ ⁄ ⁄ ℓ ⁄
⁄

 3.26 

where 

   model constant 

   root-mean-square (RMS) velocity (m/s) 

   laminar flame speed (m/s) 

     /     molecular heat transfer coefficient of unburnt mixture (thermal diffusivity) 

(m2/s) 

ℓ  turbulence length scale (m) 

ℓ ́⁄  turbulence time scale (s) 

⁄  chemical time scale (s) 
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The turbulence length scale ℓ  is computed from 

ℓ
́

 3.27 

where  is the turbulence dissipation rate. 

The model is based on the assumption of equilibrium small scale turbulence inside the 

laminar flame, resulting in a turbulent flame speed expression that is purely in terms of the 

large-scale turbulent parameters. The default values of 0.52 for A, and 0.37 for  are 

recommended by Zimont et al. [105], and are suitable for most premixed flames. 

Non-adiabatic premixed combustion model is considered. The energy transport equation is 

solved in order to account for any heat losses or gains within the system. These losses/gains 

may include heat sources due to chemical reaction or radiation heat losses. 

The energy equation in terms of sensible enthalpy, h, for the fully premixed fuel is as 

follows: 

. . h , ,  3.28 

,  represents the heat losses due to radiation and ,  represents the heat gains due 

to chemical reaction: 

,  3.29 

where 

normalized average rate of product formation (s-1) 

 heat of combustion for burning 1 kg of fuel (J/kg) 

 fuel mass fraction of the unburnt mixture 

 

8.3.3 Partially premixed combustion modelling 

A system which includes the above two methods (non-premixed and premixed combustion) 

is called a partially premixed system. This type of system takes the benefits of both 

previous mentioned types of combustion. Examples of practical application are spark-

ignition engines, lean–burn gas turbine combustors and many domestic central heating 

boiler burners. 

The partially premixed model in FLUENT is a simple combination of the non-premixed 

model and the premixed model. The premixed reaction-progress variable, c, determines the 
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position of the flame front. Behind the flame front (    1), the mixture is burnt and the 

equilibrium or laminar flamelet mixture fraction solution is used. Ahead of the flame front 

(    0), the species mass fractions, temperature, and density are calculated from the 

mixed but unburnt mixture fraction. Within the flame (0       1), a linear combination 

of the unburnt and burnt mixtures is used. 

The limitations of using a partially premixed model, the underlying theory, assumptions, 

and limitations of the non-premixed and premixed models apply directly to the partially 

premixed model. In particular, the single-mixture fraction approach is limited to two inlet 

streams, which may be pure fuel, pure oxidizer, or a mixture of fuel and oxidizer. The two-

mixture-fraction model extends the number of inlet streams to three, but incurs a major 

computational overhead. 

Both non-premixed and premixed systems are considered in this research. For the non-

premixed systems, the nonpremixed model is used for simulation. Regarding the premixed 

systems, even though the premixed model is suitable for the simulation, it is preferable to 

use the partially premixed model to simulate the premixed combustion as it is possible to 

extend the analysis to perform pollutant analysis. The pollutant analysis is restricted with 

the premixed models but it can be performed with the partially premixed model. 

 

3.9 CFD Solver 
3.9.1 ANSYS 12 FLUENT 

One of the most powerful computational fluid dynamics softwares available for 

optimisation of product development and processes is ANYSYS 12 FLUENT. The broad 

physical modelling capabilities of this engineering design tool have been effectively 

applied to industrial applications ranging, for example, from flow over an aircraft wing to 

combustion in a furnace. The ability of the software to model internal combustion engines, 

aeroacoustics, turbomachinery and multiphase systems has served to broaden its reach.   

Turbulence: Inside ANSYS FLUENT software, several popular k–epsilon and k–omega 

models are available, as is the Reynolds stress model (RSM) for highly swirling or 

anisotropic flows. Wall functions and enhanced wall treatment options allow for the best 

possible representation of all wall-bounded flows.   
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3.9.2 ANSYS 12 Meshing 

For the purpose for CFD modelling, the software performs the computations at a range of 

discrete locations within the domain.  

The purpose of meshing is to decompose the solution domain into an appropriate number of 

locations for an accurate result. The basic building blocks for a 2D and 3D mesh are shown 

in Figure 3.2: 

 

 

 

 

 
Tetrahedrons(unstructured) 

 
Hexahedrons(usually structured) 

 
Pyramids (where tetrahedrons and 

hexahedrons cells meet) 

 
Prisms (formed when a tetrahedrons 

mesh is extruded) 

Figure 3.2: 2D and 3D basic mesh shape 
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3.9.3 Mesh Quality Measurement 

Mesh metrics are available under mesh options to set and review mesh metric information 

and to evaluate mesh quality. Different physics and different solvers have different 

requirements for mesh quality. There is no doubt that mesh quality can have a great 

influence upon the accuracy of numerical simulations. Many factors influence mesh 

accuracy including the type of physics being simulated, details of the solution to the 

particular simulation, the method of discretization, and geometric mesh properties having to 

do with spacing, curvature, angles, smoothness, etc. 

A mesh quality concerns the characteristics of a mesh that permit a particular numerical 

PDE simulation to be efficiently performed, with fidelity to the underlying physics, and 

with the accuracy required for the problem [108]. 

This definition hints at several issues. First off all, mesh quality depends on the particular 

calculation, which is undertaken and thus changes if a different calculation is performed. 

Second, a mesh should not create difficulties for the simulation. For example, inverted 

elements can cause a loss of fidelity or even cause the simulation to stop prematurely. The 

mesh should not cause the numerical solution to exhibit mesh imprinting. Third, the mesh 

should result in sufficiently accurate simulations, i.e., those that are in the asymptotic 

regime, and those, which reduce both global and local error below the required level. 

Ultimately, the mesh and discretization method together must enable the simulation to 

satisfy the requirement that the size of the error bars due to problem discretization are 

acceptable. 

Genuinely, the shape of the cell including its skewness and aspect ratio has a significant 

impact on the accuracy of the numerical solution. 

Skewness can be defined as the difference between the cell's shape and the shape of an 

equilateral cell of equivalent volume. Highly skewed cells can decrease accuracy and 

destabilize the solution. For example, optimal quadrilateral meshes will have vertex angles 

close to 90 degrees, whilst triangular meshes should preferably have angles of close to 60 

degrees and have all angles less than 90 degrees. 

There are two methods to determining the skewness [109]: 

• Based on the Equilateral volume deviation: 
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3.30 

The above equation applies only to triangles and tetrahedral shapes. 

•  Based on the deviation from a normalized angle deviation: 

180  
3.31 

Where  is the equiangular face/cell (60 for tetrahedrons and triangles, and 90 for 

quadrilaterals and hexahedrons), the equation applies to cell and face shapes and is used for 

prisms and pyramids. 

 
Figure 3.3: Skewness calculation explanation shape 

 

Moreover, the classification of the mesh quality metrics is based on skewness: 
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Table 3.3: The Relationship between skewness and mesh quality. 

The aspect ratio is a measure of the stretching of the cell. For highly anisotropic flows, 

extreme aspect ratios may yield accurate results with fewer cells. However, a general rule 

of thumb is to avoid aspect ratios in excess of 5:1. 

Aspect for generic triangles and quads is a function of the ratio of longest side to the 

shortest side of the reconstructed quadrangles equal to one (ideal) for an equilateral triangle 

or a square, as shown in Figure 3.4. 

 
Figure 3.4: Aspect ratio comparison of two different cases 

Points that have to be considered within each model to create an acceptable mesh include: 

• FLUENT requires high quality mesh to avoid numerical diffusion. 

• Several mesh quality metrics are involved in order to quantify the quality, however 

the skewness is the primary metric. 

• The aspect ratio and cell size changes mesh metrics and are also very important. 

• In worst case scenarios, and depending on the solver used (density based or pressure 

based), FLUENT can tolerate poor mesh quality. However, some applications may 

require higher mesh quality, resolution and good mesh distribution. 

• The location of poor quality elements helps determine their effect. 

• Indicators of overall mesh quality metrics are available in ANSYS Meshing. 
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3.10 Summary 
In this chapter, CFD has been described as a potentially important tool in designing 

combustion systems in gas turbines.  The following can be concluded: 

• CFD is an important tool for analysing systems involving fluid flow, heat transfer 

and combustion. 

• The commercial CFD packages contain three main elements: a pre-processor, a 

solver and, a post-processor. 

• CFD codes target a solution to the main flow governing equations. 

• There are many turbulent models that can be used by the FLUENT user, the one 

used in this work suited the requirements of prediction at relatively low flowrates 

and accuracy in the boundary layers 

• FLUENT offers several models for chemical species transport and chemical 

reactions. The partially premixed combustion model was used 

• The model preparation (models geometry draws method and mesh construction) 

plays an important role in the simulation accuracy and the solution convergence. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

100 kW Tangential swirl Combustor 
 

 

“All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point is to discover them.” 

Galileo 

4.1 Introduction 
Lean premixed combustion using swirling flows is widely used in gas turbines and 

combustion processes due to the benefits of excellent flame stability and blowoff limits 

coupled with low NOx emissions. Although flashback is not generally a problem with 

natural gas combustion, there are some reports of flashback damage with existing gas 

turbines, whilst hydrogen enriched fuel blends, especially those derived from gasification 

of coal and/or biomass, cause concerns in this area. 

The objective of this model simulation is to analyse flames’ characteristics such as 

flashback under atmospheric conditions and compare simulation data with experimental 

data [13]. The use of CFD technique such as FLUENT software allows the derivation of 

contours of velocity and other properties at different planes inside any flow system. This 

can be compared with experimental results; when good matching is achieved via model 

change this then allows the effects of geometrical changes to be investigated. Thus, this 

chapter describes a combined practical and modelling approach to study and reduce the 

effect of flashback in a pilot scale 100 kW tangential swirl burner, coupled with CFD 

modelling to guide experimental progress and facilitate analysis of the phenomena 

encountered. Natural gas is used as a fuel to establish baseline results and effects of 

different variables. The flashback phenomenon is studied experimentally via the derivation 

of flashback limits for a variety of different geometrical conditions and numerically to 

guide and facilitate analysis of the underlying processes. The use of a central fuel injector is 

shown to give substantial benefits in terms of flashback resistance by altering flow and 

flame patterns in the burner exit. The critical boundary velocity gradient is used for 

characterization of flashback, both via the original Lewis and von Elbe formula and via 
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new analysis using CFD and investigation of boundary layer conditions just in front of the 

flame front. Conclusions are drawn as to mitigation technologies. 

4.2 Burner Experimental Rig Setup 
A 100 kW Perspex swirl generator was used experimentally to study the isothermal 

phenomenon of the swirl flow, this is reported elsewhere [13]. An identical steel unit was 

used for combustion studies. These systems are based on a quarter-scale model of a 2 MW 

industrial scaled swirl burner/furnace system. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the photographs of 

the perspex prototype and a schematic geometry drawing, respectively. Two tangential 

entries together with variable width inserts allowed the use of different swirl numbers. The 

system was fed by a centrifugal fan providing air flow via flexible hoses and a bank of 

rotameters to measure the airflow rate. 

Each inlet had an insert, Figure 4.1, that could be changed to alter the swirl number. Two 

different widths of inserts could be used, a pair of 75% of the diameter of the inlet, a 50% 

pair and a pair of 25%. In addition, a configuration with no insert (0%) could be used as 

well. 

 
Figure 4.1: The Perspex swirl generator 

  Inserts 
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Two different modes of natural gas injection were used for the prototype; a diffusive mode 

(non-premixed) with fuel normally injected along the central axis from the burner bottom, 

and a premixed mode with entry in both tangential inlets, located before the inserts used for 

varying the swirl number. Some studies were also undertaken with no fuel injector and fuel 

just injected through the bottom baseplate of the burner. Partial premixing was also 

extensively studied. Premixed gas injectors, extending across the inlet ducts, were located 

just before the inlets. Only one diffusive fuel injector was used in both experiment and 

simulation. This injector, 23.4 mm in diameter, was positioned 47.5 mm upstream of the 

burner nozzle to minimise flame impingement on it. 

 
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the swirl burner 

 

Overall equivalence ratio  is reported as well as the fuel proportion injected diffusively 

and that premixed in the tangential inlets. The format (25-80) here refers to 25 l/min 

diffusive natural gas injection, the 80 to that injected as premixed. Due to the high 

temperature variation, the Re is defined from the nozzle diameter and isothermal 

conditions. 
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According to previous experiments [110], some insert combinations at different Re showed 

the existence of different shapes of central recirculation zone and flame characteristics The 

condition selected for CFD study was that characterised as [25-25], i.e. 25% blockage in 

each inlet, at a flowrate of 1400 l/min. This has been shown by [13, 17, 26], to be a very 

stable condition. The simulation carried out in this work performs as most of the cases that 

have been studied previously. 

 

 

4.3 Burner CFD Modelling 
CFD simulation needs multiple steps before analysing the model of study. These steps start 

from the defining of physical boundary conditions of the flow fields and then dividing the 

flow fields into smaller sub domains to discretize the governing differential equations, 

which are then solved inside each of these segments of the domain. Mesh characteristics in 

general influence the final solution. Making the correct decisions for the grid type and the 

method of constructing the mesh are extremely important. A higher number of cells 

increases the accuracy but at the same time increases solution time. Hence, selecting a 

suitable mesh method which gives acceptable results within an adequate time is difficult, 

particularly for complex systems. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic diagram of the actual 

tangential swirl burner including the main body, position of the 25% inserts in both 

tangential inlets and the central position of the injector. 
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Figure 4.3: The swirl burner, fuel and air injection systems 

The burner exit was varied from an open case with no nozzle to that with a quarl nozzle, 

Figure 4.4. Corresponding swirl numbers are 1.08 and 0.86, respectively. The quarl nozzle 

end edge is sloped by a 45o angle as clearly shown in Figure 4.4. 

 
Figure 4.4.Nozzle used to vary flame properties. D=78mm 
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nozzle, two different confinements, with both premixed and partial premixed combustion 

being also investigated. 

ANSY 12.0 introduces three programs that are capable of carrying out the simulation. First 

of these programs is the Design Modeller, which is used to draw and design the geometry 

of the case under analysis, this programme has also the ability to import some graph files 

from other software. Figure 4.6 shows the geometry of the tangential swirl burner after 

been plotted. 

 
Figure 4.6: The geometry of the tangential swirl burner 

 

Secondly, after the design has been prepared, the Mesh Programme is ready to create the 

mesh. A hexahedral has been mostly used to create the system mesh as this is known to 

give more accurate, faster and more stable solutions. Only some regions have used a 

tetrahedral mesh, which is difficult to mesh using the former method as shown in Figure 

4.7. 

Hence, the mesh generation type and the mesh density are unstructured and the solution 

results independent of the mesh results. The total number of cells in this model was 

44518cells. 

Combustion 
Zone 

Mixing
Zone
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Figure 4.7: Tangential swirl burner mesh with injector 

 

The main problem with this model was the number of cells, which affects the time for the 

solution to become converged and causes difficulties due to combustion effects and 

obtaining convergence with swirling flows. 

Eventually, after the model mesh is set up, the next step is to take the model to the 

FLUENT software. A critical factor is the choice of turbulence model. Because of the 

relatively low Reynolds Numbers and the importance of the boundary layer flows, the SST- 

k-ω model was used. After a numerical simulation comparison with standard, RNG and 

Realizable k-ε model and standard k-ω model was made, a very similar result for 

isothermal flow was found. Reynolds stress models could not be used successfully because 

of computer memory limitations. Convergence was accepted as being completed when the 

residual curve reached 10-5. 

Here it should be noted that flashback occurs when vortex breakdown has not occurred and 

there are not significant central recirculation zones (CRZ) present. If such CRZs were 

present, a full Reynolds Stress turbulence model would probably be needed. 
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4.4.2 Non-Isothermal Solution 

Three types of non-isothermal solutions have been studied: non-premixed, premixed and 

partially premixed combustion, as discussed previously. The crucial feature of swirl burners 

is normally the formation of a central reverse flow zone (CRZ) which extends blowoff 

limits by recycling heat and active chemical species to the root of the flame in the burner 

exit. However, unless its size and shape are properly controlled, problems can arise. The 

CRZ can for instance readily extend back into the burner at high swirl numbers, even 

surrounding the fuel injector and facilitating early flashback [49, 111-112]. However, for 

certain flashback cases at lower swirl numbers, S<1.2, the situation was different and the 

CRZs formed at flashback were either very weak and located downstream or nonexistent, 

i.e. vortex breakdown had not occurred. Under these conditions, flashback occurred via 

different circumstances compared to higher swirl numbers where flashback was clearly 

associated with the presence of a CRZ. 

 

4.4.2.1 Non-Premixed combustion (Diffused flame only) 

In non-premixed combustion, fuel and oxidizer enter the reaction zone in distinct streams. 

This means the fuel will enter the combustion zone through the injector and the oxidizer 

(atmospheric swirling air) will come through the two tangential inlets. This type of 

combustion produces very stable flames with no flashback possibility, irrespective of the 

type of fuel. Figures 4.09 and 4.10 show a typical example of diffusion combustion. Figure 

4.09 shows cases of one lean and the other very lean combustion with methane, whilst 

Figure 4.10 shows cases with rich and lean combustion at higher fuel flowrates. There is 

little evidence of the existence of a CRZ in any of the case as vortex breakdown has not 

apparently occurred. Visually this is clear from the flames observed experimentally.  
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=600L/min =25L/min =0.717 

=2200L/min =25L/min =0.1955 

 

Figure 4.9: Non-premixed case study for different inlet values of air with 25L/min 

methane fuel 
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=600L/min =40L/min =1.147 

=2200L/min =40L/min =0.31273 

 

Figure 4.10: Non-premixed case study for different inlet values of air with 40L/min 

methane fuel 
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Through the previous mentioned graphs, it can be easily recognized that when the quantity 

of air increases the total temperature decreases and this is normal. The other problem is 

high NOx generation due to hot spots formed with diffusion combustion. 

4.4.2.2 Premixed combustion 

There are many difficulties surrounding this kind of combustion, like instabilities, 

flashback and blowoff. Premixed combustion with a lean mixture offers lower NOx due to 

the reduced average temperature. 

Lean combustion tends to reduce average flame velocities, but other factors associated with 

engine cycles, such as high temperatures, pressure, turbulence levels and pre-ignition 

reactions in the gases due to appreciable residence times at high temperature cause 

increased flame speeds, encouraging flashback. 

During the experiments and simulation of premixed combustion, the flashback and blowoff 

problems are clearly dominant as the engine must operate between these two limits. This 

study focuses on this problem and primarily on flashback and how geometrical changes can 

be used to control it. The CFD analysis indicates that for the flashback cases investigated a 

Rankine tangential velocity distribution (free/forced) is produced, with or without the fuel 

injector, although the CRZ is often absent or located downstream of the flame stabilization 

region. 

The experimental work showed flashback was occurring through the outer exit wall 

boundary layer [13]. There were elements of three dimensionality and time dependence 

associated with this process for the cases without the fuel injector, as discussed later. 

Recognizing the limitations of both experimental and time dependant CFD techniques with 

flame propagation in thin wall boundary layers, a time averaged 3D CFD analysis was used 

as an aid to understand the complex flows developing and occurring inside the burner under 

combustion conditions. As flashback occurred via the outer wall boundary, CFD was used 

to characterize the flow and wall boundary layers just upstream of the flame front and thus 

understand the mechanisms that allow flashback to occur. This also allowed the derivation 

of actual critical boundary velocity gradients when flashback occurred. 

Comparison between cases was performed using the average radial velocity of the flow 

(passing from the outer swirl chamber through the gap between the baseplate and the 
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backwards facing exhaust extension) Figure 4.11, and the equivalence ratio, to recognize 

regions of flashback for both premixed and diffusive-premixed conditions. 

 
Figure 4.11: Diagram of rig and constrictions used (35 mm total length of the 

constriction) 

The following simulations were carried out with natural gas to compare against 

experiments [13]. The experiments initially used premixed combustion for different cases 

as follows; corresponding CFD simulations were also performed: 

 

1- Tangential Swirl Burner with injector (premixed only without quarl) 

2- Tangential Swirl Burner with injector (premixed only with quarl) 

3- Tangential Swirl Burner without injector (premixed only with quarl) 

4- Tangential Swirl Burner without injector (premixed only without quarl) 

 

Each case has been run under different values of equivalence ratio over different values of 

mass flowrate of air and fuel until the simulation reaches convergence. Judgements are then 

made as to when the simulation is predicting flashback and how that compares to the 

experiments.  
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According to the experiment and simulation, two types of flashback have been observed. 

With the first type, the flame retreated back along the injector (type 1: central flashback at 

higher swirl numbers). The other process was when the flame propagated  back in the 

boundary layer of the burner exit (nozzle) due to low velocity of flow mixture and 

governed by the critical boundary velocity gradient (type 2: boundary layer flashback, 

occurs at lower swirl number S≤1.2). 

Figure 4.12 shows a comparison of flashback occurrence with the fuel injector for premixed 

combustion [13]. Both the experiments and simulation have been carried out without the 

quarl. The graph shows fair agreement between experiment and numerical simulation. 

Flashback of type 1 has been observed during the simulations and the experiment. 

 

 
Figure 4.12: Comparison between experimental and CFD simulation for flashback 

and quasi stable regions in tangential swirl burner with injector (Premixed only 

without quarl) (Natural gas) 

 

The next simulation added a quarl (Figure 4.13) to the burner exit in order to reduce the 

swirl number and follow industrial practice. The quarl nozzle has reduced the experimental 

occurrence of flashback. 
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a) Nozzle without quarl 

 
b) Nozzle with quarl 

 

Figure 4.13: The modification of the burner neck to reduce the flashback occurrence. 

Figure 4.14 shows a comparison between the experiment and simulation for the next case 

with the quarl nozzle. Agreement between the simulation and experiments are closer than 

for the previous figure without the quarl nozzle. There is a considerable reduction of the 

flashback region for both experiment and simulation as shown by Figure 4.15. 

 

 
Figure 4.14: Comparison between experimental and CFD simulation for flashback 

and quasi stable regions in tangential swirl burner with injector (Premixed only with 

quarl) 
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between CFD simulations for flashback map in tangential 

swirl burner with injector (premixed with quarl and without quarl) 

Moving to premixed combustion without injector, simulations have given, in general, poor 

results. This can be seen clearly via the two cases that have been studied. Results for 

premixed combustion without injector and without quarl are shown in Figure 4.16. 

 

Similar results were obtained with or without the use of a quarl exhaust, Figure 4.17. The 

reason for the poor simulations appears to be due to the presence of time dependent 

coherent structures when the central fuel injector is removed. The central fuel injector 

appears to suppress coherent structures such as vortex breakdown and the precessing vortex 

core (PVC). 
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between experimental and CFD simulation for flashback 

and quasi stable flame regions in tangential swirl burner without injector (premixed 

flame with quarl) 

 
Figure 4.17: Comparison between experimental and CFD simulation for flashback 

and quasi stable regions in the tangential swirl burner without injector (premixed 

without quarl) 
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Figure 4.18 shows a typical example of flashback type 2 in the outer wall boundary layer 

with a stable annular kernel of a flame being located in the boundary layer of the exhaust 

nozzle just before flashback. 

 
Figure 4.18: Temperature contours distribution illustrating location of annular flame 

front in the boundary layer just before flashback =400L/min =0.9. 

Flashback analysis has been a subject of considerable interest especially before the 

widespread supply of natural gas superseded town gas, which typically had 20% or more 

hydrogen content, causing problems of ‘light back’ or flashback in the then existing 

burners, [45-46]. Lewis and von Elbe developed their well known Equation 2.8 for critical 

boundary velocity gradient for laminar Poiseuille flow in circular tubes and it was  

extensively used to characterize flashback, especially with  ‘town gas’ containing 

significant proportions of hydrogen [45-47]. Equation 2.8 was derived by consideration of 

laminar pipe flow, but as admitted by Lewis and von Elbe [45-46], is often used in the 

turbulent flow regimes. This is of questionable validity but does give ready availability to a 

valuable databank for hydrogen based systems [45-46]. Some of the results are shown 

plotted with the standard Lewis and von Elbe definition of   Equation 2.8 in Figure 4.19. 

Here the differences between , derived from CFD, must be emphasized. ‘ ’ has been 

derived solely from CFD predictions of the boundary layers just upstream of the flame 
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fronts just before flashback and is typically of order 10 times higher than the Lewis and von 

Elbe . This is discussed later. 

 

 
Figure 4.19: Variation of critical boundary velocity gradient, , at flashback with % 

natural gas in air for laminar mixtures in comparison with swirl burners. 

 

Figure 4.19 compares typical flashback results in terms of GF for laminar flow in a 13mm 

diameter tube against the swirl burner of this paper (78 mm exit diameter, S=1.08) and also 

the smaller swirl burner of Shelil [101, 113], S=1.47 (see Chapter 5 for more details). With 

the injector the S=1.08 swirl burner system beneficially flashes back at lower values of  

for values of  between 0.6 and 0.9, presumably because of the much thinner boundary 

layers and hence higher real velocity gradients. Without the injector, values of  are 

always higher and reflect the worsened flashback behaviour. Shelil’s results show the effect 

of higher swirl numbers and the consequent large tulip shaped CRZ which extends back 

over the fuel injector. These factors considerably worsened the occurrence of flashback for 

methane over all measured conditions. 

The equations of Lewis and von Elbe [45] were modified by Wohl et al. [47] to account for 

turbulent flow in pipes, but the formulae are not easily extendable to swirling flow systems 
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as detailed knowledge of the flow field next to the boundary layer was required. As little 

experimental information is available in this region [35, 114], it was decided to use CFD to 

investigate the critical boundary velocity gradients, , for comparison with those produced 

by the Lewis and von Elbe formula .  was derived directly from the CFD prediction 

which were particularly focused on the boundary layer region. Boundary layer thickness 

could be readily measured and near wall velocity derived from the CFD to give values of 

real ‘ ’. 

Some typical results are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. This CFD analysis corresponds 

with the experimental one in Figures 4.22A and 4.22B [13], whilst the flame front 

corresponds with those shown in Figures 4.23A and 4.23G [13]. Comparing these flames 

with the temperature predictions shows considerable similarities (Figures 4.20A, 4.20B and 

4.21A, 4.21B). This is especially striking with the fuel injector present where the two flame 

fronts can be seen both in the photo and predictions. 

The axial velocities, Figure 4.20C, show that no CRZ exists without the injector when 

flashback starts. This seems to be a point of transition after the CRZ has disappeared and 

before any vortex breakdown occurs, a point for future investigation. The flame can be seen 

to be extending down the nozzle in a thin annular boundary layer, Figure 4.20A. Figure 

4.20D shows the total velocity profile across the burner exit just below the flame front and 

allows derivation of a value of ‘ ‘ of 2,900s-1in the outer laminar sub-layer next to the 

wall. The total velocity has been used for analysis as high speed camera results [13] 

indicated that flashback was occurring via flame propagation in a spiral shape, indicating 

that all velocity components were important. 

The axial velocities with the injector, Figure 4.21C, show that the central core flame is 

retained at the tip of the injector by a small bluff body CRZ, the main CRZ developing 

downstream of the nozzle. In the burner exit throat the burning gases accelerate the flow 

creating a region of high velocity flow that affect the outer flow region and especially the 

boundary layer, Figure 4.21D. Here maximum velocities are 7m/s as opposed to 5m/s 

without the injector. As a consequence ‘ ‘ in the outer laminar sub layer becomes 5,200s-1 

and the reason for the better flashback resistance for the cases with the fuel injector 

becomes apparent, Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.20: CFD prediction for swirl 

burner, S=0.86, of A) Temperature 

contours, B) Temperature profiles just 

ahead of the flame front C) Axial 

velocity contours, D) Exit throat total 

velocity distribution. Critical boundary 

layer velocity gradient, , from c) is 

2,900s-1, air flowrate 700 l/min, {0-67} 

l/min fuel,  =0.9, just before flashback 

Figure 4.21: CFD prediction for swirl 

burner, S=0.86, with fuel injector of A) 

Temperature contours, B) Temperature 

profiles just ahead of the flame front, 

C) Axial velocity contours, D) Exit 

throat total velocity distribution. 

Critical boundary layer velocity 

gradient, , from c) is 5,200s-1, air 

flowrate 700 l/min, {25-40} l/min fuel,  

=0.9, just before flashback 

 

Careful examination of the CFD results indicates that the fuel injector is slightly thinning 

the wall boundary layer and hence increasing . Typically without the fuel injector, the 

boundary layer occupies up to ~ 18% of radius, slightly reducing to 15% with the injector, 

although the main effect is due to the higher near wall velocities with the injector, compare 

Figure 4.20D and 4.21D. 

 

The CFD data has been gathered together with the curves of Figures 4.22A and 4.22B as 

well as other data [13] to derive more realistic critical boundary velocity gradients over a 

range of equivalence ratios. 

 

Figure 4.22: Flashback result without (A) and with (B) (fuel injector and confinement)
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Figure 4.23: Flame images. A) No injector with nozzle, 700 l/min air,  =0.54, G) with 

injector and nozzle,  =0.95, S=0.86 

The CFD simulation has been run as described earlier and a complete flashback loop 

derived, Figure 4.24,: for the case S=0.86; nozzle fitted and no injector. Available 

experimental data has been compared with CFD simulations at the same air and fuel 

flowrates with flames which CFD indicates are stabilized downstream, thus allowing values 

of   to be derived from the CFD predictions in the burner exit. The CFD results for a 

given equivalence ratio predict flashback occurrence at much lower exit velocities than 

found experimentally with correspondingly lower values of . Figure 4.25 shows results 

as Figure 4.24 but with the fuel injector. 

 

 
Figure 4.24: Variation of critical boundary velocity gradient, , with equivalence 

ratio without injector and with nozzle, S=0.86. 
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Figure 4.25: Variation of critical boundary velocity gradient, , with equivalence 

ratio with fuel injector and nozzle, S=0.86. 

Here the experimental and CFD results match well. The reasons for this lies in the use of 

the central fuel injector which occupies 46% of the exit diameter and interferes/prevents the 

formation of coherent structures in this area which can cause considerable regular time 

dependant motion [17, 35, 47], thus making the predictions better able to represent the real 

system. The reasons for the poorer predictions of Figure 4.21 without the injector are not 

clear, but the combustion, turbulence models and possible time dependence effects need to 

be investigated further. In terms of absolute values of , they range from 3000 to 7000 for 

0.475 < <0.633 for the case without the injector, Figure 4.24, and from 4000 to 7500 for 

0.76 <   <0.95 with the injector, Figure 4.25. Although the experimental data for the 2 

cases cover different equivalence ratio ranges, it can be seen that for a given equivalence 

ratio values of gf are significantly lower with the injector showing much better flashback 

resistance. Similarly Figure 4.24 and 4.25 show for the same air flowrate that the injector 

allows operation at a higher value of  (for  < 1.1) before flashback occurs. 

These results need further experimental validation, but nevertheless show that new 

methodologies need to be developed to characterize the critical boundary velocity gradient 

when flashback occurs. 
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4.4.2.3 Partially Premixed combustion (Diffused & premixed) 

Partially premixed combustion systems are premixed flames with some diffused fuel. Such 

flames include premixed jets discharging into quiescent atmospheres, lean premixed 

combustors with diffusion pilot flames and/or cooling air jets, and imperfectly mixed inlets. 

The partially premixed model is a simple combination of non-premixed model and 

premixed model. 

Partially premixed flames exhibit the properties of both premixed and diffusion flames. 

They occur when an additional oxidizer or fuel stream enters a premixed system, or when a 

diffusion flame becomes lifted off the burner so that some premixing takes place prior to 

combustion. 

Whenever there is premixed combustion there is possibility of flashback occurrence; Figure 

4.26 illustrates this with two examples. Figure 4.27 shows a typical example of a stable 

flame whilst in the case of high flowrate the flame tends to blowoff as shown in Figure 

4.28. 
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Figure 4.26: Flashback Phenomena appearance with partial premixing ( =600L/m 

=40L/m =25L/m =1.1467) 

 
Figure 4.27: Stable swirling combustion, partially premixing 

=800L/m =40L/m =25L/m =0.86 
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Figure 4.28:  Near blowoff conditions with partial premixing 

=1600L/m =40L/m =25L/m =0.43 

 

Other work with premixed methane air flames at a swirl number of 1.47 has shown that a 

central recirculation zone (CRZ) develops a tulip shape whose neck extends back over the 

central fuel injector. As the flame then stabilizes on the boundary of the CRZ, the flame 

propagates to the burner backplate. Subsequently, the annular flames in the swirl chamber 

can flashback radially to the inlets[101, 113]. Similar behaviour has been observed with 

partially premixed natural gas flames in swirl burners [13, 110]. 

Under some conditions, it was found that the system developed an asymmetric combustion 

process extending into the burner; eventually this will lead to flashback in the whole system 

as shown in Figure 4.29. This simulates what happens in practice as the combustion process 

in the model converges to solution where combustion finally stabilizes in the upstream 

mixing chamber, although it is recognized that the CFD model is not time dependant. 
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Figure 4.29: Temperature contours illustrate irregular flame propagation into the 

mixing zone of the swirl burner causing flashback in a partially premixed case, also 

observed experimentally 

This was observed during the experimental trials. 

Finally, the Figures 4.30 show the velocity and temperature maps respectively for case of a 

conical exhaust cup fitted over the end of the confinement; this is the configuration of 

Figure 4.5B. 
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Figure 4.30: Conical cup with confinement, Air=1600L/min, Diffusion fuel 25L/min, 

Premixed=40L/min  =0.43 ,  = 0.69875, fuel methane 

Top diagram axial velocities, lower temperatures 
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This model appears to predict flashback quite well when the fuel injector is present, not so 

when it is absent. Clearly more experimental work is needed to extend the flashback 

experimental results with the injector to cover the full range of very rich to very lean 

equivalence ratios. Without the injector fundamental examination of the modelling process 

is needed to try to elucidate the reasons for the differences between the modelling and the 

experimental results. It may well be that use of Reynolds Stress turbulence or LES model is 

needed, although there are very serious problems of convergence, large under relaxation 

factors are needed as well as possibly improved grid resolution and changes to the 

combustion model. 

4.5 Summary 
This chapter has focussed on the CFD Analysis of a 100 kW Tangential swirl Combustor 

using experimental measurements from a previous PhD student. The analysis has focused 

on the following points with the stated deductions: 

• Simulation of non-premixed, premixed and partially premixed combustion. 

• Simulation of the rig with cylindrical and conical cup exhausts confinements with a 

swirl number around one. 

• Comparison of the simulation flashback results with the experimental result shows 

that CFD can give useful results when there is a fuel injector present. 

• Non-premixed combustion gives the most stable simulation solution, being the 

easiest to converge. 

• Premixed combustion and partially premixed combustion cause flashback problem 

which ideally need to be simulated to enable their occurrence to be avoided.  

• Flashback along boundary layer of the burner exit has been described using a 

critical velocity gradient approach. 

• Conditions close to blowoff have also been simulated. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Prototype Generic Swirl Combustor 
 

“The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existing. 

One cannot help but be in awe when he contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of the 

marvellous structure of reality. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of this 

mystery every day. Never lose a holy curiosity.” 

 

Albert Einstein 

5.1 Introduction 
Swirl combustors are a well-known technology [23], their main attribute being the 

generation of aerodynamically stabilized central recirculation and reverse zones, which 

recycle hot chemically active reactants to the flame root, producing excellent flame stability 

and wide blowoff limits [17]. The tangential swirl combustor has been analysed 

numerically in the preceding chapter, Chapter 4, and compared with the experimental 

analyses [13]: it was constructed to investigate the tangential swirl burner characteristics. 

When hydrogen related fuels and mixes are considered the existing prototype was too large 

and would have consumed too much expensive fuel, which had to be supplied in bottles 

under pressure. Thus a smaller (28 mm exhaust diameter as opposed to 78 mm with the 

earlier unit) generic swirl burner was designed and manufactured to meet the operational 

design requirements. The new design was broadly based upon the preceding one, but with 

modifications to allow it to be fitted in the future to the Cardiff University GTRC 

pressurized rig. The following section describes this unit.  

5.2 Basic Generic Swirl Burner Designs 
The generic swirl burner was used to examine flame stability limits at atmospheric 

conditions (1 bar, 293 K) at Cardiff University’s Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC). 

A single tangential inlet feeds an outer plenum chamber which uniformly distributes 

premixed air/fuel to the insert and slot type radial tangential inlets, then into the burner body and 
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finally the burner exhaust, where the all important flame stabilizing central recirculation zone 

forms. The central fuel injector (not used for fuel injection here) extends through the whole 

body of the plenum and swirl burner body to the exhaust. Figure 5.1 shows a photo of the 

burner components and Figure 5.2 shows the assembled burner. In sequence, Figure 5.3 and 

Figure 5.4 show the swirl burner section drawings and the swirl burner dimensions. 

Air and fuel mass flow rate are measured simultaneously using suitably ranged Coriolis 

flow meters, which have an accuracy of +/-0.35% for mass flow rate measurement [115]. 

Equivalence ratio calculation based on mass flow rates gave errors of +/-0.48%. The complete 

arrangement of the atmospheric experimental rig is shown by the photo in Figure 5.5 [42-

43, 116-117]. 

The burner is designed to produce premixed, non-premixed and partially premixed flames. 

It is able to handle different types of fuels. In this research, only premixed combustion is 

considered to examine flashback and blowoff characteristics with a variety of different 

fuels. 

 

Figure 5.1: The actual swirl burner, all parts 

Injector Swirl Insert S=1.47 Plenum Chamber 

Screwed Cover 

Burner Base 

Fitting 
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Figure 5.2: The assembled swirl burner S=1.47 

 
Figure 5.3: Generic swirl burner diagram 
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Figure 5.4: Swirl burner dimensions 

 
Figure 5.5: Experimental setup 
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5.3 Design Evolution of the Generic Swirl Burner 
The above swirl burner design has been improved many times during the research process. 

These improvements can be summarised as follows. 

I. The initial burner had a swirl number of S=1.47 without an exhaust nozzle (just a 

short orifice). It is shown assembled above in Figure 5.2. The swirl number was 

varied by altering the area and number of the radial tangential inlets, which are 

shown in Figure 5.6. 

 
Figure 5.6: Swirl insert for S=1.47 

 

The S=1.47 swirl insert consists of four tangential inlets fed from the main plenum 

chamber. This piece can be easily removed and swapped for another insert with a different 

swirl number. 

The factor used to measure the degree of swirl generation is the swirl number (S), which 

has been defined comprehensively in Chapter 2. The swirl number is one of the main 

parameters used to characterize swirl flow. The flow inside the swirl burner is complex and 

this complexity makes Equation 2.9 difficult to apply.  The geometrical swirl number has 

been used as an approximation to the swirl number of equation 2.9 with awareness of the 

following assumptions. 

1. Isothermal conditions 
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2. Assumptions of a uniform axial velocity profile in the exhaust 

3. All the angular momentum of the flow entering the outer swirl chamber is fully 

transmitted to the flow in the outer swirl chamber and there are correspondingly 

minimum frictional or similar losses  

This leads to the following equations for the swirl number of the unit shown in Figure 5.7 

below. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Blade swirler burner configuration 
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5.1 

Where, 

 is the radius of the swirl burner at the exit (diameter ), 

 is the radius of the swirl burner at the inlet (in this case )(diameter ), 

 is the radius of the internal pipe (injector outside radius) (diameter ), 

 is the flow passage width between the blades and, 

 is the height of flow passage 

According to Equation 5.1 the geometrical swirl number of the initial design gives a swirl 

number of 1.47. 

However, there are three types of velocity that can be recognized in the swirl burner. These 

velocities are axial velocity, radial velocity and tangential velocity. The velocity vectors are 

presented in the schematic burner drawing, Figure 5.8. Based on the experimental data, u, v 

and w were calculated from the known mass flow rate and gas mixture density. Axial, 

radial and tangential velocities in the inlets are presented in the following three equations: 

. .
 5.2 

  

. . .
 5.3 

  

4. . .  5.4 
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Figure 5.8: Schematic diagram of generic swirl burner with location of flame front 

 

II. The first enhancement to this design has been made by changing the swirl number 

from 1.47 to S=1.04. The new swirl insert has three main differences from the 

original design. The first difference is an increase in the number of swirl tangential 

inlets from 4 to 9, which delivers a mean increase in the premixed mixture (fuel/air) 

mass flow through the burner. Secondly, there was a reduction in the height of the 

swirl inset from 16 mm to 13 mm, which increased the volume of the mixing 

chamber prior to the combustion zone. Eventually, based on other work [43, 117], 

an exhaust nozzle extension 0.5Do long  was added with a tapering ‘Quarl’ end, 

Figure 5.9. The assembled burner is as shown in Figure 5.10. These changes lead to 

a reduction in the swirl number from 1.47 to 1.04.  This improved the flashback 

limits, as will be shown in the following chapters. 
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Figure 5.9: Swirl insert S=1.04 

 

 
Figure 5.10: The assembled swirl burner S=1.04 

III. The third change has been accomplished by a small change in the swirl insert, as 

shown in Figure 5.9. The swirl insert blades were made even smaller to increase the 
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tangential inlet area. The swirl number was reduced from 1.04 to 0.8 and lead to a 

significant improvement in the blowoff limits as discussed later. 

IV. The next design modification was to remove the tapered end ring and directly fit an 

open cylindrical exhaust confinement as shown in Figure 5.11[118]. The diameter 

of cylindrical confinement was equal to the diameter of the mixing chamber and 

doubles the length [119]. This gave a small improvement in the flashback limit and 

a good enhancement to the blowoff limits under certain mixing and operational 

conditions. Adding cylindrical confinements gives operational conditions more 

representatives of gas turbine combustors. 

 

 
Figure 5.11 Swirl burner fitted with open cylindrical confinement 

V. Adding a conical cup nozzle at the end of the cylindrical confinement is the last 

enhancement that has been made, as shown in Figure 5.12. The diameter of the exit 

nozzle of the conical cup is equal to the diameter of the main nozzle exit and about 

Mixing plate 
fitting place 
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the same length [13, 119]. This has made a considerable enhancement in the 

blowoff limits for all fuels tested. 

 
Figure 5.12: Swirl burner fitted with conical cup exhaust and confinement 

 

All the above changes to the original design gave rise to three swirl burners with different 

swirl numbers. Two of those swirl burners can use a confinement as well as the conical cup. 

This is summarised in the following table, Table 5.1. 

Swirl Burner name A B C 

Geometrical swirl number 1.47 1.04 0.8 

Exhaust nozzle No Yes Yes 

Confinements No Yes Yes 

Conical cup with Confinements No Yes Yes 
 

Table 5.1: Swirl burner design with different modifications 

Conical plate fits with 
cylindrical confinements 
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Figure 5.13: Schematic swirl burner diagram fitted with cylindrical confinement and 

the conical nozzle 

 
Figure 5.14: Swirl burner exploded section fitted with cylindrical confinement and the 

conical cup nozzle 

Conical Confinement 

Cylindrical Confinement 

Swirl Insert 

Mixing Chamber 
Tangential Inlet 

Main Injector 
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These swirl burner arrangements can be expressed in a block diagram as shown in Figure 

5.13. This clarifies and explains the design and improvements that have been made whilst 

undertaking this thesis programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Block diagram shows the stages of swirl burner design 
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5.4 Fuel Blends 
Seven different fuels and fuel blends ranging from pure fuel to different strengths of fuel 

mixture have been used to observe flashback, blowoff and the other characteristics of 

combustion inside the above mentioned swirls burners [5-9, 12]. These can be summarised 

in Table 5.2. 

Fuel Name 

Gas Percentage 

%CH4 %H2 %CO %N2 %CO2 

Pure Methane 100 0 0 0 0 

Pure Hydrogen 0 100 0 0 0 

15%H2/85%CH4 85 15 0 0 0 

30%H2/70%CH4 70 30 0 0 0 

Coke Oven Gas 25 65 6 4 0 

15%CO2/CH4 85 0 0 0 15 

30%CO2/CH4 70 0 0 0 30 

Table 5.2: Fuels blends tested and compositions, % by volume 

The fuel mixtures in the above table have been given in volume per cent. Some other 

important characteristics of the pure fuels and the fuel blends have been used in further 

calculations, such as higher and lower calorific values, stoichiometric ratio and the 

maximum adiabatic temperature, as shown in Table 5.3. 

    Characteristic 

 

Fuel Name 

HHV 

[MJ/kg] 

LHV 

[MJ/kg] 

Stoichiometric 

Ratio by mass 

Maximum 

Temperature 

Tmax[K] 

Pure Methane 55.5 50.1 17.2 2237 

Pure Hydrogen 141.9 120.1 34.2 2406 

15%H2/85%CH4 57.36 51.6 17.53 2245 

30%H2/70%CH4 59.89 53.66 18.02 2253 

Coke Oven Gas 43.74535 47.578 15.15 2300 

15%CO2/CH4 54.018 49.018 11.5 2200 

30%CO2/CH4 52.6779 47.6 7.88 2018 

 

Table 5.3: Fuels blend characteristics 
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Where possible and within the flow limits of the rig in terms of air and fuel gas supply, 

flashback limits have been derived for the three different swirl numbers (Table 5.1) and for 

up to the eight different fuels shown in Table 2.2. Because of the high turbulent flame 

speed of hydrogen it was not possible to obtain complete flashback or blowoff loops for all 

gas fuel mixtures, this being beyond the capability of the rig at the moment. 

As shown above, the high cost of fuel (resulting from high hydrogen content) meant that 

the experimental data gathering was only repeated twice. This situation was not ideal but 

since experiments were repeatable at least once it was considered statistically acceptable. 

5.5 Turbulence Plates 
The burner is fed a premix of fuel and air via a mixing plate/flashback protector, 50 mm in 

diameter, which is fitted inside the mixing chamber shown in Figure 5.11. Two plates are 

used for experiments. The first is shown in Figure 5.16 (a) and produces finer grain 

turbulence via the 82 holes, each of 1 mm diameter; it is made of brass, blockage ratio 

96.6%. The second plate is shown in Figure 5.17 (b) and is made of stainless steel with 53 

holes, each of 1.5 mm diameter, blockage ratio 95% [101, 120]. The preheated air and fuel 

gas supply are connected to a mixing chamber upstream of this plate. The air is delivered 

through a large air compressor to reach its maximum pressure, 7 bar, at the flashback 

protector plates, whilst the fuel is fed from the fuel gas bottle at up to 4 bar. Both fuel and 

air are mixed prior to the mixing chamber and before they come through the flashback 

protector plate. The central fuel injector is used to supply a diffusive pilot flame to aid 

stability whilst adjusting the operating conditions.  

 

During the experiments, the brass plate was damaged by flashback during pure hydrogen 

flame experiments. The experiments continued with another plate made of steel. 
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Figure 5.16: The flashback protection Plates 
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The typical pressure loss coefficient at SB=1.04 is nearly half that at SA=1.47 and is about 

10% lower again at SC=0.8. This is measured using the steel flashback protection plate as 

shown in Figure 5.17. 

 
Figure 5.17: Pressure difference verses air mass flow rate through the three swirl 

burners 

5.6 Summary 
Chapter Five gives a clear picture regarding the generic swirl burner that has been 

designed, manufactured and developed at GTRC, Cardiff University. The requirements and 

process can be summarised as follows: 

• The need to design a small test generic swirl burner to use different swirl numbers 

and that will be suitable for laboratory experiments with many different fuels. 

• Understanding that the swirl insert played a very important role in the design. 

• The swirl number calculation is based on the geometrical swirl number. 

• Developing the design by using complementary cylindrical confinements to more 

closely simulate gas turbine practice. 

• Extending experiments to cover more than one type of fuel to investigate the 

relationship between swirl number and alternative fuel composition. 

• Strengthening the flashback protection plate in order to mitigate the flashback 

occurrence. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Flashback Determination of Generic 

Swirl Combustor 
 

“People all over the world are brothers either because they share the same faith or they 

counterpart in their creation."  

Ali Bin Abi Talib 

The phenomenon of flames often suddenly retreating back to the air/fuel mixing zone is 

called flashback. Flashback can be very dangerous, damage expensive equipment and may 

cause serious accidents. 

As discussed earlier in this thesis, flashback has been experimentally studied and analyzed 

over a wide range of different gas fuel mixtures by using three types of swirl burners 

having three different swirl numbers. 

 

6.1 Flashback for Unconfined Burners (Open Flames) 
The setup of the experiments in this thesis has been discussed in Chapter 5. All the tests 

have been carried out under atmospheric conditions. 

Flashback has been observed for the open flame by watching the flames location and how 

its position changes. Typically the flame retreated violently back into the swirl chamber and 

beyond with a loud noise. This is especially true with fuel blends containing a high 

percentage of hydrogen. This method has been complemented by using a thermocouple to 

measure the temperature and temperature changes of the mixing chamber.  

The targets of all the tests have been to build up a picture of the flashback limits for each 

fuel for specific swirl numbers. 

Three families of flashback curves are shown in Figure 6.1 below, for swirl numbers of 

SA=1.47 see Figure 6.1.a, for SB=1.04, Figure 6.1.b and Figure 6.1.c for SC=0.8. Fuel 

blends used a range from pure methane, methane with 15%, 30% hydrogen, coke oven gas 

with 65% hydrogen, 25% methane, 6% CO, and pure hydrogen, as discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Associated flame photographs at conditions just before flashback for pure methane are 

shown in figures 6.2.a (SA=1.47) and 6.2b (SB=1.04). 

The comparison is extremely interesting and reveals different flashback mechanisms for the 

three different swirl numbers. With SA=1.47, the central recirculation zone (CRZ) extends 

over the central fuel injector to the base plate for all fuels, with an associated flame front on 

the CRZ boundary. 

 

Figure 6.2.a: Photo of flame 

surrounding central fuel injector at 

SA=1.47, just before radial flashback 

Figure 6.2.b: Photo of flame just before 

flashback through outer wall boundary 

layer, SB=1.04 

 

At S=1.47, flashback occurs when the radial velocity in the swirl chamber around the area 

of the CRZ (surrounding the fuel injector, Figure 6.2.a) drops to such a level that the near 

radial flame front can flashback to the inlets and often into the plenum chamber. 

Conversely with SB=1.04 and SC=0.8, flashback occurs by a different mechanism via 

flashback in the outer wall boundary layer of the exhaust nozzle, then being controlled by 

the critical boundary velocity gradient as initially defined by Lewis and von Elbe. A 

comparison of different flame shapes at SA=1.47 and SB=1.04 is shown in Figure 6.2.a and 

6.2.b. More clearly, Figure 6.3 shows a common example of wall boundary layer flashback 

for methane in the swirl burner with SB=1.04. It can be easily recognized from the two 

photograph views detailing how the flame is attached the inner surface of the nozzle exit. 
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Flashback will occur and the flame will pass down into the swirl chamber in front of the 

exhaust, sometimes further upstream to the flashback protector plate. 

  
Side View Top View 

Figure 6.3: 100%CH4 Flame in the swirl burner of S=1.04 . / , 

. /  , .  (about to flashback) 

 

Flashback is affected crucially by the fuel blends. It has been observed that the flashback 

becomes more violent when the percentage of hydrogen is increased in the blends. In terms 

of flashback limits for methane and methane containing up to 30% hydrogen, Figure 6.1 

shows that a value of SB=1.04 and SC=0.8 produces flashback which occurs at mass flow 

(and hence velocity levels) up to 1/3 of those found for SA=1.47. Figure 6.4 shows a classic 

wall boundary layer flashback in the swirl burner SB=1.04, the flashback occurred after the 

flame attached the burner exit sleeve (nozzle). 

 

Side view Front view 

Figure 6.4: Attached flame of 30%H2+70%CH4, . / , . /  

,  .  (just before flashback) in the swirl burner S=1.04 
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A precise inspection of the flames of fuels containing hydrogen shows that the flame colour 

becomes brighter compared to pure methane flames. Loud noises often accompany 

flashback occurrence. 

However, with coke oven gas more complex behaviour occurs, a typical example of the 

stable flame shape and the flame shape before flashback occurrence can be seen in Figures 

6.5 and 6.6, respectively. 

 
Figure 6.5: Attached flame of coke oven gas . / , / , 

.  (just before flashback) for the swirl burner S=1.04 

 

 

. / , . / , 

.  

. / , . / , 

.  

Figure 6.6: Coke oven gas stable flame in the swirl burner of S=1.04 

 

The swirl number SA=1.47 gives better flashback resistance between equivalence ratios of 

0.55 to 1.21 for coke oven gas, as shown in Figure 6.1. 
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The respective flashback curves cross at an equivalence ratio ~ 0.55, whereafter, the 

flashback limits are better for the swirl number SB=1.04 and SC=0.8. Indeed flashback 

could scarcely be detected for equivalence ratios less than 0.5 for the two lower swirl 

numbers. Pure hydrogen gave similar trends to coke oven gas, although results for all swirl 

numbers were much closer over the range of equivalence ratios tested. Indeed the range of 

equivalence ratios tested was restricted to being below 0.6 and above 2 due to the very 

large hydrogen and air flow rates required compared to those for methane. Moreover, pure 

hydrogen flashback detection caused some difficulties as well. Mainly the lean hydrogen 

flames were invisible and could not be seen. Figure 6.7 shows one of these flames. Flame 

flashback was then detected by thermocouple. In contrast, the rich hydrogen flame can be 

seen and recognized clearly as shown in Figure 6.8. 

Figure 6.7: Premixed hydrogen flame cannot be seen but is detected by thermocouple 

(Propane torch used to attempt to visualize the hydrogen flame) 

 
Figure 6.8: Rich hydrogen flame . / , / , .  for the 

swirl burner at S=1.47. Note use of propane torch again. 
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More detailed inspection of the results with pure hydrogen for SB=1.04 and SC=0.8, Figure 

6.1.b and 6.1.c, indicated that the flashback limit for SC=0.8 was slightly better than 

SB=1.04: at SC=0.8 swirl number it produces less of a pressure drop and it is clearly 

favoured. No significant differences between the flashback trends with methane, 

methane/hydrogen blends and coke oven gas could be found for these two swirl numbers. 

 

The effects on flashback of CO2 addition to methane were also studied, experiments being 

carried out with 15%, 30% of CO2 blends with CH4 to check the flashback effect at 

atmospheric conditions. During these experiments, flashback was often eliminated and thus 

only a few points were determined. Figure 6.9 shows a stable 15% CO2 +85% CH4 flame. 

 

 
Side view Front view 

Figure 6.9: 15%CO2+85%CH4 Flame in the swirl burner of S=1.04 . / , 

. / , .  

 

A comparison of flashback has been made between the two swirl numbers SA=1.47 and 

SB=1.04; flashback points for 15% and 30% CO2/CH4 blends are shown in Figure 6.10-a 

and 6.10-b for both swirl numbers. These curves show that SB=1.04 virtually eliminates 

flashback. This confirms the differences in flashback mechanisms between the two swirl 

numbers. Generally, CO2 addition decreases the turbulent burning velocity, thus making 

flashback more difficult. Unfortunately, CO2 addition worsens the blowoff limits and thus 

is normally undesirable.  
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Figure 6.9-a: Flashback comparison between swirl burners SA=1.47 and SB=1.04 for 

15%CO2 

 
Figure 6.10-b: Flashback Comparison between Swirl Burners SA=1.47 and SB=1.04 for 

15%CO2 
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Another interesting result was that the peaks of the flashback curves all occurred at weak 

equivalence ratios as opposed to the expected values around the stoichiometric ratio. This 

effect is thought to be due to changes in the recirculation zone occurring as the equivalence 

ratio approaches 1. This is also illustrated by Figure 6.11, where all the methane data has 

been plotted as a function of critical boundary layer gradient at flashback, : also included 

is laminar data on natural gas. The swirl burners at SB =1.04 and 0.8 are flashing back at 

lower values of  than the laminar results (albeit at a higher system pressure drop), whilst 

for SA=1.46 values of  are significantly higher. Overall SC=0.8 gives the best flashback 

limits for methane based fuels. 

However, the opposite occurs for fuels with hydrogen content in the range 30%≤ H2 

content ≤ 65% with the critical boundary velocity gradient being higher at lower swirl 

numbers, reflecting the previously discussed results. 

 

 
Figure 6.11: Lewis and Von Elbe critical boundary velocity gradient comparison for 

three swirl numbers (natural gas and methane) and laminar data 
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6.2 Flashback for Confined Burners 
Cylindrical confinements and conical extension have been fitted to the burner rig as 

mentioned in Chapter 5. Experiments were carried out with both arrangements of the 

confinements, essentially by adding or removing the conical cup exhaust. Results have 

shown different behaviours for various gases and swirl numbers; some of them have 

improved and others worsened, whilst others have not shown any noticeable change. 

The whole set of experiments have been done for only two of three burners (SB=1.04 and 

SC=0.8). SA=1.47 was excluded because of technical difficulties in connecting the 

cylindrical confinement and conical cup exhaust. Moreover, hydrogen flame flashback and 

blowoff tests encountered some complexities due to the maximum air flow rate needed to 

cover all the required range of equivalence ratios. The other critical difficulty was when the 

flashback point became too close to the blowoff limit, making their measurement very 

difficult. 

 

A thermal imaging camera has been used to detect flashback in the cylindrical 

confinements for some cases as it is difficult to recognize flashback occurrence, especially 

when it is noiseless and at high mass flow rates. Figure 6.12 shows the steps involved in 

recognizing if the flame is a stable flame or has flashed back. Figure 6.12.a shows the 

thermal image of a non-combustion picture of the burner with the confinement. In the 

second image, Figure 6.12.b, we can observe the normal combustion with a stable flame 

and there is no hot red spot prior to the swirl chamber. The last image, as shown in Figure 

6.12.c, shows flashback occurrence. It could easily be recognized that the tube which is 

situated before the mixing chamber has become red, indicating flashback beyond the inlets 

to the unit. 
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a-Normal Thermal Image without any combustion 

 

b-Thermal Image of  Stable  Combustion 
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c- Thermal Image for the Flashback Case 

 

Figure 6.12: The steps of recognition of the flashback flame in the confinement 

combustion 

 

Pure methane flashback results show differences between the two burners, as shown in 

Figure 6.13 and 6.14, respectively. Figure 6.13, for swirl number SB=1.04, shows clearly 

the confinement and conical cup have almost the same trend line/curve for flashback. These 

flashback curves are clearly moved into the rich equivalence ratio region of the graph 

compared to those of the open flame. In contrast, Figure 6.14, for the swirl number SA=0.8, 

shows there is little difference between the three different geometrical systems (open flame, 

cylindrical confinement and conical cup) in terms of flashback curves. 

For the two types of confinement the results are quite close together; however the lower 

pressure drop gives the advantage to Sc=0.8. 
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Figure 6.13: Flashback comparison between three types of flame for swirl 

burner=1.04 for pure methane (100%CH4). 

 
Figure 6.14: Flashback comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner=0.8 

for pure methane (100% CH4). 
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The results for the fuel containing 15%H2 balanced by pure methane is shown in Figure 

6.15 for SB=1.04. This shows that the cylindrical confinement narrows the area of the 

flashback and this is significantly better than the open flame case. It is also somewhat better 

than the cylindrical confinement and conical cup exhaust case. 

For the swirl number SB=0.8 the open confinement gives the best flashback limit, followed 

by the open flame and then the cylindrical confinement with the conical cup exhaust, which 

is up to 30% worse in flashback limit terms compared to the case with the open cylindrical 

confinement, Figure 6.16. 

Again there are similar outcomes to the two previous cases for the (30%H2+70%CH4) 

mixture for swirl numbers SB=1.04 and SC=0.8, Figures 6.17 and 6.18 respectively. The 

open confinement again gives the best flashback limits for the swirl number SC=0.8, 

followed by the open flames, then the cylindrical confinement with conical cup. Similar 

results pertain for SB=1.04, although the Sc=0.8 appears to be the best. 

 
Figure 6.15: Flashback comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner 

number SB=1.04 for (15%H2+85%CH4) 
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Figure 6.16: Flashback comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner 

number SC=0.8 for (15%H2+85%CH4) 

 
Figure 6.17: Flashback comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner 

number SB=1.04 for (30%H2+70%CH4) 
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Figure 6.18: Flashback comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner 

number SC=0.8 for (30%H2+70%CH4) 

The experiments could be readily conducted with up to 30% of hydrogen balanced with 

methane, but when the coke oven gas (which contains 65% of H2) was used, no flashback 

data could be obtained with the confinements. The main reason for this was because the 

flashback points become too close to the blowoff points whilst there was insufficient air 

and fuel to move the operational region to areas where flashback limits could be obtained. 

In other words, for lean premixed combustion (equivalence ration less than 1) the flashback 

points match the blowoff points and the combustion was unstable and violent. Coke oven 

gas flashback curves have thus not been obtained for the cylindrical confinements with or 

without the conical cup. Similar difficulties were encountered with pure hydrogen with the 

two confinements. Other fuel gas containing (60%H2+40%CH4) has been used to confirm 

these findings. 

In consequence, fundamental work is needed to understand this problem so as to be able to 

design combustors capable of avoiding flashback. Confinements are obviously needed, but 

considerable geometrical changes are feasible and need to be investigated. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

Blowoff Determination of Generic 

Swirl Combustor 
 

"Science is a wonderful thing if one does not have to earn one’s living at it.” 

Albert Einstein 

 

The phenomenon of the flame extinction and disappearance or extinction is called blowoff. 

Unexpected blowoff could be potentially disastrous for gas turbine engine operation. 

Extreme lean mixtures are often the cause of blowoff. 

Wide blowoff limits are enormously important for gas turbine operation. Blowoff limit is 

affected by many characteristics like fuel type, geometrical swirl number and combustion 

process such as non-premixed, premixed or partially premixed (diffused and premixed). 

However, it is crucial for gas turbine designer to look at the blowoff limits of the fuel for 

specific burner design under specific conditions of operation. For the following sections of 

this chapter the blowoff limits of different fuel blend gases for all three swirl burners will 

be considered for unconfined and confined systems under atmospheric conditions. 

7.1 Blowoff for Unconfined Burners (Open Flame) 
By using the same process that has been used in this project for flashback, blowoff limits 

have been experimentally derived and plotted. The blowoff is observed by viewing the 

flame; when the flame disappears this means the flame has reached the blowoff point. 

Pictures in Figures 7.1-a, b, c below show how swirl number and burner exit shape can 

affect the flame shape just before blowoff for pure methane. 

The flame shapes shown in Figures 7.1-a and 7.1-b, for swirl numbers of SA=1.47 and 

SB=1.04 are typical of those just before blowoff (which occurs very suddenly). Reduction 

in swirl number to SC=0.8 gives a slower gradual blowoff process and improved the 

blowoff limits, Figure 7.1-c. The change in flame shape is very noticeable from Figures 7.1 

a to b, to c, and appears to arise from changes in the shape of the CRZ formed in the 
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exhaust of the burner. The flame is normally located (with methane) towards the outer 

boundary of the shear flow surrounding the CRZ, past the burner (near the inner boundary 

in the burner exit, see Figure 7.1 a) and as the swirl number is reduced from 1.47, Figure 

7.1.a, to 1.04, Figure 7.1.b, and to 0.8, Figure 7.1.c, the CRZ shape alters considerably and 

hence the flame shape. 

 
a: SA=1.47 . / , . /s .  

 
b: SB=1.04, . / , . /s .  

 
c: SC=0.8 . / , /s .  

Figure 7.1: Flame shape for pure methane just before blowoff for the same fuel mass 

flowrate 
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As the hydrogen content of the fuel blend was increased the shape of the flames near 

blowoff subtly changed as the higher turbulent burning velocities allowed the outer flame 

boundary to locate at larger radii early in the flame stabilization process, very close to or in 

the burner exhaust. This caused corresponding changes in the downstream flame shape. 

 

Analysed blowoff data for the range of fuels tested is shown in Figure 7.2, below, as a 

function of equivalence ratio. Significant data for pure hydrogen blowoff could not be 

obtained due to rig limitations on hydrogen flowrate. 

Swirl numbers, SA=1.47, gave the worst blowoff limits for all fuels, although coke oven gas 

with 65% hydrogen content gave a dramatic improvement. The most interesting feature was 

the differences between blowoff limits for SB=1.04 and SC=0.8. The swirl burner with a 

swirl number of SC=0.8 gave much improved blowoff limits with pure methane and fuel 

blends containing up to 30% hydrogen. Both swirl numbers gave very similar results for 

blowoff with coke oven gas. 

 

The swirl number of SA=1.47 gives the worst blowoff limits (and a pressure drop which is 

twice that of the SB= 1.04 case) as shown in Figure 7.2. Increasing hydrogen fuel content 

dramatically improves the blowoff limits. Coke oven gas (COG), contains 65% H2, 25%, 

CH4, 6% CO and 4% N2 and had the best blowoff limits; rig limitations precluded 

obtaining the pure H2 blowoff limits. Interestingly COG results produced curves that had 

similar slopes and shape for all swirl numbers. This did not occur with pure methane and 

fuel blends up to 30% hydrogen for swirl numbers of SA=1.47 and SB=1.04. 
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Figure 7.2: Blowoff limits for different hydrogen-methane blends 
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For different fuel blends similar blowoff behaviour occurred, but at different values of 

equivalence ratio for a given mass flowrate. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show side view and front 

view of the blowoff of two different fuel blends,  for 30%CO2+70%CH4 and 

30%H2+70%CH4 respectively, with a  swirl number SB=1.04. Comparing Figure 7.1 b 

(pure methane) with Figure 7.4 shows subtle differences in flame shape due to the 30% H2 

content of the fuel in Figure 7.4.  

  
Side view Front view 

 

Figure7.3: 30%CO2+70%CH4 Flame in the swirl burner of S=1.04 . / , 

. /  , .  (near blowoff and no flashback) 

Side view Front view 

 

Figure7.4: 30%H2+70%CH4 Flame in the swirl burner of S=1.04 . / , 

. / , .  (near blowoff no flashback) 
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7.2 Blowoff with the Confinements Attached to the Burner 
The two types of confinement considered are cylindrical confinement with open exhaust 

and cylindrical confinement with conical cup exhaust, as discussed in Chapter 5. There was 

a remarkable effect with the confinements in terms of improving the blowoff limits. 

First of all, Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show pure methane blowoff limits for SB=1.04 and Sc=0.8.  

The first significant result is the general improvement of blowoff limits moving from the 

unconfined to the burner with the confinement. With the confined burner up to 10% 

improvement for low total mass flowrate (5g/s) occurred and this value rose up to 70% for 

higher total mass flowrate (15g/s) as shown in Figure 7.5 for SB=1.04. Figure 7.6 shows 

improved results for SC=0.8 compared to SB=1.04. For total mass flowrate (5g/s) the 

blowoff enhancement for the confined compared to the unconfined burner is up to 40% and 

for 12g/s total mass flowrate the improvement is up to 70%. In both cases the confinement 

with the cylindrical cup exhaust is slightly better than the open confinement. However, the 

advantage lies with the open confinement due to its superior behaviour with flashback. 

The scientific explanation for this improvement of blowoff limits is because the 

confinement remains warm and prevents entrainment of cold air into the flame and CRZ. 

Thus, essentially the confinements suppress flame quenching, not unexpectedly. 

 
Figure 7.5: Blowoff comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner number 

SB=1.04 for pure methane (100%CH4) 
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Figure 7.6: Blowoff comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner number 

SC=0.8 for pure methane (100%CH4) 

The use of the open ended confinement in a gas turbine combustor would be difficult as the 

flow needs to be focussed towards the turbine inlet. An offset confinement exhaust is one 

possibility; others include annular exhaust passages such that where the high temperature 

flow leaving the confinement is forced into an annulus next to the outer wall. 

The 15% hydrogen fuel blends blowoff maps are shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8 for swirl 

numbers SB=1.04 and SC=0.8 respectively. Both Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the enhancement 

of blowoff with the confinements. The results with SC=0.8 are significantly improved 

compared to SB=1.04 for the open flame case (unconfined burner). 

Comparing Figures 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 to determine the effect of fuel blend change from 

pure methane (100%CH4) to 15%H2+85%CH4 shows little change due to the use of the 

confinement when equivalence ratio is considered. However, as discussed later when the 

effect of the different heating value of the various gas mixtures is taken into account, 

differences do arise in terms of the thermal input to the combustor (the important parameter 

in gas turbine systems). 

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the blowoff limit maps for 30% hydrogen balanced with 

methane  for the swirl number cases SB=1.04 and SC=0.8 respectively. 
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Figure 7.7: Blowoff comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner number 

SC=1.04 for (15% H2+85%CH4) 

 
Figure 7.8: Blowoff comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner number 

SC=0.8 for (15% H2+85%CH4) 
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Figure 7.9: Blowoff comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner number 

SC=1.04 for (30% H2+70%CH4) 

 
Figure 7.10: Blowoff comparison between three types of flame for swirl burner 

number SC=0.8 for (30% H2+70%CH4) 
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More details regarding the blowoff limits for the 30% hydrogen mixture can be observed 

from a video of the blowoff. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show two series of images derived from 

the videos that show stages of the blowoff process. 

At a value of . /  of fuel, air has been increased gradually until the flame 

reached the point of blowoff for both cases (cylindrical confinement and that with conical 

cup). 

 

Images 1 and 2 from Figure 7.11 (cylindrical confinement) show a blue flame which is 

primarily located close to the outer wall of the confinement and extends down into the 

burner exhaust nozzle. Image 2 clearly shows there is little combustion in the centre of the 

flow in the burner exhaust nozzle. Moving onto image 3, the flame can be seen to be 

becoming smaller and less intense in the burner exhaust region (darker blue), whilst still 

maintaining fairly intense combustion in the confinement. Finally with image 4 the 

combustion becomes less intense generally (becoming a deeper shade of blue) and loses 

stabilization inside the burner exhaust nozzle, the flame contracting in size. This leads to 

final blowoff. 

The point when the flame disappears is defined as the blowoff point. The blowoff in this 

case was very gradual and smooth. 

 

 

1 2
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Figure 7.11: 30%H2+70%CH4 Mixture - blowoff flame stages for swirl burner 

number SC=0.8 for open cylindrical confinement ( . / ). 

 

The next photographs, shown in Figure 7.12, represent the confinement case by adding the 

conical cup to the end of the cylindrical confinement. 

With the same quantity of fuel, image 1 shows a stable fuel rich flame extending past the 

confinement; image 2 shows how a central vortex core region is starting to form with fuel 

gases burning on its periphery. This is a noisy process with the flame still extending past 

the end of the confinement. In contrast, image 3 shows the disappearance of the flame 

burning on the boundary of the central vortex core whilst the flame locates near the wall of 

the confinement and that of the conical cup exhaust. Image 4 shows the flame is now 

stabilized inside the confinement, against the outer wall, with no visible combustion in the 

burner exhaust nozzle. This condition is close to blowoff, which would probably occur in 

due course as the confinement cooled. Image 5 represents the final image just before 

blowoff; this is typical of this type of system, the flame stabilizes on the boundary of the 

central vortex core right the way back through the burner exhaust nozzle to the fuel 

injector. There is still some combustion in the cylindrical confinement. This condition 

causes poor combustion and soon leads to blowoff. 

3 4
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Figure 7.12: 30%H2+70%CH4 Mixture blowoff flame stages for swirl burner number 

SC=0.8 with cylindrical confinement and conical cup exhaust ( . / ). 
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A crucial factor with the case of 30%H2 is the change in combustion behaviour when the 

fuel mass flowrate is increased from 0.35 /  to 0.6 / . This is illustrated below: 

Figure 7.13 shows a series of images, 1 to 4 of combustion with the open exhaust 

cylindrical confinement (SC=0.8, 0.35 /  of fuel). These start from the fuel rich condition, 

image 1, and progress through 1 to the lean premixed condition and flame blowoff 

Note how the flames are located generally, at least in part, in and past the exhaust of the 

confinement near until near the blowoff point, image 4. Blowoff was a smooth process with 

little noise. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.13: 30%H2+70%CH4 Mixture blowoff flame stages for swirl burner number 

SC=0.8 with Cylindrical Confinement ( . / ). 
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Similarly, in Figure 7.14 the images 1 to 4 show the same conditions as Figure 7.14, but 

with the conical cup exhaust. The conical cup exhaust is forcing more of the combustion 

process to occur in the open past the end of the conical cup exhaust. It is only in image 5, 

close to blowoff that the flame is largely located in the confinement. Blowoff is a gradual, 

smooth, process again. 

 

 

 

 

 

1

2

3
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Figure 7.14: 30%H2+70%CH4 Mixture blowoff flame stages for swirl burner number 

SC=0.8 with cylindrical confinement and conical cup ( . / ). 

 

Significant changes occurred when the fuel mass flowrate was increased to 0.6 g/s, 

especially for lean combustion with the cylindrical confinement and conical cup exhaust, 

Sc=0.8. Figure 7.15 shows images of the combustion process moving from fuel rich to fuel 

lean and then blowoff. Images 1 to 3 show rich combustion with the flames extending 

beyond the confinement exhaust. Stoichiometric combustion occurs at image 4 when 

intense combustion occurs inside the confinement with no external flame. Image 5 shows 

very lean premixed combustion with a small external flame whilst, image 6 shows the 

flame just before blowoff. Blowoff itself is very gradual and smooth. At ~1 the 

combustion process was intense and very noisy, indicating the presence probably of the 

precessing vortex core and /or acoustic coupling. 
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Figure 7.15: 30%H2+70%CH4 Mixture blowoff flame stages for swirl burner number 

Sc=0.8 with cylindrical confinement and conical cup ( . / ). 

 

Coke oven gas was also investigated to obtain the blowoff limit map. Figures 7.16 and 7.17 

show the blowoff map for the open flame case and the cylindrical confinements for swirl 

numbers SB=1.04 and SC=0.8 The flashback and blowoff limits were very close together for 
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the case of the cylindrical confinement and conical cup exhaust. The combustion process 

could be very violent here and restricted the range of measurements. 

Nevertheless, coke oven gas still has the best blowoff limits with the open flames and the 

open exhaust cylindrical confinement compared to all the other fuel blends that have been 

tested in this PhD programme. The effect of the confinement has been useful, but not as 

significant as the effects occurring with other fuel blends. 

For both swirl numbers the effect of the confinement has been an enhancement of blowoff 

limits by 15% to 20% at 5g/s total mass flowrate rising to 40% with maximum total mass 

flowrate of 27 g/s. 

 

 
Figure 7.16: Blowoff comparison between two types of flame for swirl burner number 

SC=1.04 for coke oven gas 
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Figure 7.17: Blowoff Comparison between two types of flame for swirl burner number 

SC=0.8 for coke oven gas 

It is to be expected that blowoff will improve as the % of hydrogen in the fuel mix 

increases. Indeed one problem is that there do not appear to be measurements of the 

blowoff of hydrogen flames as assumptions are made that flashback is the crucial parameter 

with hydrogen. This work has shown that there is a problem of coalescence of the blowoff 

and flashback limits with hydrogen rich fuel mixes, as shown by this work with COG fuel 

gas blend. 

The effect of the confinement is as to be expected, restricting heat loss from the flame root 

and preventing entrainment of cool gases into the flame, hence quenching. What is 

unexpected is the effect of the conical cup exhaust to the confinement and its effect on 

blowoff limits. This clearly needs further investigation and a range of different exhaust 

nozzles investigated that are appropriate for guiding the combustion gases into the turbine 

stage. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

Comparisons of FB/BO and Derivation 

of Operational Regions for the 

Burner 
 

 

 

 

 

"Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change." 

Stephen Hawking 

 

 

 

 

8.1 Introduction 
A gas turbine, required to be dual fuelled, with given compressor and turbine systems has 

air mass flowrates at given thermal inputs which vary little as the fuel mass flow is 

relatively small and the exhaust gas composition, hence enthalpy, is still dominated by the 

80% nitrogen content from the air. To produce this thermal input different quantities of fuel 

and thus equivalence ratio are needed for different fuels such as natural gas, coke oven gas 

and especially pure hydrogen. When dual fuelling/changeover is needed ideally the 

operational range of the system between flashback and blowoff for two different fuels (such 

as hydrogen and natural gas) should be such that there is sufficient overlap between the 

blowoff and flashback limits to enable easy fuel change over. Because of the different 

stoichiometry and heating value, hydrogen containing fuels will always have to be operated 

at weaker equivalence ratios compared to natural gas fired systems, typically 78% of the 
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natural gas equivalence ratio for pure hydrogen. This infers that the overlap region between 

the flashback limit and blowoff limit of given fuels is crucial in determining whether or not 

the system can be dual fuelled. In Chapter 5, Table 5.2 indicates that because of similar 

adiabatic flame temperature and lower heating values, fuel gases containing up to 65% 

hydrogen (as with coke oven gas) with a base fuel of natural gas can be best accommodated 

in existing or somewhat modified combustion systems. 

 

Flashback and blowoff limits are both extremely important when fuel flexibility is desired 

as the different stoichiometry requirements and different turbulent flame speeds of different 

fuel blends means that for a given air flow (for instance in a gas turbine) different fuel 

flows and stoichiometry are needed. Moreover, for the same or similar combustor geometry 

the operating points for pure hydrogen and natural gas should lie in an operational regime 

between the blowoff and flashback limits of both fuels. In practice, this is extremely 

difficult but is achievable with certain fuel blends where the hydrogen content is not too 

high. 

 

The above two mentioned phenomena are affected by many factors: the type of fuel blend 

mixture, the swirl number, air pressure, air temperature and flame speed. The first two 

parameters have been discussed during this research in Chapters 6 and 7. 

 

8.2 FB/BF Operation Region Open Flame (Unconfined 

Burner)  
Using the data of flashback and blowoff gathered from Chapter 6 and 7, respectively, 

FB/BF operational regions can be plotted for a specific value of swirl number and to 

include all fuel blends. 

 

For open flame case at SA=1.47 the data of flashback limits from Figure 6.1.a and blowoff 

limit (when available) from Figure 7.2, has been re-plotted in terms of heat input [116] to 

give Figure 8.1. Here total mass flow is plotted against thermal input, the important 

parameter for gas turbines.  Only for methane has there been included weak and rich values 

of equivalence ratio, for the rest of the blends only lean combustion up to a maximum 
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equivalence ratio of 1.1 have been used. The four sets of curves compare four other fuel 

blends against methane to see what extent premixing can be accommodated, this judgement 

being based on there being areas of the plots where the combustor can operate without 

flashback or blowoff. The curves show the burner could be operated with premixed 

methane up to thermal limits of ~ 70 kW for a total mass flow of air and fuel of ~ 12 g/s. 

Flashback with methane could be avoided by operating at mass flows > 2 g/s and thermal 

inputs > 5kW. 

Figure 8.1.a compares pure methane and pure hydrogen. No blowoff limits could be 

obtained for hydrogen, only flashback. As the hydrogen flashback limit is far above the 

methane blowoff limit the option for alternative fuel firing is impossible, unless the 

hydrogen is burnt via diffusion flames. This is entirely possible but gives high NOx. 

Figure 8.1.b compares methane and Coke Oven gas (COG). Again, the flashback curve for 

the COG is above the blowoff limit for methane for the lean premixed side of COG. There 

is no option for alternative fuel firing in the lean premixed regime. As with pure hydrogen 

diffusion flames for the coke oven gas can be considered with a high NOx penalty. 

 

Figure 8.1.c compares methane and 15%H2/CH4. Here the flashback curve is also above the 

blowoff limit and again there is no possibility for premixed dual firing with this fuel. Again 

diffusion flames would have to be used. 

 

Figure 8.1.d compares methane and 30%H2/CH4 fuel mix. Again, the flashback curve of 

30%H2 is above the blowoff limit of methane and there is no possibility for swapping fuel 

between methane and 30% H2+70% CH4 mixture.  

Premixed fuelling for all these cases, swirl burner open flame SA=1.47, is not possible 

because all types of fuel will encounter a flashback problem with hydrogen fuels if the 

designer wants to operate under lean premixed conditions, as the possible operational 

regimes do not overlap. 
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a-H2 &CH4 b-Coke-Oven Gas &CH4 

c-15%H2/CH4 &CH4 
 

d-30%H2/CH4 &CH4 

Figure 8.1: FB/BO limits as a function of total mass flow and heat input for 

combination of methane and other gas, open flame for swirl number SA=1.47 
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In Figure 8.2 the data of Figure 6.1.b and 7.2 has been re-plotted in terms of heat input, 

solely for weak combustion up to an equivalence ratio of 1 (SB=1.04, open flame). Blowoff 

limits have also been incorporated when available: The four sets of curves compare four 

other fuel blends against methane to see what extent premixing can be accommodated. The 

curves show the burner could be operated with premixed methane up to thermal limits of ~ 

22 kW for a total mass flow of air and fuel of ~ 6.2 g/s. Flashback with methane could be 

avoided by operating at mass flows > 0.8 g/s and thermal inputs > 2.5kW [42-43]. 

Figure 8.2.a compares pure methane and pure hydrogen. No blowoff limits could be 

obtained for hydrogen, only flashback. As the hydrogen flashback limit is far above the 

methane blowoff limit the option for alternative fuel firing is as follows: For a given 

thermal input, say 15 kW and 4 g/s total flowrate, only 4kW of heat could be provided by 

hydrogen premixed combustion if hydrogen flashback is to be avoided. The rest of the heat, 

11kW, would have to be produced by diffusion combustion. 

Figure 8.2.b compares methane and coke oven gas (COG). Again, the flashback curve for 

the COG is above the blowoff limit for methane. The options for alternative fuel firing are 

thus: For the same given thermal input, 15 kW and 4 g/s total flowrate, only ~7.5 kW of 

heat could be provided by COG premixed combustion if COG flashback is to be avoided. 

The rest of the heat, 7.5 kW, would have to be produced by diffusion combustion. 

Figure 8.2.c compares methane and 15%H2/CH4. Here the flashback curves for the two 

fuels are quite close together, only restricting the mass flow to above 1 g/s and a thermal 

input of ~ 4kW. As blowoff limits are also close together, alternative premixed fuelling is 

quite possible with premixed combustion at the conditions of 15 kW and mass flow of 4 

g/s; there are also numerous other possible operating conditions. 

Figure 8.2.d compares methane and 30%H2/CH4 fuel mix. Again, the blowoff limits are 

quite close, whilst the worsening flashback limits for the 30%H2/CH4 fuel mix only restrict 

mass flow to above 2 g/s and thermal input to 5 kW. Alternative premixed fuelling is again 

quite possible with premixed combustion at 15 kW and 4 g/s and again with numerous 

other possible operating conditions. 
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a-H2 &CH4 b-Coke-Oven Gas &CH4 

c-15%H2/CH4 &CH4 d-30%H2/CH4 &CH4 

Figure 8.2: FB/BO limits as a function of total mass flow and heat input for 

combination of methane and other gas, open flame, for equivalence ratios up to 1 for 

swirl number SB=1.04 
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Thus the swirl number of SB=1.04 gives two possibilities for using alternative fuel mixture 

blends containing 15% and 30% hydrogen.  

Pursuing this concept further, Figure 8.3 [118] shows four graphs that describe the 

capability of swapping fuel from methane to four other fuel blends for a swirl burner with 

SC=0.8. Methane flashback limit curves have an equivalence ratio range from lean mixture 

Φ=0.6 to rich mixture Φ=1.5 but all the data that has been used for blowoff is for lean 

combustion. 

Figure 8.3.a shows that a pure hydrogen flashback curve comes over the blowoff limit of 

methane and is similar to other previous cases. So, there is no way to swap the fuel from 

pure methane to pure hydrogen with premixed combustion. 

Coke oven gas (COG) follows the same scenario in Figure 8.3.b. Flashback and blowoff 

curves are above the blowoff limit of pure methane, which means there is no possibility to 

change between them because either the system will encounter flashback or will operate 

under a rich fuel mixture, which is undesirable. 

Figure 8.3.c compares pure methane and 15%H2/CH4. Here the flashback curves are quite 

close for the two fuels, only limiting the mass flow to above 1.5 g/s and to above a thermal 

input of ~ 5kW. As blowoff limits for the two fuels are close, alternative premixed fuelling 

is quite possible with premixed combustion at the conditions of 20 kW and mass flow of 5 

g/s, for instance. 

Figure 8.3.d compares methane and a 30%H2/CH4 fuel mixture. Again, the blowoff limits 

are quite close, whilst the worsening flashback limits for the 30%H2/CH4 fuel mixture only 

confine mass flow to being above 1.6 g/s and a thermal input of above 6.5 kW. Alternative 

premixed fuelling is again to a certain extent possible with premixed combustion at 20 kW 

and 5 g/s for instance. Again, there is a wide possible operational regime. 

The swirl burner with Sc=0.8 therefore gives the widest range of  premixed fuelling with 

the fuel blends tested, certainly up to 30%H2, 70%CH4 fuel blends. 
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a-H2 &CH4 b-Coke-Oven Gas &CH4 

c-15%H2/CH4 &CH4 
 

d-30%H2/CH4 &CH4 

 

Figure 8.3: FB/BO limits as a function of total mass flow and heat input for 

combination of methane and other gas, open flame, for swirl number SC=0.8 
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8.3 FB/BF Operation Region of the Burner with Confinements 
It has been found in the analysis (Chapters 6 and 7)  that adding confinements to the swirl 

burner have strongly improved blowoff limits and at least for one confined configuration 

kept flashback limits without any substantial degradation from the open flame condition. 

The FB/BO relationship has been determined and plotted for only two fuel blends 

(15%H2/CH4 and 30%H2/CH4) to compare with pure methane. This was not possible with 

pure H2 and coke oven gas as flashback and blowoff limits were often very close and 

difficult to determine.  

The following figures, numbered 8.4 to 8.7, have used the data of flashback limits and 

blowoff limits from Chapters 6 and 7 and include swirl burners with confinements 

(cylindrical confinements with and without the conical exhaust cup). These data have been 

re-plotted in terms of heat input. 

The two sets of curves in Figures 8.4.a and 8.4.b compare two  fuel blends, 15%H2 and 

30%H2, against methane to see to what extent premixing can be accommodated in a swirl 

burner with SB= 1.04. The curves show the burner could be operated typically with 

premixed methane up to a thermal limit of 30 kW for a total mass flow of air and fuel of ~ 

16 g/s. Data ran out at this point due to rig limitations. Flashback with methane could be 

avoided by operating at mass flows > 1.5 g/s and thermal inputs > 4kW  

Figure 8.4.a compares pure methane and 15%H2/CH4. Here the flashback curves are quite 

close, only restricting the mass flow to above 1.5 g/s and a thermal input of ~ 4kW. As 

blowoff limits are close, alternative premixed fuelling is quite possible with premixed 

combustion at the conditions of 15 kW and mass flow of 4 g/s for instance. 

Figure 8.4.b compares side methane and 30%H2/CH4 fuel blend. Again, the blowoff limits 

are quite close, whilst the worsening flashback limits for the 30%H2/CH4 fuel mixture only 

confine mass flow to above 2 g/s and thermal input to 6 kW. Alternative premixed fuelling 

is again possible with premixed combustion at 15 kW and 4 g/s. 
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a- CH4 & 15%H2+85%CH4 

 
b- CH4 & 30%H2+70%CH4, 

Figure 8.4 FB/BO limits as a function of total mass flow and heat input, S=1.04, 

confined flame (cylindrical confinement open exhaust) 
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The cylindrical confinement with conical cup exhaust show quite similar results for 15%H2 

fuel blend but a worsened result for the 30%H2 fuel blend compared to with the cylindrical 

confinement results on (without conical cup), as shown in Figure 8.5. The two sets of 

curves compare 15% and 30% hydrogen content fuel blends against methane to see what 

extent premixing with dual fuelling can be achieved. 

The curves in Figure 8.5.a shows there is a wide operational range for dual fuelling with 

15%H2/CH4 fuel blends with methane, the only limits being flashback below 1.5 g/s total 

mass flow and 4kW thermal input and the methane blowoff curve (the lowest). 

Figure 8.5.b compares methane and 30%H2/CH4 fuel blends. Again, dual fuelling is entirely 

possible over a substantive range of heat inputs and mass flowrates, the operational range is 

determined by the flashback limit for the 30%H2/CH4 fuel blend and the methane blowoff 

curve. One possible operational point is 15 kW thermal input and 4 g/s total mass flow. 
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b- CH4 & 30%H2+70%CH4 

Figure 8.5: FB/BO limits as a function of total mass flow and heat input, S=1.04, 

confined flame (cylindrical confinement & conical cup exhaust) 

A similar set of results has also been derived for the Sc=0.8 case and the two different 

confinements, these results are shown in Figures 8.6.a and 8.6.b. They compare the two 

fuel blends, 15%H2/85%CH4 and 30%H2/70%CH4, against methane as well. The curves 

show the burner could be operated with premixed methane up to a thermal limit of before 

30 kW for a total mass flow of air and fuel of ~ 16 g/s. Flashback with methane could be 

avoided by operating at mass flows > 1.5 g/s and thermal inputs > 4kW. 

Figure 8.6.a compares pure methane and a 15%H2/CH4 fuel blend. Here the flashback 

curves are quite close, only restricting the mass flow to above 1.5 g/s and a thermal input of 

~ 4kW. As blowoff limits are close, alternative premixed fuelling is quite possible with 

premixed combustion at the conditions of 15 kW and mass flow of 4 g/s, for example. 

Figure 8.6.b compares methane and a 30%H2/CH4 fuel blends. Again, the blowoff limits 

are quite close, whilst the worsening flashback limits for the 30%H2/CH4 fuel mixture only 

confine mass flow to above 2 g/s and thermal input to 6 kW. Alternative premixed fuelling 

is again to a certain extent possible with premixed combustion at 15 kW and 4 g/s. The 

limits are again determined by the flashback limit of the 30%H2/CH4 fuel blend and the 

blowoff limit of the methane. 
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a- CH4 & 15%H2+85%CH4 

 

 

 
b- CH4 & 30%H2+70%CH4 

Figure 8.6: FB/BO limits as a function of total mass flow and heat input, S=0.8, 

confined flame (cylindrical confinement) 
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The addition of the conical cup exhaust to the cylindrical confinement gives very similar 

results for the 15%H2 fuel blend compared to the cylindrical confinement without the 

conical cup. However significantly worsened results are obtained for the 30%H2/70%CH4 

fuel blend compared to the results for cylindrical confinement only (without conical cup), 

as shown in Figures 8.7. The two sets of curves compare 15% and 30% hydrogen content 

fuel blends against methane to see to what extent premixing can be exchanged. 

The curve in Figure 8.7.a shows that the flashback for methane could be avoided by 

operating at mass flows > 1.5 g/s and thermal inputs > 4kW and  premixed fuelling can be 

changed from methane to 15%H2/CH4 mixture after this value whilst avoiding reaching the 

blowoff limit, which is quite close for both fuel blends. 

Figure 8.7.b compares methane and 30%H2/CH4 fuel blend. Again, the blowoff limits are 

quite close, whilst the worsening flashback limits for the 30%H2/CH4 fuel mixture only 

confine mass flow to above 3 g/s and thermal input to 10 kW. Alternative premixed fuelling 

is again to a certainly possible with premixed combustion at 15 kW and 4 g/s. The 

limitations are again the flashback curve for the 30%H2/CH4 fuel blend and the methane 

blowoff curve.  
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b- CH4 & 30%H2+70%CH4 

Figure 8.7: FB/BO limits as a function of total mass flow and heat input, S=0.8, 

confined flame (cylindrical confinement and conical cup) 

 

 

8.4 Pure Hydrogen and Coke Oven Gas FB/BO Specialty 
During this research, there were two gases that behaved differently to the other five 
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H2, 25% CH4, 6% CO, and 4% N2). Both gases give unstable performance in testing 

flashback and blowoff and it sometimes becomes impossible to identify a point of 

flashback and blowoff because of the violent reaction of both gases, especially with pure 

hydrogen. In the following section, I will explore these issues detail in more. 

8.4.1 Pure Hydrogen 

As discussed in the preceding chapters, the flashback and blowoff characteristics have been 

determined for different fuel blends. However, in some cases, a number of technical 

problems have been encountered during the experiments when estimating the flashback and 

the blowoff limits for pure hydrogen, for both unconfined and confined flames. Pure 
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hydrogen exhibits a different behaviour from other fuel blends during the burning process 

because its properties are highly dissimilar from pure methane. One problem was the size 

of the combustor: to fully explore the characteristics of pure hydrogen much higher mass 

flows were needed than were available on my rig.  Unfortunately, this quantity of air is out 

of range of the Coriolis flow meter, which has been used in the tests. For all swirl numbers, 

there was no capability of completing the flashback limits or indeed determining any 

blowoff limits. Moreover, it is now realized that like the coke oven gas results the flashback 

and blowoff limits for pure H2 are probably too close together to enable separate 

determination to be made in the swirl burner configuration used. 

Figure 8.8 shows a pure hydrogen performance flashback map for three different swirl 

numbers: SA=1.47, SB=1.04, SC=0.8. The curve covers lean and rich regions for the two 

latter swirl numbers and only the lean region is depicted for SA=1.47. The graph shows 

unconnected data because of the technical difficulty mentioned above regarding air mass 

flowrate limitation. The flashback map is roughly the same for both SB=1.04, SC=0.8 and is 

slightly different for SA=1.47. For the lower swirl numbers, SB=1.04 and Sc=0.8 the total 

mass flow for stable combustion is around 5 g/s for  0.4. For SA=1.47 it is about 10 g/s 

at ~0.2. This means that the lower swirl numbers increase the region of operation for pure 

hydrogen.  Clearly, there is a need for more work in this area to improve the pure H2 

flashback limits. A good starting point would appear to be a series of tests with fuel blends 

of say 50%, 60%, 70% H2 with CH4 to investigate flashback and blowoff. The advantage is 

that much lower fuel and air flowrates would be needed and progress could be slowly built 

up towards 100% H2 tests. 

Another difficulty with hydrogen previously mentioned is that the lean flame is invisible in 

normal light. Either thermocouples or other techniques need to be developed so as to be 

able to more easily detect flashback and blowoff with high hydrogen context fuel blends. 
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Figure 8.8: Flashback limits comparison as a function of total mass flow for pure 

hydrogen for different swirl numbers 
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8.4.1 Coke Oven Gas 

Generally, coke oven gas is a complex mixture mainly containing hydrogen, methane, light 

oil, ammonia, pitch, tar, and other minerals released during coke oven production. The 

production of the gas is accomplished by the pyrolysis (heating in the absence of air) of 

suitable grades of coal. The process also includes the processes of remove tar, ammonia, 

phenol, naphthalene, light oil, and sulphur before the gas is used as fuel for heating the 

ovens. 

Likewise, pure hydrogen has technical problems that have appeared and been encountered 

in the experimental measurement and prediction of flashback and blowoff limits. The 

problems here, coke oven gas FB/BF measurements are less than for pure hydrogen with 

some measurement capability on the GTRC rigs. Figure 8.9 shows flashback and blowoff 

limits of coke oven gas for the three swirl numbers, using the open flame data because of 

the difficulties of measuring these limits under confinement conditions. Figure 8.9 clearly 

shows that the blowoff limits for all swirl numbers are very similar, the one for SA=1.46 

being slightly worse than the other two. Flashback limits look similar for the burner with 

swirl numbers of 1.04 and 0.8 but for the high swirl number 1.47, the flashback limit peak 

is reduced  by 50% at φ~0.8. However for φ ≤ 0.5 there is a widened flashback which 

makes flashback worse than for SB =1.04 and Sc=0.8. Additionally, one important issue can 

be observed from Figure 8.9 below is that the flashback and the blowoff limits have 

become very close to each other at the fuel weak side of the graph and even, in some cases, 

intersect at some points. This behaviour makes it difficult in some cases to recognize 

flashback from the blowoff as the gas behaves violently. With the two confinements things 

became worse because the confinements make the flashback and blowoff limits move even 

closer together and they become difficult to measure. However, it would be perfectly 

possible to operate above the flashback limit and to the right of the blowoff curves with 

coke oven gases. The following summarises these limits: 

SA=1.47-operation possible for total mass flowrates ≥ 8 g/s and φ ≥0.5 to 0.7 dependent 

upon mass flowrate; 

SB-=1.04 and Sc=0.8- operation possible for total flowrate ≥ 12g/s and ≥ 0.55. 

If sufficient airflow and fuel flow was available on the GTRC rig similar limits could 

probably be derived for 100% H2 premixed combustion. 
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Figure 8.9: Flashback and blowoff limits comparison as a function of total mass flow 

for coke oven gas for different three swirl numbers. 
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8.5 Summary 
Chapter 8 analyses further the results of Chapters 6 and 7 to try to determine the extent to 

which the generic swirl burner could be dual fuelled.  The work has shown that the generic 

swirl burner can be dual fuelled with methane/hydrogen fuel mixes containing up to 30% 

H2 by volume with no modifications. Best results are obtained with the open ended 

cylindrical confinement. With pure hydrogen and coke oven gases many difficulties were 

encountered; flashback and blowoff characteristics could be obtained for some, but not all 

conditions. Both exhaust confinements caused particular problems here as discussed above. 

It was shown that small levels of dual fuelling could be found with pure H2 and coke oven 

gas using the open flame data. The coke oven results for flashback and blowoff with the 

open flame clearly showed there is a problem with the nearness of the blowoff and 

flashback limits for coke oven gas that has not been recognized before; this probably also 

applies to pure hydrogen flames.  
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CHAPTER NINE 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

for Future work  
 

"The saddest aspect of life right now is that science gathers knowledge faster than society 

gathers wisdom." 

Isaac Asimov 

 

9.1 Introduction 
The importance of the various characteristics of Gas Turbine Swirl Combustors has been 

demonstrated throughout this work. These characteristics included stability, flashback, 

blowoff, swirl number, and fuel type. Therefore, their analysis requires extensive 

theoretical and experimental work in order to understand these characteristics, with the aim 

of being able to control some or all of them to reach the optimum burning condition; this 

gives the minimum design and operation costs as well as decreasing the amount of 

pollution produced through the operation of gas turbine combustors. 

FLUENT software has been used in the present work and by past PhD students to analyse 

the tangential swirl burner and derive various characteristics for comparison with 

experiments. 

Extensive experimental work at Cardiff over many years allowed the development, 

followed by the design and manufacture of a prototype generic swirl combustor with 

variable in the Cardiff University Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC). This burner has 

been used to investigate flashback and blowoff limits and match the results in order to 

discuss the possibility of dual fuelling in gas turbine combustors. The techniques, 

equipment and design processes so developed will be key factors in producing stable gas 

turbine swirl burners, whilst avoiding damaging effects such as flashback and blowoff at 

different values of flowrates or equivalence ratios. 
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The major conclusions that were found in this PhD research programme are summarised 

and classified into two groups: numerical simulations and experimental tests. The 

information below gives an outline of the final conclusions. 

9.2 100 kW Tangential Swirl Burner 
 Results of the FLUENT predictions and the interaction between experimental and 

simulation research have shown acceptable agreement in some cases (with fuel injector) 

and unacceptable agreement in others (without fuel injector). This could be due to many 

factors like mesh quality, the turbulence model and combustion model and 3-

dimensional time dependent effects. Nevertheless, FLUENT could be a good pre-

predictor for combustion and these results could be the starting point for large eddy 

simulations (LES) or time dependent CFD predictions. 

 Time averaged FLUENT predictions gave a fair indication of the main characteristics of 

the isothermal swirl flow. 

 The non-premixed combustion was stable both in experiments and simulations with no 

flashback. 

 Premixed combustion advantages are the reduction of emissions during the operation, 

although the flow with premixed combustion can be unstable leading to either flashback 

or blowoff. 

 Premixed combustion processes are generally unstable and need care whilst being used.  

 Flashback for some cases is predictable by using CFD simulation. 

 This work clearly shows there is a considerable interaction between a number of 

parameters in swirl burners that determine the final characteristics of the flame 

produced for a given fuel. Indeed, this flexibility and adaptability are one of the 

attractions of swirl burners. 

 Swirl flow creates normally a CRZ to help flame stabilization at high Reynolds 

Numbers. 

 The fuel injector can also act as bluff body stabilizer. 

 CFD can be conducted via various commercial software packages. The new ANSY-12 

consists of three programs: Geometry modelling (drawing the shape), Meshing and 

FLUENT (solver). 
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 FLUENT software uses one of the turbulent models to solve the flow inside the shape 

under study. 

 The turbulent model has to be chosen according to many criteria. This is difficult for 

swirl flows as they are highly complex 

 K-Omega method has been used as the turbulence model for simulation in FLUENT. It 

is considered to be acceptable in this instance because flashback occurs at low Reynolds 

Numbers before the formation of a CRZ or indeed vortex breakdown. Moreover the 

focus has been on the outer wall boundary layer and this turbulence model has special 

features for use in this area 

 The mode of fuel injection is vital, whether premixed or diffusive or partially premixed.  

 The combustion process is a chemical process represented in FLUENT by different 

kinds of combustion model. The selection of the combustion model has to be 

compatible with the combustion process under study. 

 There is great complexity of the swirl phenomenon under the combustion conditions, 

making it extremely difficult to undertake the numerical study of such a type of flow, 

without considering alternative fuels, which in turn increase the level of difficulty. 

 Geometry and Mesh have to be constructed accurately because they have considerable 

effect on solution divergence or convergence, especially the mesh. 

 Premixed swirling flames usually tend to reduce blowoff limits compared to diffusive 

combustion and require some diffusive fuel to stabilize them and expand the blowoff 

limits. This appears to occur because the outer region of the initial flame stabilization 

occurs in the high-velocity shear layer. The quantities of diffusive fuel required are 

generally quite small to ease this phenomenon. 

 Flashback is an unwanted phenomenon in the combustion process because it has many 

of unwanted consequences that could lead to the destruction of a part of the combustor. 

 Flashback is affected by many parameters that can increase the tendency of occurrence, 

like swirl number, type of fuel, shape of the burner exit, velocity of incoming mixture, 

flame speed and flow turbulence. The latter factor plays the most important role in 

increasing the propensity of flame flashback. 

 Confinement alters the combustion aerodynamics of the swirling flames compared to 

the case of open flames. 
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 Flashback is a very difficult phenomenon to predict and needs substantial experimental 

verification. 

 Numerical simulation CFD was able to predict flashback for the swirl burner with 

natural gas and the central fuel injector only. However, the range of the experimental 

data was small. 

  Flashback was only successfully predicted for the cases with the central fuel injector. 

Here flashback occurred through the outer boundary layer and FLUENT was able to 

simulate this. FLUENT failed to predict successfully flashback when the central fuel 

injector was removed. Using a low swirl number combined with a central fuel injector 

decreases the tendency to flashback because it increases the velocity gradient in the 

outer boundary layer. 

 Partial premixing of fuel and air is shown to have significant advantages, as is well 

known industrially in reducing flashback. Certain rig nozzle configurations are shown 

to have advantages in reducing the flashback limits.      

 CFD has been used to study conditions pertaining just upstream of the flame before 

flashback and to determine the critical boundary velocity gradient. This has been shown 

to be an order of magnitude higher than that originating from the Lewis and von Elbe 

formulae. The CFD indicates that the boundary layer extends up to 15 to 18% of the 

exit diameter and can be influenced by geometrical modifications to reduce flashback. 

The CFD also predicted quite well flashback limits with the fuel injector, albeit over a 

fairly narrow range of equivalence ratios for which experimental data existed. 

 

9.3 Generic Swirl Burner 
 As mentioned earlier, the advantages of using swirl flows in gas turbines and furnaces 

are significant. Much of this project is dedicated to looking at the characteristics of 

swirl burners in the context of using different swirl numbers and the next generation of 

fuels, which are hydrogen containing alternative fuels. However, these new fuels create 

some difficulties during the operation of the gas turbine. The main problems are related 

to stability, burning rate and heat capacity of the fuel of concern, which may cause 

flame speed changes, increased temperature in mechanical components, an increase of 

NOx due to higher flame temperatures, increment of noise and stabilities, etc. 
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 The mechanism of flashback appeared to be different with a high swirl number as the 

CRZ extended back over the fuel injector to the baseplate and flashback occurred by 

radial movement of the flame front from the CRZ boundary to the tangential inlets. 

Conversely, at lower swirl numbers (and with a different exhaust nozzle) the 

mechanism of flashback appeared to be via the outer wall boundary layer and the 

critical boundary velocity gradients. Comparison of the various critical boundary 

velocity gradients using the analysis of Lewis and von Elbe showed that the low swirl 

burner produced values even lower than that from laminar flames, whilst the high swirl 

burner was substantially worse. 

 As has been proved numerically, low swirl number gives fewer tendencies to flashback 

as it decreases the turbulence inside the mixing zone. 

 Flashback and blowoff limits are decisively influenced by swirl number, exhaust 

configuration, fuel type and especially those containing significant quantities of up to 

30% hydrogen with methane. With methane alone, the lowest swirl number gave the 

best flashback limits, when the low pressure drop is taken into account. Similar results 

were found with up to 30% CO2/CH4 fuel blends. 

 Hydrogen increases flashback, as the hydrogen increases the turbulent flame speed. 

 Conversely, carbon dioxide reduces the turbulent flame speed and as a result the 

propensity to flashback decreases. Furthermore, CO2 dilution of methane fuels can 

reduce NOx emissions as a result of reducing the flame temperature. The flashback 

decreases considerably with the CO2 addition and low swirl number. 

 Hydrogen enriched methane (up to 30% hydrogen) or natural gas flashback decreases 

when the swirl number decreases. 

 The blowoff improves as the swirl number decreases because turbulence decreases. 

 Hydrogen enriched fuels improves the blowoff limit because the hydrogen increases the 

turbulent flame speed allowing easier flame stabilization in regions of higher velocities. 

Also, exhaust confinements enhance blowoff limits because of the protection afforded 

to the flame root. 

 The most important conclusion of this research is that it shows the ability of a gas 

turbine combustor to operate with more than one type of fuel and that it is possible to 
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switch between these fuels according to the requirements, the conditions of operation 

and the energy demand. 

 It has been found in this research that dual fuels are possible for 30%, 15% hydrogen 

content and unlikely for COG (65%) and for pure hydrogen under the operational 

circumstances and swirl burner specifications of this project. 

9.4 Suggestions for Further Work 
The theoretical elements of this research have been achieved at Cardiff University whilst 

the experimentally elements were accomplished at the Gas Turbine Research Centre in 

Port Talbot. Many suggestions and ideas could be made for forthcoming research, and can 

be summarised as follows: 

• The CFD work could be continuing by using Reynold’s stress method to solve the 

turbulent flow regime. Zimont [121] has suggested a strategy of solution consisting 

of two steps: the first step is to use one FLUENT turbulence methods (k-epslion, k-

omega, etc....) and then these results could be a starting point for large eddy 

simulation (LES) or direct numerical method (DNS). 

• Some designs have very complex geometry; this could result in bad meshing.  

Hence, geometry design and mesh creation have to be planned well together. 

• This research could continue with the investigations on swirling flows with newly 

commissioned equipment in Port Talbot, at the Gas Turbine Research Centre. 

• Moreover, the system needs to be run with a greater variety of fuels such as those 

with more hydrogen content, to see the effect of these fuels upon the flashback and 

blowoff limits.  

• Partially premixed fuel could be used for future research to see the effect of the fuel 

upon all the characteristics that have been studied. 

• More inserts could be developed to give a greater range of swirl numbers. 

• Different shapes of confinement could be investigated, especially the configuration 

of the confinement exhaust as the conical cup exhaust was not very successful with 

hydrogen enriched fuels.  

• The development of new fuel injectors in conjunction with appropriate rig nozzles, 

which can increase stability by anchoring the flame and reducing flashback.   
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• Moreover, different methods of generating swirl need to be investigated as this 

clearly has a substantial effect on the results. Vaned type swirlers are especially 

favoured in gas turbines owing to their compactness, and this is an area needing 

considerable study. Complete analysis for isothermal and combustion conditions is 

required, as demonstrated by this work. 

• Another important issue to be considered is the usage of other methods of 

visualization, such as Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF), which has been 

used successfully in the analysis of swirling flames and the propagation of CH* and 

OH* radicals, which according to the theory are related to the burning region and 

temperature intensity. 

• The balance point between parameters during the flashback has to be analyzed in 

more depth. It is interesting to see that this balance occurs at the same equivalence 

ratio, probably a phenomenon caused by the geometry of the system.  

• The flame speed of fuel mixtures is an important factor that needs to be included for 

future work. 

• More attention needs to be paid to full calculation of combustion emission to 

estimate the pollutant reduction of using these methods.  

• The effect of the levels of air preheating typically found in a gas turbine are likely to 

improve blowoff, but also increase flashback. Pressure effects are likely to alter 

flashback limits as well; some work indicates that the flashback will also increase. 

Further experiments are obviously needed. The unit has been designed for testing 

under simulated gas turbine conditions with air preheat and pressure up to 12 bar; 

this work should commence soon. 

• The coalescing of the blowoff and flashback limits for COG at lower mass flowrates 

with confinement is of concern as this can seriously limit turndown and ways need 

to be found to improve this situation for practical combustors, as this trend is likely 

to continue for higher hydrogen content fuels. It must be noted that there is little 

information on blowoff for pure hydrogen swirl stabilized flames and how this 

interacts with flashback limits. 
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Studies of Large Coherent Structures and their Effects on 
Swirl Combustion 

 
Agustin Valera-Medina*, Mohammed Abdulsada⊗, Nicholas Syred† and Anthony Griffiths‡ 

Gas Turbine Research Centre, Cardiff University, CF24 3AA, United Kingdom 

Lean fuel premixing is considered as one of the most reliable and promising technologies for emission reduction in 
Gas Turbine combustion systems. However, there are some inner structures that appear in the field barely 
understood. Therefore, this study shows experimental results obtained to characterize the Central Recirculation Zone 
formed during combustion at different equivalence ratios and flow rates. The results are then compared to different 
numerical models in order to specify which one works better for the correct prediction of the structures observed. It 
was found that the Recirculation Zone passes through a process of evolution based on the equivalence ratio and 
flowrate used, with the increment of coherence caused at lean equivalence ratios whose injection is attained via 
diffusive-premixed method. Numerical simulations show traces of asymmetry in the structure as those noticed 
experimentally. Although the structures are not entirely equal, the simulation compares satisfactorily to the 
experiments.  
The experiments are then extended to the study of flashback inside of the swirl chamber, a phenomenon that has 
attracted current research for the use of alternative fuels. Using a centered diffusive injector, it was demonstrated 
that the phenomenon was reduced and the resistance limit to flashback increased considerably. Aided by numerical 
simulations, it was confirmed that the increment was caused by the increase of axial velocity and the disappearance 
of the Combustion Induced Vortex Breakdown in the system by the diffusive injector. 
 
Nomenclature 
 
CRZ = Central Recirculation Zone  Γk = Effective dissipation rate of k (J/kg) 
Gx = turbulence kinetic energy due to mean 

velocity gradients (J/kg) 
 Γω = Effective dissipation rate of ω (J/kg) 

Gω = generation of dissipation rate (J/kg)  k = turbulence kinetic energy (J/kg) 
PVC = Precessing Vortex core  Φ = Equivalence Ratio (-) 
Re = Reynolds number (-)  ω = Specific dissipation rate (J/kg) 
S = Swirl Number, (-)    
Sk - Sω = Source Terms, user-defined (J/kg)    
Ul            = laminar flame speed (m/s)    
Ut            = turbulent flame speed (m/s)    
Wo = Wobbe Number (-)    
Yk = dissipation of k due to turbulence (J/kg)     

Yω = dissipation of ω due to turbulence (J/kg)    

 
 

I. Introduction 
mongst the most promising technologies used to reduce the impact and production of NOx, lean premixing and 
swirl stabilized combustion are regarded as very good options. However, premixing is not perfect because 

usually fuel and air are mixed shortly before entering the combustion chamber leading to a significant degree of 
unmixedness1. On the other hand, it has been found that the levels of swirl used in some combustors, coupled with 
the mode of fuel injection can induce the appearance of unwanted and undesirable regular fluid dynamic 
instabilities. Swirl stabilized combustion creates coherent structures that may produce low-frequency modes capable 
                                                           
*Research Student, valeramedinaa@cardiff.ac.uk. Student member. 
⊗Research Student, scema13@groupwise.cf.ac.uk. Non-member. 
† Professor, nsyred@cf.ac.uk. Member. 
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of coping with natural frequencies of the equipment 2, exciting oscillations that can damage the system. Therefore, 
there is vast room for improvement for both technologies. Recent research3-5 has focused on the use of both 
technologies for the improvement of the combustion process, adding passive and active mechanisms of suppression 
for the reduction of combustion related instabilities. 

 
Swirling flows are defined as a flow with undergoing simultaneous axial-tangential and vortex motions. This 

results from the application of a spiraling motion, a swirl velocity component (tangential velocity component) being 
imparted to the flow by the use of swirl vanes, axial-plus-tangential entry swirl generators or by direct tangential 
entry into the chamber. Swirling flows have been studied extensively with special emphasis on their three 
dimensional characteristics and methodology for flame holding 2,5-6. These flows are designed to create coherent 
recirculation zones capable of recycling hot chemically active reactants to enable excellent flame stability.  

 
Different Laser, direct and indirect techniques have been used for the analysis of such flows 5-9. However, it was 

been found that good spatial resolution is found when the system is phased locked using the highest velocity peaks 
of the swirling flow 2, 6. Qualitative agreement between experimental data and theoretical analysis of the observed 
flame motion is obtained, interpreted as originating primarily from variation of the burning velocity. However, some 
structures recently discovered in the system10-11 have caused some debate amongst the researchers involved in the 
topic. Secondary recirculation zones, the appearance of anchored and weaker vortices inside of the field that merge 
to create stronger structures and the helicity of the Precessing Vortex Core (PVC) are all themes of further analysis 
numerically and experimentally.  

 
New combustion systems based on ultra-lean premixed combustion have the potential for dramatically reducing 

pollutant emissions in transportation systems, heat, and stationary power generation12. However, lean premixed 
flames are highly susceptible to fluid dynamical combustion instabilities, making robust and reliable systems 
difficult to design. It has been shown that flames in high swirled flows undergoing vortex breakdown are 
characterized by complex stabilization properties13. It is shown that the narrowing of the Central Recirculation Zone 
(CRZ) inside the burner is responsible for bi-stable behavior of the flame, very likely driven by flame–velocity flow 
field interaction. Close to the critical conditions separating the two stable positions of the flame (inside and outside 
the burner), the flame anchoring location is strongly sensitive to flow and equivalence ratio perturbation. Fractal 
analysis of the flame has been also numerically applied to the study of swirling flows 9. Fractal dimension (FD) of 
the boundary is examined and found to change from 1.10 to 1.40 with swirling intensities of a primary and 
secondary air injection. When FD is small, the complex level of the interface is low, and mixture between the 
primary and secondary air is weak near the exit of the burner at the initial phase of combustion. When FD is big, the 
mixture becomes strong near the exit. It has been proposed when FD ranges from 1.10 to 1.20 this favors the 
reduction of NOx, whilst being from 1.25 to 1.40 produces significant amount of NOx. All this confirms some of the 
complex mechanisms that these flows present.  

 
The complexity becomes even greater when alternative fuels are used. Biomass and coal gasification pilot and 

prototype plants have been operating for many years. They, in association with other plant, can be operated to 
produce hydrogen rich fuel gases for testing as gas turbine fuels 14-15. Many of the current models of swirl 
combustion leave much to be desired when considering hydrogen rich fuels due to the variety of parameters to be 
considered in highly turbulent flows16. Flashback is one of the major problems related to the use of alternative fuels 
in premixed lean technologies. Flame flashback from the combustion chamber into the mixing zone limits the 
reliability of swirl stabilized lean premixed combustion in gas turbines. In a former study, the Combustion Induced 
Vortex Breakdown (CIVB) has been identified as a prevailing flashback mechanism of swirl burners 17-18. It was 
found that the quenching of the chemical reaction is the governing factor for the flashback limit. A Peclet number 
model was successfully applied to correlate the flashback limits as a function of the mixing tube diameter, the flow 
rate and the laminar burning velocity, showing that the position of the vortex and equivalence ratios as mechanisms 
of heat release are vital to the predisposition of the system to flashback. Although it was shown earlier that the 
sudden change of the macroscopic character of the vortex flow leading to flashback can be qualitatively computed 
with three-dimensional as well as axisymmetric two-dimensional URANS-codes, the proper prediction of the 
flashback limits could not be achieved with this approach. 
 

Numerical simulations have been also applied for the study of these flows, since various structures inner in the 
field are barely understood. High-intensity swirling flows subjected to large density variations have been examined 
computationally7. The focus of the simulation is on the Favre-averaged Navier–Stokes computations of the 
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momentum and scalar transport employing turbulence models based on the differential second moment closure 
(SMC) strategy. The computed axial and circumferential velocities agree fairly well with the reference experiment, 
reproducing important features of such a weakly supercritical flow configuration. Large-eddy simulations (LES) of 
fuel-lean premixed turbulent swirling flame have also been performed successfully 19-20. Most of the turbulent flame 
features are reproduced, and observed discrepancies are analyzed to seek out possible improvements of the sub-grid-
scale modeling. However, despite the successes, the results obtained for more intricate cases with high flow rates, 
high swirl involving combustion and alternative fuels leave much to be desired 21-23. Therefore, systems that use 
high swirl numbers require extensive and expensive experimentation for optimization. A relatively simple swirl 
burner design is thus used to characterize a whole family of coherent structures which arise from complex 
combusting flows. 

 
In this paper, experiments on a tangential swirl burner are analyzed for the definition and understanding of the 

formation of the CRZ at different conditions, extending the analysis for the study of flashback under different 
geometries. Simulations of this burner using detailed chemistry and transport without incorporating explicit models 
for turbulence or turbulence/chemistry interaction are presented.  

II. Experimental and Numerical Study 
 

II.a. Experimental Approach 
Experiments were performed in a 100 kW Steel versions of a 2 MW Swirl burner under combustion conditions. 

Two tangential inlets were used together with a 25% blockage insert each in order to change the swirl number to the 
most stable configuration observed in previous experiments 8, 10. The system was fed by a centrifugal fan providing 
air flow via flexible hoses and two banks of rotameters for flow rate control and a further bank for the injection of 
natural gas. Two different modes of natural gas injection were utilized for the prototype; a diffusive mode with fuel 
injected along the central axis from the burner bottom and a premixed mode with entry in one or both tangential 
inlets, located before the inserts used for varying the swirl number. Premixed gas injectors, extending across the 
inlet ducts, were located just before the inlets. Overall equivalence ratio φ is reported as well as the fuel proportion 
injected diffusively by the fuel injectors mounted along the axis followed by that injected as premixed in the 
tangential inlets. The format (25-80) here refers to 25 l/min diffusive natural gas injection, the 80 l/min to that 
injected as premixed. Due to the high temperature variation, the Reynolds number (Re) is defined from the nozzle 
diameter and isothermal conditions. Coherent structures were framed in a spatial frame, phase locking the measuring 
system with the pressure signal from a swirling high momentum region previously observed in these burners. The 
Pressure fluctuation was measured with a EM-1 Yoga Electret Condenser Microphone, with a frequency response of 
20 Hz-16 kHz and sensitivity of -64±3 dB positioned 30 mm upstream the nozzle. When the flow crossed the same 
position the system was triggered, allowing a spatial representation of the same phenomenon every cycle. The signal 
was analyzed using the Tektronic DS2024B Oscilloscope at 2 Gsamples/s, 200 MHz and four channels.  
 

Different equivalence ratios were investigated, from very lean conditions at 0.108 to rich values at 1.666. A wide 
variation in the airflow and gas flow rates was also made to visualize the progressive development of the coherent 
structures.  

 
A diffusive fuel injector was used, extended from the burner baseplate to near to the burner nozzle. This study is 

carried out as a consequence of the problems related to the injection system 24. High momentum injection within the 
swirler shows less sensitivity to pressure variations than those observed in air. Fluctuations in air supply can thus 
produce significant variation of equivalence ratio, creating gas pockets of varying equivalence ratio inside of the 
system. The geometry of the injector is 23.4 mm diameter positioned 47.5 mm upstream of the burner exhaust. 

 
 
Experiments were made using a Phase Locked PIV system. This technique has proved to be consistent with the 

results of different experiments under a variety of conditions 10.  
 
The Microphone condenser signal was redirected to a BNC Model 500 Pulse Generator, whose TTL signal was 

sent to a Dantec PIV system. The latter consists of a Nd: YAG Litron Laser of 532 nm at 5 Hz and a Hi Sense MkII 
Camera model C8484-52-05CP, with 1.3 MPixel resolution at 8 bits. A 60mm Nikon lens was used for resolution 
purposes, with a depth of view of 1.5 mm. The inlet air was seeded with aluminium oxide Al2O3 by a Venturi 
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system positioned 2.0 m upstream of the burner inlets. 250 l/min of air were used to fluidize the seeding material; 
this was accounted for the determination of the final flowrate. The entire system was triggered at 90% of the highest 
peak observed after 5 minutes of free run. 

 
For the flashback analysis, Coherent structures were framed using a High Speed Photography system. No Phase 

Locked measurements were tried so free runs were allowed for the recording of the entire phenomenon. A Fastcam 
High Speed Camera model Apx RS of 250,000 frames/s maximum speed was used with a 105mm, 1:2.8 Nickon 
Lens. The camera was setup at only 4,000 frames/s to avoid resolution problems and increase the visual field, since 
the frequency of the large coherent structures has been observed to lay on the range of 100-200 Hz 2,10. The resulting 
images were analyzed using the PFV ver 2.4.1.1 software. The entire setup is shown in figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Experimental Setup 

 
 The inclusion of two stainless steel mirrors at the outlet and bottom of the rig (and rotated by 45°) allowed the 
radial-tangential visualization of the flashback. A quartz crystal was used at the bottom to maintain similar confined 
conditions, enabling the internal visualization without risk. The experiments were performed using confined 
conditions, with a cylindrical confinement made of quartz in order to allow the axial visualization using the PIV 
system. No nozzle constriction was used. Figures 2 and 3 show a diagram of the burner and the configuration 
analyzed, respectively.  
 

The objective was to recognize the position of zero velocities where and CRZ existed so as to define the 
boundaries of the structure. After acquisition, a frame-to-frame correlation technique was then carried out at 32 x 32 
pixels, with an overlap of 50% between frames to reduce noise. 150 frames per plane were use to create an average 
velocity map. A vector substitution of 2.8% was observed. The velocity maps were developed in the range of -3.0 to 
6.00 m/s. 
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       Figure 2. Diagram of the system.                Figure 3. Analyzed configuration. 
 
 

II.a. Numerical Approach 
Partially premixed combustion systems are premixed flames with non-uniform fuel-oxidizer mixtures 

(equivalence ratios). Such flames include premixed jets discharging into a quiescent atmosphere, lean premixed 
combustors with diffusion pilot flames and/or cooling air jets, and imperfectly mixed inlets. The partially premixed 
model is a simple combination of non-premixed model and premixed model. 

 
In non-premixed combustion, fuel and oxidizer enter the reaction zone in distinct streams. This is in contrast to 

premixed systems, in which reactants are mixed at the molecular level before burning. Under certain assumptions, 
the thermo chemistry can be reduced to a single parameter: the mixture fraction. The mixture fraction, denoted by f, 
is the mass fraction that originated from the fuel stream.  

 
In turn, the mixture fraction is a conserved scalar quantity, and therefore its governing transport equation does 

not have a source term. Combustion is simplified to a mixing problem, and the difficulties associated with closing 
non-linear mean reaction rates are avoided. Once mixed, the chemistry can be modeled as being in chemical 
equilibrium with the Equilibrium model, being near chemical equilibrium with the steady laminar flamelet model, or 
significantly departing from chemical equilibrium with the unsteady laminar flamelet model. 

 
In premixed combustion, fuel and oxidizer are mixed at the molecular level prior to ignition. Combustion occurs 

as a flame front propagating into the unburnt reactants. Premixed combustion is much more difficult to model than 
non-premixed combustion. The reason for this is that premixed combustion usually occurs as a thin, propagating 
flame that is stretched and contorted by turbulence. For subsonic flows, the overall rate of propagation of the flame 
is determined by both the laminar flame speed and the turbulent eddies. The essence of premixed combustion 
modeling lies in capturing the turbulent flame speed, which is influenced by both parameters.  

 
Partially premixed flames exhibit the properties of both premixed and diffusion flames. They occur when an 

additional oxidizer or fuel stream enters a premixed system, or when a diffusion flame becomes lifted off the burner 
so that some premixing takes place prior to combustion. 
 
The turbulence model used was the standard  k -ω model, a method based on the Wilcox k -ω  model25, which 
incorporates modifications for low-Reynolds-number effects, compressibility, and shear flow spreading. The Wilcox 
model predicts free shear flow spreading rates that are in close agreement with measurements for far wakes, mixing 
layers, and plane, round, and radial jets, and is thus applicable to wall-bounded flows and free shear flows. The 
standard k -ω model is an empirical model based on transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy ( k ) and 
the specific dissipation rate (ω ). As the k -ω model has been modified over the years, production terms have been 
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added to both the k  and ω  equations, which have improved the accuracy of the model for predicting free shear 
flows. The transport equations for the model can be defined by,  

 
The transport equations for the model can be defined by,  
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The model used is the same as the one used during the 

experiments. Two different modes of natural gas injection were 
utilized for the prototype; a diffusive mode (non-premixed) with 
fuel injected along the central axis from the burner bottom and a 
premixed mode with entry in one or both tangential inlets, located 
before the inserts used for varying the swirl number. The 
simulation was performed utilizing FLUENT as solver. A three 
dimensional model is used for the analysis, which can be seen in 
figure 4.   
 

III. Results 
 

III.a. Coherent Structures 
Experiments were performed in order to obtain more insights into the system at different fuel ratios and regimes. 

Figure 5 shows a diffusive weak flame at different air flowrates. It is observed that the condition creates a coherent 
stable recirculation zone even at low air flowrates. This appears to be a consequence of the weak equivalence ratios. 
Only the fastest flows show what seems to be a harmonic related to the PVC/High Momentum Region (HM), but it 
is not as clear as under isothermal conditions, confirming the suppression of the PVC amplitude. The strength of the 
CRZ has increased with the flowrate and reduction of φ. Moreover, the shape of the Recirculation Zone maintains an 
irregular, lobbed pattern, as observed by Syred 2 and Dawson26.   
 

The addition of 40 l/min premixed natural gas for a diffusive-premixed case followed. These conditions showed 
stronger flames with weaker inner structures, figure 6. This is to be expected as the overall equivalence ratios are 
higher with more heat release, increased axial flux of axial momentum and more reduction of swirl number.  

 
A coherent stable Recirculation Zone developed at moderate-high air flowrates, with a wobbling unattached 

Vortex Breakdown at low air flowrates. Clear harmonics of the high momentum shear flow region were observed at 
moderate and high Re in the range of 0-100 Hz for a first harmonic, followed by another one at 200-250 Hz, the 
latter being characteristic of hot flows 2, 25.     

 
At 600 l/min airflow, figure 6.A.φ=1.030, heat release is near its maximum, axial flux of axial momentum is near 

its maximum and the swirl number has been reduced to being close to the point of vortex breakdown. At φ=0.620, 
figure 6.B. reduction of swirl number is not so high and a stronger CRZ has re-established itself, the effect 
continuing as the airflow is increased and equivalence ratio decreases to figure 6.D. where φ= 0.281. 

 
Thus, swirling combustion is highly dependant on the Re, equivalence ratio and injection mechanism. The use of 

diffusive injection creates a recirculation zone that remains moderate even at high equivalence ratios. However, 
when the premixed gas is added, the energy in the system and consequent reduction of density make more difficult 
the appearance of the structure at low Re. Nevertheless, the CRZ forms faster at high equivalence ratios, and at high 
Re its strength overcomes those observed with purely diffusive injection, suggesting that the mechanism of 
appearance under those circumstances is due to the higher pressure inside of the system and augmented energy of 
the reacting particles, which due to a higher recirculation are more prompt to react and contribute to the negative 
movement inside of the structure. 
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Figure 4. Tangential Swirl Burner Model. 
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Figure 5. Confined flame analysis at low diffusive gas injection at different flowrates and equivalence ratios with their vectorial map and 

frequency analysis. Color scale in [m/s]. The CRZ is defined by the dark-blue central region with velocities lower than 0.273 m/s. 
 

 
Figure 6. Confined flame analysis at low diffusive-premixed gas injection at different flowrates and equivalence ratios with their 

vectorial map and frequency analysis. Color scale in [m/s]. The CRZ is defined by the dark-blue central region with velocities lower than 
0.273 m/s. 
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Various models were tested prior to the selection of the one that would be used for the analysis of the entire 
system. Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) were used first for the resolution of the 
problem. However, the shapes, strength and location of the CRZ did not match the ones observed with the PIV 
system. The k-ω model was then used for the validation of the numerical code. When the latter was applied under 
different conditions, it was confirmed that the velocity profile between experiments and simulations were the closest 
observed. Thus, it was defined that this model would give the best results under the imposed conditions. Although it 
is a simpler model and some of the terms are defined by the user, the aid of experimental trials has allowed a better 
representation of the system via modeling with less computer memory.   

 
Numerical simulations revealed a similar shape to the 

observed during the experimental trials. However, the results did 
not show the concave asymmetric form previously spotted in the 
experimental results, figure 5 and 6. This has been related to the 
fact that the numerical simulation still need refining but it is 
accurate enough to give close results to the experimental model. 
Figure 7 shows one of the results at 25-40 l/min gas and 1,600 
l/min air. 

   
Different conditions were used just to verify that the flame 

and the coherent structures in the system were as closed as those 
observed in the experimental trial. Another simulation using 
2,200 l/min air and 25-80 l/min gas was run, figure 8. The results 
show how the coherent structure has evolved into a stronger 
entity, which is in accordance to the experiments that show how 
the increase of premixed gas and Re create stronger structures. 
Although the asymmetrical shape was not obtained, the relative 
position of the shear flow and the CRZ are in accordance to those 
obtained experimentally.  

 
The temperature profile is also in accordance with the theory2, 

which specifies that the swirling flows can reduce the temperature 
of the core and thus mitigate the production of NOx. Figure 9 
shows how the system is creating a region of colder products that 
not only improves the efficiency by exchange of energy with the 
reactants, but also reduces the temperature of the core with its 
inherent reduction of emissions. These results proved that the 
numerical simulation can be used for a close prediction of the 
system under swirl combustion conditions. This will aid in the 
analysis and validation of the model for the analysis of the 
flashback phenomenon in the swirl chamber.  

 
III.b. Flashback 

Previous experiments4 have proved that the use of the quarl 
and the diffusive injector under entirely premixed conditions 
improved up to 25% the resistance to flashback. The experiments 
were expanded to the analysis of the system with diffusive-
premixed injection using the quarl constriction, this in order to 
characterize the real effect produced by this passive mechanism.  

 
In order to observe the flashback phenomenon occurring 

inside of the rig, the steel baseplate was replaced by a quartz 
crystal. The phenomenon was successfully visualized.  

 
 
 

  
Figure 7. Numerical results. The position and strength 

observed in comparison to the experimental case is very 
close. Scale in m/s. 

   
Figure 8. Numerical results, φ = 0.345, 25-80 l/min. The 
position and strength of the CRZ is as expected. Scale in 

m/s. 

          
Figure 9. Numerical results, φ = 0.345, 25-80 l/min. The 
position and strength of the CRZ is as expected. Scale in 

m/s. 
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First experiments were performed using a No Injector configuration, with entirely premixed injection. The 
results showed an extremely low resistance to flashback. The velocity used was obtained from the velocity of the 
flow through the transversal area formed by the sleeve of the rig and the baseplate. However, when the injector was 
re-placed the system regained a considerable resistance to the flashback effect, with a smaller slope trend, as 
observed in figure 10. A reattachment effect to the nozzle was also observed using the injector, a phenomenon 
already associated with the incoming air-gas flow rate and the weakened CRZ. 

 

 
Figure 10. Comparison between the case with No injector (red trendline) and with injector (blue trendline). The case with injector is 

increasing considerably the flashback resistance.  No diffusive injection attained.  Confined conditions. 
 
When the   
phenomenon was 
analyzed using the 
High Speed Camera, 
the case with No 
Injector showed a 
flame that moves 
along the sleeve, and 
tangentially-radially 
flashes into the swirl 
chamber. The 
primary flame 
collapses and 
propagates into the 
entire volume, 
igniting a couple of 
seconds latter both 
tangential inlet jets. 
The time of ignition 
of the jets is longer 
with flames that are 
weaker and 
pulsating. This 
phenomenon is 
doubtless related to 
the turbulent flame 
speed. However, the 
flashback is not 
violent. Figure 11   
shows the results.  

 

 
Figure 11. Flashback under Confined Open Exhaust. No Nozzle Constriction and No Injector. Quartz positioned 

at baseplate. 100% premixed, φ ~ 0.74. The time measured from the first sign of flashback. Flowrate 1800 l/min.
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When the injector was re-placed, apart from the higher resistance to flashback, an increase in equivalence ratio 
caused a more damaging explosion in the swirl chamber, figure 12. This is related to the increased equivalence ratio, 
the reduce relief vent area and altered flow dynamics produced by this geometry.  

 

Tangential  
propagation  

Violent  
detonation  

 0.000 s                                  0.016 s                                   0.026 s 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 0.054 s                                  0.120 s                                   0.278 s 
 
 
 

 Fuel Injector 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 12. Flashback with injector. Flow injection of 900 l/min, 0-100 l/min gas (100% Premixed injection, φ ~ 1.06). The explosion is 

very intense and noisy.  
 

When the simulation was run, it was found that the system 
lacked the presence of the CIVB for those cases with injector, 
figure 13. Moreover, it was found that the system developed an 
asymmetric propagation, something observed during the 
experimental trials.  

 
Therefore, the model validated the suppression of the 

CIVB, with a close correlation to the experimental results in 
terms of the behavior of the flashback. It is thus proved via 
experimental and numerical simulation that the system has 
completely suppressed the CIVB in the sleeve of the rig, 
increasing the resistance to flashback considerably. Yazbadani 
27 demonstrated that the precession of several structures could 
be reduced or suppressed by means of using bluff bodies in 
cyclones. The same principle seems to apply to the appearance 
of the CIVB, which has been mitigated by the inclusion of a 
bluff body (injector), hence leaving a flashback phenomenon 
dependent only on boundary layer and turbulent speed 
propagations.  

 
These results corroborate that the system resistance to flashback can be considerably increased by the use of 

bluff bodies/injectors in the sleeve passage of the rig. This can be extended to bladed swirl combustors, with the 
addition of alternative fuels, reducing flashback by passive means economically viable and simple to implement. 
The avoidance of the CIVB leaves a phenomenon that is basically composed by low velocity boundaries and strong 
turbulent speed propagation at the center line of the flame. 

 

   
Figure 13. Asymmetric entrance of the flame via bondary 

layer propagation. No CIVB observed during the 
phenomenon. Similar results observed experimentally. 

m/s. 
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IV.Conclusion 
This paper has described the characteristics of a swirl burner in terms of the size and shape of the CRZs formed in 
the burner exhaust as a function of geometry, equivalence ratio and burner loading. Premixing or partial premixing 
has the greatest effect on the CRZ as the early heat release causes substantial increase in axial flux of axial 
momentum and thus drop in swirl number to such an extent that the CRZ can be virtually eliminated at equivalence 
ratios near to 1. This means that the whole flame stabilization process is susceptible to perturbations in mixture 
strength and loading, far more so than systems with diffusive fuel entry. 
 
Other work concentrated on Type 2 Flashback, whereby the flame could propagate radially outwards to the 
tangential inlets. It was shown that the presence of a fuel injector could substantially increase the flashback 
resistance by eliminating coherent structures near to the central axis, especially when used with a quarl outlet to the 
swirl burner. However with this configuration the flashback phenomenon was more violent, probably due to the 
reduced vent area. Numerical simulations proved to be useful in describing the phenomena found including the 
effects of flashback. 
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a b s t r a c t

Lean premixed swirl combustion is widely used in gas turbines and many other combustion Processes
due to the benefits of good flame stability and blow off limits coupled with low NOx emissions. Although
flashback is not generally a problem with natural gas combustion, there are some reports of flashback
damage with existing gas turbines, whilst hydrogen enriched fuel blends, especially those derived from
gasification of coal and/or biomass/industrial processes such as steel making, cause concerns in this area.
Thus, this paper describes a practical experimental approach to study and reduce the effect of flashback in
a compact design of generic swirl burner representative of many systems. A range of different fuel blends
are investigated for flashback and blow off limits; these fuel mixes include methane, methane/hydrogen
blends, pure hydrogen and coke oven gas. Swirl number effects are investigated by varying the number of
inlets or the configuration of the inlets. The well known Lewis and von Elbe critical boundary velocity gra-
dient expression is used to characterise flashback and enable comparison to be made with other available
data.

Two flashback phenomena are encountered here. The first one at lower swirl numbers involves flash-
back through the outer wall boundary layer where the crucial parameter is the critical boundary velocity
gradient, Gf. Values of Gf are of similar magnitude to those reported by Lewis and von Elbe for laminar
flow conditions, and it is recognised that under the turbulent flow conditions pertaining here actual gra-
dients in the thin swirl flow boundary layer are much higher than occur under laminar flow conditions. At
higher swirl numbers the central recirculation zone (CRZ) becomes enlarged and extends backwards over
the fuel injector to the burner baseplate and causes flashback to occur earlier at higher velocities. This
extension of the CRZ is complex, being governed by swirl number, equivalence ratio and Reynolds Num-
ber. Under these conditions flashback occurs when the cylindrical flame front surrounding the CRZ rap-
idly accelerates outwards to the tangential inlets and beyond, especially with hydrogen containing fuel
mixes. Conversely at lower swirl numbers with a modified exhaust geometry, hence restricted CRZ, flash-
back occurs through the outer thin boundary layer at much lower flow rates when the hydrogen content
of the fuel mix does not exceed 30%. The work demonstrates that it is possible to run premixed swirl
burners with a wide range of hydrogen fuel blends so as to substantially minimise flashback behaviour,
thus permitting wider used of the technology to reduce NOx emissions.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Lean premixed (LP) combustion is a widely used strategy to
decrease undesirable emissions in gas turbines. In LP systems, fuel
and air are mixed prior to the combustion chamber to promote
mixing, combustion efficiency, uniform temperatures and low
NOx. Swirl combustors are almost universally used in some form
or other in gas turbine [1–3] and numerous other systems.
Especially when operated in a LP mode many problems can be
encountered including blow off and flashback [2–4].

Using alternative fuels has become another option to reduce
emissions of CO2. Hydrogen, hydrogen and other fuel blends can

cause major issues with many swirl combustors, because of the
considerable variation in flame speed with such fuel blends com-
pared to natural gas. Similar comments apply to process gases such
as coke oven gas (COG) widely produced in the steel industry.
Biomass and coal gasification prototype power plants have per-
formed well, but have not proved to be competitive against con-
ventional boiler technology for power production [5–7], primarily
because gas turbine manufacturers have had full order books for
conventional units. Demand for systems capable of economically
and efficiently producing power and CO2 for sequestration may
well change this. There are many other problems associated with
the use of alternative fuels as discussed in [8].

Basically, swirling flows are defined as a flow undergoing simul-
taneous axial-tangential vortex motion. This flow motion can be
generated using swirl vanes or many other methods [9,10]. The
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main desirable characteristic of swirl combustors is the formation
of unattached reverse flow zones (RFZ) and central recirculation
zones (CRZ) capable of recycling hot chemically active reactants
to substantially enhance flame stability [4]. The swirl number (S)
is one of the main parameters used to characterise swirling flow.
It is defined as the ratio of axial flux of swirl momentum divided
by axial flux of axial momentum, divided by the equivalent nozzle
radius [3]. Commonly owing to flow complexities a geometric swirl
number (Sg) is used which depends entirely on the geometry of the
burner.

Flashback is a problem which has arisen when using LP com-
bustors especially with hydrogen based fuel mixtures. Flashback
occurs when the gas velocity becomes lower than the burning
velocity due to flame propagation within boundary layer, core flow
or because of combustion instabilities [2, 11–13]. One important
manifestation of the flashback phenomenon is that due to flame
propagation in the low velocity region of the wall boundary layer.
Flame propagation is thus limited by quenching in the very near
wall region [13]; for turbulent flow this will be the laminar sub
layer. Lewis and von Elbe [14] have suggested use of the critical
boundary velocity gradient, based on considerations of the velocity
gradient Gf at the wall, the laminar flame speed SL and the quench-
ing distance dq.

Gf ¼
@u
@r

� �
wall
6

SL

dq
ð1Þ

Flashback can also occur because of turbulent flame propaga-
tion in the core flow. Combustion instabilities have a very consid-
erable effect on system dynamics and can cause flashback due to
non- linear interaction of pressure fluctuations, hence periodic
heat release and non linear flame propagation [15]. Finally flash-
back in swirl burners can be caused by a phenomena termed com-
bustion induced vortex breakdown (CIVB) due to rapid expansion
at the burner exit creating a recirculation zone which acts as a
flame holder: the breakdown of this structure can occur due to
flow perturbations and chemical reaction effects causing the CRZ
and hence flame to propagate upstream into the premixing zone
[16,17].

2. Experimental setup

The generic swirl burner was used to examine flame stability
limits at atmospheric conditions (1 bar, 293 K). The was designed
and assembled at Cardiff University’s Gas Turbine Research Centre
(GTRC). A single tangential inlet feeds an outer plenum chamber
which uniformly distributes premixed air/fuel to the inserts, even-
tually into the burner body. A central fuel injector extended
through the whole body of plenum and the insert burner. Princi-
pally, the fuel injector is used to produce both non-premixed and
partially premixed flames; its position is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
This simulates many industrial applications where liquid fuels
are sprayed through a central fuel injector.

Three swirl numbers have been used in the experiments, with
the only change in the system being in the exhaust insert with tan-
gential inlets which force flow into the swirl chamber, then ex-
haust. Three inserts are used with different swirl numbers,
achieved by changing the number, length and width of the tangen-
tial inlets. The three swirl burners have swirl numbers of: SI = 1.47,
SII = 1.04, SIII = 0.8. Based on other work [9,21] an exhaust nozzle
extension 0.5De long was added to the exhaust of two of the in-
serts. The fuel injector was left in the same position Swirl insert
III is very similar to II the only differences lying in the width of
the tangential inlets, 5 as opposed to 4 mm (nine inlets used). Swirl
insert I only has four inlets, but operated at a significantly higher
swirl number of 1.47, Fig. 2.

Coriolis flow metres have been used simultaneously to measure
the mass flow rate of both fuel and air separately.

3. Results and discussion

Three swirl burners plus five different fuels has been used to ob-
tain results, these are summarised in Tables 1 and 2:

Typically the pressure loss coefficient at SII = 1.04 is nearly half
that at SI = 1.47 and again is about 20% lower again at SIII = 0.8.
Lower pressure drop is a major advantage to designers and opera-
tors of gas turbines and other large burners and thus there is a
drive to use lower swirl numbers, providing the flame stability
advantages of the CRZ are not lost. coke oven gas has been used
as a representative process industry fuel gas, which is widely

Fig. 1. Exploded view of swirl burner.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of Internals of swirl burner.

Table 1
Swirl burners and their specifications.

Swirl Burner name I II III

Geometrical swirl number 1.47 1.04 0.8
Exhaust sleeve 0.5 De long No Yes Yes
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available at steelworks and has the potential to be widely used in
power generation in process industry, providing appropriate effi-
cient reliable technology can be developed to utilise it. The system
has been tested on a wide range of fuel blends as shown below, Ta-
ble 2. Up to 15 combinations of swirl burner and fuel gases have
been used to investigate their effects on the flashback and blow-
off characteristics. Fuel characteristics are interesting as they show
similar lower heating values and adiabatic flame temperatures. The

exception is pure hydrogen with much higher lower heating value,
but adiabatic flame temperature about �100 K higher than coke
oven gas.

Three families of flashback curves are shown in Fig. 3 below,
one for a swirl number of SI = 1.47, Fig. 3a, the other at a swirl num-
ber SII = 1.04, Fig. 3b and 3c for SIII = 0.8.

Associated flame photographs at conditions just before flash-
back for pure methane are shown in Fig. 4a (SI = 1.46) and Fig. 4b
(SII = 1.04).

The comparison is extremely interesting whilst other analysis
has revealed two different flashback mechanisms for the different
swirl numbers [10,18–21]. With SI = 1.47 the central recirculation
zone (CRZ) extends over the central fuel injector to the base plate
for all fuels, with an associated flame front on the CRZ boundary.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 (and does not happen with SII = 1.04
and SIII = 0.8). Flashback occurs when the radial velocity in the
swirl level drops to such a level that the near radial flame front
can flashback to the inlets and often into the plenum chamber
[10]. Conversely with SII = 1.04 and SII = 0.8 flashback occurs by a

Table 2
Fuels Blends and their composition.

Fuel name CH4 (%) H2 (%) CO (%) N2 (%) LHV
(MJ/kg)

Tmax adiabtic

(K)

Pure methane 100 0 0 0 50.1 2237
Pure hydrogen 0 100 0 0 126.1 2406
15%H2 85 15 0 0 51.6 2245
30%H2 70 30 0 0 53.7 2253
Coke oven gas 25 65 6 4 54.2 2300

Fig. 3. Flashback limits of the generic swirl burners with three different swirl numbers for five different fuels.
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different mechanism via flashback in the outer wall boundary layer
of the exhaust nozzle, then being controlled by the critical bound-
ary velocity gradient [21] as defined by Lewis and von Elbe [14].
This can be readily derived from geometrical and simple flow con-
siderations and enables comparison with the large quantities of
data available in past literature as summarised in [14]. Other work
using CFD analysis of the boundary layer region close to flashback
has shown that under the turbulent flow conditions of the swirl
burner, critical boundary velocity gradients are an order of magni-
tude higher than those predicted by the Lewis and von Elbe for-
mula [21].

In terms of flashback limits for methane and methane contain-
ing up to 30% hydrogen a value of SII = 1.04 and SIII = 0.8 produces
flashback which occurs at a mass flow (and hence velocity levels)
up to 1/3 of those found for SI = 1.47 for a wide range of equiva-
lence ratios. However with coke oven gas (COG) different effects
start to appear as the hydrogen content of the fuel increase beyond

50%. For Swirl Numbers of 0.8 and 1.04 flashback performance is
better than S = 1.47 for values of equivalence ratio up to 0.6 to
0.65 and mass flows of �7 g/s. Beyond this point for equivalence
ratios > 0.65 and <1.2 a swirl number of 1.47 is better by up to
50%. However for LP combustors the aim is to operate around an
equivalence ratio of �0. 7 or less and thus this is not a disadvan-
tage. Comparison of the three Swirl Number cases, Fig. 3, shows
that there is a significant change in flashback behaviour moving
between a fuel with 30% hydrogen content to one with 65% hydro-
gen content as with COG. Moving onto the pure hydrogen results
similar trends were evident, although the range of equivalence ra-
tios tested was restricted to being below 0.5 and above 2 due to the
very large hydrogen and air flow rates required. Here the higher
mass flow, hence velocity levels, associated with hydrogen flash-
back, produce higher levels of turbulent kinetic energy, thus aug-
menting the turbulent flame speed and thus worsen the
hydrogen flashback limits beyond that expected from consider-
ations of laminar flame speed data [14,21].

More detailed inspection of the results for SII = 1.04 and
SIII = 0.8, showed generally both swirlers have very similar charac-
teristics with differences being within experimental limits. SIII = 0.8
is preferred as it gives lower pressure drop.

Another interesting result was that the peaks of the flashback
curves tended to occur at weak equivalence ratios as opposed to
the expected just on the rich side of stoichiometric [14]. This effect
is thought to be due to changes in the recirculation zone occurring
as the equivalence ratio approaches 1. This is also illustrated by
Fig. 5 where all the methane data has been plotted as a function
of critical boundary layer gradient at flashback, Gf; also included
is laminar data on natural gas. The swirl burners at SII = 1.04 and
SIII = 0.8 are flashing back at lower values of Gf than the laminar re-
sults (albeit at a higher pressure drop), whilst for SI = 1.47 values of
Gf are significantly higher.

Overall SIII = 0.8 gives the best flashback limits for methane
based fuels with hydrogen content up to 30% and for hydrogen
based fuels with hydrogen content P 65% for equivalence
ratios 6 0.65. However for fuels with hydrogen content in the
range 30% 6 H2 content 6 65% a more complex picture emerges.
The Critical Boundary Velocity Gradient for flashback is higher at
lower swirl numbers and equivalence ratios �1 when compared
to SI = 1.47. Separate tests on blow off limits show that the Swirl
Number S = 0.8 produces the best results.

Fig. 4a. Photo of flame surrounding central fuel injector at SI = 1.47, just before
radial flashback.

Fig. 4b. Photo of flame just before flashback through outer wall boundary layer,
SII = 1.04.

Fig. 5. Lewis and von Elbe Critical boundary velocity gradient comparison for three
swirl numbers and laminar data [14].
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A gas turbine, required to be dual fuelled, with given compres-
sor and turbine system has air mass flow rates at given thermal
inputs which vary little as the fuel mass flow is relatively small
and the exhaust gas composition, hence enthalpy, is still domi-
nated by the 80% nitrogen content from the air. To produce this
thermal input different quantities of fuel and thus equivalence ra-
tio are needed for different fuels such as natural gas, coke oven gas
and especially pure hydrogen. When dual fuelling/changeover is
needed ideally the operational range of the system between flash-
back and blow off for two different fuels (such as hydrogen and
natural gas) should be such that there is sufficient overlap between
the blow off and flashback limits to enable easy fuel change over.
Because of the different stoichiometry and heating value, hydrogen
containing fuels will always have to be operated at weaker equiv-
alence ratios than natural gas fired systems, typically 78% of the
natural gas equivalence ratio for pure hydrogen. This infers that
the overlap region between the flashback limit and blow off limit
of given fuels is crucial in determining whether or not the system
can be dual fuelled. Table 2 indicates that because of similar adia-
batic flame temperature and lower heating values fuel gases con-
taining up to 65% hydrogen (as with coke oven gas) with a base
fuel of natural gas can be best accommodated in existing or some-
what modified combustion systems.

4. Conclusion

This paper has discussed the flashback limits of three different
swirl burners and shown that considerable differences exist.
Preference is given to the system with low swirl number as it gives
lowest pressure drop. The behaviour of methane based fuels with
hydrogen content up to 30% has been shown to follow that of
methane as the hydrogen content is increased. However coke oven
gas shows distinctly different behavioural patterns, as does pure
hydrogen which needs to be investigated further.
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